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BENVENUTI IN ITALIA  WELCOME TO ITALY  
Siamo qui da secoli. Vi aspettiamo. 

Messaggio dal Paese più bello del mondo.

Il settore del turismo ha sofferto più di tutti 

della recente pandemia. I lockdown, le chiusure 

dei confini, il crollo del reddito disponibile, nel 

momento in cui scrivo potrebbero ispirare solo 

depressione. Ma stiamo invece parlando dell’Italia. 

La meta preferita per secoli dai viaggiatori. Infinite volte sfidata da 

guerre, carestie, epidemie e infinite volte tornata ad essere il Paese più 

desiderato al mondo.

 

Dopo ogni notte ci sarà una alba, e a ben guardare i segni possono 

essere già colti anche oggi. L’analisi dei big data di internet mostra 

l’Italia come prima destinazione ricercata in milioni di interrogazioni 

online. L’offerta del nostro Paese è immensamente vasta per tesori 

naturali e culturali. Siamo il Paese con il maggior numero di Siti 

UNESCO Patrimonio dell’Umanità. Se fossimo un museo saremmo il 

museo più grande del mondo. Se fossimo un ristorante quello con la 

cucina più apprezzata. Se fossimo una spiaggia quella meglio attrezzata 

al mondo.

Montagne, foreste e boschi, laghi, colline paesaggi unici 

contraddistinguono l’Italia. Ma tutto questo poi è reso unico dalla 

gente. Meglio, dalle genti. Per millenni la penisola fu meta di migrazioni 

e popoli del nord o del mare si installarono apportando nuove culture 

che andarono a creare l’Italia.

 

E adesso caro visitatore ti aspettiamo orgogliosi della nostra Italia, 

accoglienti, e decisi a offrirti una esperienza unica che nei secoli milioni 

di viaggiatori hanno ricercato. Dopo la pestilenza del Medio Evo arrivò il 

Rinascimento. 

Where® è qui per svolgere la sua missione di guidare i viaggiatori 

alla scoperta dell’Italia, anche nel nuovo Rinascimento. 

A presto!

L'Editore

We’ve been here for centuries. We’re waiting for you.

A message from the most beautiful country in the world.

The recent pandemic has severely affected one of the linchpins of the 

global economy – the tourism industry. The current lockdown, closing 

of borders and drop in available revenue at the time of writing this 

editorial could be very depressing, but remember we’re talking about 

Italy: a favourite destination of travelers for centuries. Throughout 

history, our country has been affected by war, famine and epidemics, 

and each time it has risen from the ashes to once again become the 

most desirable tourist destination in the world.

Every night is followed by a new dawn, and if you look carefully you 

will see some signs of this. An analysis of the Internet’s Big Data sets 

shows that Italy is the first holiday destination in searches by millions 

of Internet users. Italy’s wealth of natural and cultural treasures is 

unrivalled. Our country boasts the highest number of UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites. If Italy were a museum, it would be the largest museum 

in the world, if it were a restaurant it would be notable for having the 

world’s most-widely appreciated cuisine, and if Italy were a beach, it 

would be the best equipped in the world.

Mountains, forests and woods, lakes, hills and unique landscapes are 

only some of Italy’s most distinctive features. However, all of this is 

made even more unique by its people. For millennia, the peninsula was 

a destination for migrants, and people, from all corners of the earth, 

settled here bringing with them the different cultures that resulted in 

the creation of Italy.

So dear visitor, it is with pride that we have met the enormous challenge 

of the pandemic, and are now, once again, waiting to show you our 

Italy. We are here to welcome you with open arms to offer you a unique 

experience that millions of visitors have enjoyed for centuries. Remember 

the plague in the Middle Ages was followed by the Renaissance!

Where® is here to fulfill its mission of guiding travelers on a voyage 

to discover Italy, especially during this new Renaissance.

We look forward to seeing you soon! 

The Publisher

Andrea Jarach
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Now, we’re ready to show you the most beautiful 
country in the world.
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TEATRO COSTANZI 
OCTOBER 17 - 24

CONDUCTOR  
DANIELE GATTI 
DIRECTOR AND CHOREOGRAPHER  
DAVIDE LIVERMORE 
  
TEATRO DELL’OPERA DI ROMA  
ORCHESTRA, CHORUS  
AND CORPS DE BALLET 
A TEATRO DELL’OPERA DI ROMA  
NEW PRODUCTION 
SCENIC ELEMENTS PALAU DE LES ARTS  
REINA SOFÍA, VALENCIA
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WHERE NOW | HOT DATES

NEW SEASON AT SANTA CECILIA

A dazzling new season is opening at the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, Rome’s premier classical music organization, with works for orchestra, 
chamber ensemble, and world-renowned soloists on the bill. The season opens on the 13th with guest conductor Kirill Petrenko directing the 
prestigious Santa Cecilia Orchestra in an interpretation of Brahms’ Concerto for Piano, no. 2 with solist Boris Giltburg (pictured), as well as works by 
Mendelssohn and Brahms (repeat performances on 15 and 16 October). Pianist Ivo Pogorelich plays an all-Chopin solo recital on the 18th, and the Santa 
Cecilia Orchestra performs Brahms’ Symphony no. 1 and The Chairman Dances by John Adams, as well as Schumann’s Concerto for Cello featuring soloist 
Kian Soltani, with Maestro Maxim Emelyanychev at the podium on the 21th, 22nd, and 23rd. The 25th sees a truly unique performance of cellists Mario 
Brunello and Giovanni Sollima playing pieces by composers from Bach to Stravinsky to Queen, and the final days of the month host the orchestra once 
again playing Schumann and Mendelssohn with soloist Alexander Lonquich, all under the baton of Philippe Herreweghe. santacecilia.it

FROM WEDNESDAY 13

October

October in Rome ushers in a rich season of exhibitions, concerts, and cultural events that are 

sure to whet any art-lover’s appetite.

HOT DATES

www.wheretraveler.com 5

JEFFREY CHONG WANG & 
TOKUHIRO KAWAI

Dorothy Circus Gallery, Rome’s pop-art gallery par excellence, 
is hosting a duo-exhibit by Jeffrey Chong Wang and Tokuhiro 
Kawai this month, displaying captivating and surreal 
canvases by the two storytellers and figurative painters. 
Beijing-raised and Canada-based artist Jeffrey Chong Wang 
fuses a personal and surrealist vision with a refined and 
realistic pictorial technique to tell stories of everyday life 
in China. Characterized by a soft, vintage palette, Chong 
Wang’s works are reminiscent of the iconography of Wood’s 
American Gothic style, while Japanese artist Tokuhiro Kawai 
leads viewers into a world of magic and fantasy, with pieces 
that are filled with bright, floating figures. Inspired by the 
Western Renaissance, Kawai elaborates on legends and 
myths, adopting an intriguing visual language that finds its 
roots in storytelling and traditional pictorial iconography. 
dorothycircusgallery.it

     FROM SATURDAY 16

KLIMT EXHIBIT

The first mega-exhibit of the season is a monographic show 
dedicated to the work of the inimitable Klimt. A jaw-dropping 
number of Klimt’s most iconic works—well over 200—are on loan 
for the occasion from the Belvedere Museum in Vienna as well as 
the Klimt Foundation. This sublime exhibition, held at the Museum 
of Rome in Palazzo Braschi, is an unmissable event for fans of the 
Austrian symbolist painter, not to mention anyone who is passionate 
about art. Reservations highly advised. museodiroma.it

VERDI’S JOAN OF ARC

When you think of a Verdi opera, giants of the repertoire such as 
Aida, La Traviata, and Rigoletto no doubt spring to mind. But the 
great Italian composer wrote a number of operas that are rarely 
performed today. One such is Giovanni d’Arca, an opera in four acts 
that tells the story of the passionate and extraordinary life of Joan 
of Arc and her ultimate demise. This relatively unknown work kicks 
off the new season at the Teatro dell’Opera di Roma, with Maestro 
Daniele Gatti at the podium, and the staging and choreography—
completely redesigned for this production—are in the hands of 
Davide Livermore. Young opera-lovers can take advantage of the 
Anteprima Giovani, a special preview performance on the 15th 
open only to audience members 26 and under. Teatro Costanzi. 
Information and tickets at operaroma.it.

FROM TUESDAY 26

SUNDAY 17 TO SUNDAY 24

OPEN HOUSE ROMA
SATURDAY 2 TO SUNDAY 3
Rome’s annual Open House Roma, a free event that celebrates Rome’s unique 
architecture and design, is back after a two-year hiatus due to Covid. Every year for 
one weekend only, a slew of private Roman palaces, buildings, and villas of high 
architectural and artistic value—sites that are usually closed to the public—throw 
open their doors to curious and design-loving visitors, complete with guided 
tours. The highlights of this, the 9th edition of the event, span the centuries, from 
the Middle Ages to today, and include the Casa delle Armi in the Foro Italico, 
Palazzo Corrodi, Villa Mariani, Accademia d’Egitto, The Living Chapel (pictured), 28 
Piazza di Pietra, Villa Medici, Casa dei Crescenzi, and many more. More information 
and reservations at openhouseroma.org.
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COLOSSEUM 1
The Colosseum is the indestructible 
symbol of the Eternal City and the 
largest amphitheatre ever built. It was 
used for gladiatorial contests and public 
spectacles such as mock sea battles, 
wild animal hunts, executions, and 
reenactments of famous battles.   
Map F4

ROMAN FORUM 2
The heart of Ancient Rome. See the 
Arch of Titus, the Temple of Saturn, 
the House of the Vestal Virgins, and 
more. Climb the Palatine Hill to find the 
Domus Flavia and the Museo Palatino. 
Map E/F4/5

PIAZZA NAVONA 3
One of the most beautiful squares in 
Rome, it boasts Bernini’s Fountain of 

the Four Rivers, which encompasses 
an Egyptian obelisk and a sculpture of 
four river gods. Other two magnificent 
fountains decorate the piazza: the 
fountain of the Moor, and the Fountain 
of the Neptune. Map D3

PIAZZA DI SPAGNA 4
The most famous staircase in the world, 
with its sinuous flight of steps (1772). 
Climb the stairs for a fantastic view of 
the city and visit the stunning Trinità dei 
Monti church at the very top. At its feet 
is the graceful Fountain of the Barcaccia 
by Bernini from which begins Via 
Condotti, the most exclusive shopping 
street in Rome. Map E2

TREVI FOUNTAIN 5
Architect Nicola Salvi’s iconic fountain, 
celebrating the triumph of waters 

1 2

3 4 6 0

9

SEE MAP 
PAGE 54

12

13

13

8

with the imperious statue of Oceano 
dominating the scene. Make sure to toss 
a coin or two into its famous waters to 
assure your return to Rome. Map E3

SAINT PETER’S BASILICA 6
The greatest church in the world with art 
masterpieces including Michelangelo’s 
Pietà and Bernini’s Baldacchino. 

Michelangelo’s mighty silver-blue 
dome dominates the grandiose scene, 
while Bernini’s Colonnade forms the 
solemn entrance to the Vatican and the 
Christendom. Map B3

VATICAN MUSEUMS/SISTINE CHAPEL 7
The most important museum of Rome 
with an incomparable collection 
of Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, 
Renaissance, and baroque art; works 
by Raphael, Caravaggio, Canova, and 

many more. The Sistine Chapel by 
Michelangelo is regarded as one of 
the major artistic accomplishments of 
human civilization. Map B2

PANTHEON 8 
The city only architecturally intact 
monument from classical times, 
constructed by Agrippa in 27 BC 
and rebuilt by Hadrian. The interior 
measures 43.4 m in width and height. 
Light and air (and even rain) enter 
through the opening at the top 
through which the sky pervade the 
temple. Map D3

CASTEL SANT’ANGELO 9
Emperor Hadrian’s mausoleum, 
transformed into a majestic fortress 
centuries later, now a museum. It is 
joined to the Vatican by the famous 

Passetto, a passageway used to be a 
secret escape for the popes.  
Map C2/3

MOUTH OF TRUTH 0
It is a marble mask which stands 
against the left wall of Santa Maria in 
Cosmedin church. As a lie-detector 
from another time, it attracts 
thousands of visitors who audaciously 
stick their hand in the mouth. 
According to legend, a liar who puts 
his hand in the mouth will have it  
bitten off. Map D5

CAPITOLINE HILL !
One of the seven hills of Rome, 
boasting a piazza, designed by 
Michelangelo with a bronze copy 
of the equestrian statue of Marcus 
Aurelius in the middle. On the highest 

summit of the Campidoglio is located 
the Basilica of Santa Maria in Ara Coeli, 
reachable by a steep staircase counting 
124 steps. Map D4

PIAZZA DEL POPOLO   
It is an enormous square architecturally 
superb and perfectly symmetrical, 
dominated by an Egyptian obelisk 
and enriched by important churches 
such as the church of Santa Maria del 
Popolo, which boasts masterpieces by 
Caravaggio and Pinturicchio.  
Map D1

VILLA BORGHESE  
The most celebrated and easily accessible 
villa is Villa Borghese on the Pincian hill. 
Take a walk through its intricate gardens 
or go rowing at the romantic Giardino del 
Lago. Map D1

[ I T A L I A N  G R A N D  T O U R ]

Top in Rome SEE MAP 
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Clash of the Titans
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“He was born one year before me, and 
I’ve never been able to catch up.” 
So the great baroque architect 
Francesco Borromini is believed to 
have said of his contemporary and 
rival Gianlorenzo Bernini. 
They were born in 1598 and 1599 respectively, 
although their personalities couldn’t have been 
more different. The two architects harbored 
resentment and ill will toward one another for 
their entire careers, but together, they created the 
Roman Baroque.

Gianlorenzo Bernini, son of a successful Man-
nerist sculptor, came to Rome as a young boy, 
already recognized as a prodigy at the tender 
age of eight. His success was merit to his unde-
niable genius, but also his likeable personality. 
He charmed and complimented his way into 
the good graces of the most important figures 
in Rome, most notably Pope Urban VIII Barberini 
who bestowed commission after commission 
on him during a papacy that lasted over two 
decades. Borromini, on the other hand, was a 
depressive, sullen and taciturn to the point of 
belligerence, and famously impossible to work 
with. As a result, he was often passed over for 
choice commissions despite his extraordinary, 
and arguably superior, talent. Perhaps his grea-
test curse was that he was given projects, again 
and again, either together with or adjacent to 
those of Bernini, forcing him to work in his rival’s 
shadow or worse, under his direct supervision.

Two Churches, One Street
Just a few meters apart on the one-time politically 
important street, Via del Quirinale, each artist built 
the church that would go on to cement his status 
as one of the greatest architects in history. 

Clockwise from far left: Piazza Navona 
with Bernini’s Fountain of the Four 
Rivers and Borromini’s Sant’Agnese in 
Agone church; the dome of Bernini’s 
Sant’Andrea al Quirinale church; 
Bernini’s staircase in Palazzo Barberini; 
the dome of Borromini’s San Carlo alle 
Quattro Fontane church; Borromini’s 
staircase in Palazzo Barberini. Following 
page: The Facade of Borromini’s Palazzo 
di Propaganda Fide.

Explore the artistic rivalry that changed the face of Rome. 
Tiffany Parks leads the way.

8  W H E R E  R OME I  OC TOBER 2021 www.wheretraveler.com  9
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For Borromini, that church was San Carlo alle 
Quattro Fontane, one of the true jewels of ba-
roque architecture. Small and entirely white, the 
church features an intricately decorated, and at 
the same time understated, dome that crowns 
an intimate and awe-inspiring space. Just a few 
steps away, Bernini’s glittering Sant’Andrea 
del Quirinale is a luminous oval-plan church 
covered in ornate stucco and gold-leaf accents. 
Although Bernini’s church was built more than a 
decade after his competitor’s, their sheer vicinity 
means that the two churches are often compa-
red to one another—one is never visited and 
not the other by art-loving tourists in the know.

Duelling Staircases
A major blow to Borromini’s ego came when he 
was working on Urban VIII’s new family palace, 
Palazzo Barberini. Borromini was assisting his 
relative, the more mature architect Carlo Mader-
no, on the project. When the latter died, instead 
of being promoted as head architect, Borromini 
was passed over for his adversary Bernini, and 
became his underling on the project instead. 
Their competition can be viewed in real time 
by visiting their respective staircases. Each artist 
designed one on either side of the building; Ber-
nini’s is square, pristine, and symmetrical while 
Borromini’s is a graceful ovoid spiral. Whichever 
you see first you will think is the most beautiful...
until you see the other one.

On Shaky Ground
One of the most public sites of the artists’ duel 
was none other than St. Peter’s Basilica. Under 
Urban VIII, Bernini was named head architect of 
the ongoing construction of the massive new 

church, and Borromini was relegated to the 
position of assistant. He was quoted as saying, 
“I don’t mind the fact that I make one tenth his 
salary; but I would like to at least have the credit 
for my work.” And, in fact, the towering bronze 
canopy over the high altar is referred to as “Berni-
ni’s Baldacchino” to this day, although in reality, it 
was a collaboration between the two artists. Bor-
romini did get the last laugh, however, at least in 
part. When Bernini was designing the basilica’s 
façade, he drew up plans for a pair of twin bell 
towers. Borromini, an experienced engineer as 
well as an architect, argued publicly that the silty 
ground would not support the structures. His 
protests were dismissed as jealousy, and Bernini’s 
plans were carried out. When the first bell tower 
immediately collapsed, Bernini was disgraced, 
and Borromini exonerated.

Rivalry in the Piazza
In 1644, Borromini’s luck finally turned when 
Urban VIII was succeeded by Pope Innocent X. 
Old family enemies and bitter rivals themselves, 
the two priests had hated each other since their 
days in the College of Cardinals. Now that Inno-
cent was pope, he refused to work with anyone 
his predecessor had supported. Suddenly 
Borromini was the most important architect in 
Rome and Bernini was out of favor. Innocent 
commissioned Borromini to build a new church 
adjacent to his family palace in Piazza Navona. 
The result is Sant’Agnese in Agone, an exquisite 
example of Borromini’s unique ability to endow 
a static building with movement and buoyancy. 
When the pope decided he wanted a monu-
mental fountain in the middle of the square, 
he held a contest to decide which architect to 

hire—and Bernini was deliberately excluded 
from the competition. Borromini considered the 
job his and began planning the hydraulics and 
laying the piping. But as usual, luck was against 
him. The pope’s nephew convinced Bernini to 
create a model of his vision for the fountain; 
once Innocent had seen it, he declared he must 
have it, no matter who had created it. The result 
is the Fountain of the Four Rivers, one of Berni-
ni’s greatest triumphs.

Next Door Neighbors
Palazzo di Propaganda Fide, an imposing 
building near the Spanish Steps, is a vivid 
testament to the brutal antagonism betwe-
en the two artists. The project was initially 
entrusted to Bernini, under the patronage of 
his champion Urban VIII. Bernini designed the 
nondescript facade that looks out onto Piazza 
Mignanelli, as well as a chapel inside. But after 
Innocent X took over the papacy, he replaced 
Bernini with Borromini. At last the underdog 
had the opportunity to show up his rival, and 
he systematically dismantled the entire cha-
pel, completely revisioning it in his own unmi-
stakable style. But an even bigger insult was 
to come. Bernini had recently moved with his 
large family to a home across the street from 
the palace, and his front windows looked out 
directly onto Borromini’s stunning new façade 
on Via della Mercede. To taunt his adversary, 
Borromini reportedly sculpted a pair of ass’s 
ears onto the facade of the building, and 
Bernini retaliated by carving a large phallus 
on a cornice of his building, pointing straight 
at Borromini’s worksite. They were both even-
tually taken down in the name of decency. B
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Street Escape
A quiet respite from nearby Piazza di Spagna and Piazza del Popolo,  
Via Margutta has charmed everyone from Puccini to Fellini.    
Alexandra Bruzzese takes you on a tour.

A Font of 
Inspiration
Via Margutta has remained the neighborhood 

of creatives throughout the centuries, as 

illustrated in its Fountain of the Artists (above). 

Designed by Pietro Lombardi and completed 

in 1927, the marble fountain is crowned by a 

bucket of paintbrushes that rest on top of a 

pair of easels. Two theater masks sit on oppo-

site sides, one happy, one sad, symbolizing the 

unpredictable fortunes that characterize an 

artistic career. Find it near Via Margutta, 54.

Via Margutta may be small, but its ped-

igree is big. Tucked between bustling 

Via del Babuino and tourist magnet the 

Spanish Steps, this quaint street has a story 

that began centuries ago. The origin of its 

name is contentious: some say it derives from 

the word marisgutta, or “sea drop,” a sarcastic 

reference to a sewer stream that spilled from 

the hill of the Pincii family’s villa in ancient 

times, while others believe its etymology can 

be traced back to Luigi Margutti, a daft village 

barber who endeared himself to the via’s 

locals.

       In ancient times, Via Margutta housed a 

series of stables belonging to the city’s elite. 

During the Middle Ages, dozens of artisan 

workshops began opening their doors, hosting 

craftsmen who painted, cut marble, forged 

metal, and more, ushering in a burgeoning 

industry that saw the little cityscape undergo 

its own renaissance. During the centuries that 

followed, artisans from Germany, Flanders, and 

other parts of Italy flocked to Via Margutta, 

eventually constructing their own homes and 

workshops, aided by Pope Paul III who granted 

artists generous tax breaks. Gilders, restorers, 

frame-makers, carpenters, and marble dealers 

prospered. Rome’s rich, whose villas already 

lined neighboring Via del Babuino, embellished 

the street with courtyards and lush gardens.

       In the 1800s, high-society events unfolded 

on Margutta, attracting musicians, poets, and 

writers like Richard Wagner, Claude Debussy, 

Franz Liszt, Giacomo Puccini, Pietro Mascagni, 

Émile Zola, Gabriele d’Annunzio, Sibilla Aler-

amo, and later Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de 

Beauvoir, Elsa Morante, and Alberto Moravia. 

20th-century artists Pablo Picasso, Franco 

Gentilini, Cesare Maccari, Charles Fazzini, Luigi 

Montanarini, Gino Severini, Renato Guttuso, 

Alberto Burri, and Mario Mafai all spent time 

on the street during their careers. Former 

residents include painter and actress Novella 

Parigini, whose studio was found at no. 53b; 

sculptor Umberto Mastroianni; Italian screen 

legend Anna Magnani; Italo Rossi Ciampolini, 

who sculpted the athletes in Mussolini’s Forum, 

now known as the Foro Italico; writers Milena 

Milani and Truman Capote; and, perhaps most 

significantly, Italian film director Federico Fell-

ini, who lived with his wife Giulietta Masina at 

no. 110. A plaque with a carving of the two and 

a poem is placed at the apartment’s entrance 

in commemoration (see inset left).

         But what truly put Margutta on the map 

was the 1953 classic film Roman Holiday, starring 

Gregory Peck as an eager American reporter 

and Audrey Hepburn as a runaway European 

royal hoping to see Rome incognito. Peck’s 

character, Joe Bradley, has an apartment on Via 

Margutta, 51, and it’s here that the two begin 

their love story. The romantic comedy raked in 

a trio of Oscars (including one for Hepburn as 

Best Actress) and catapulted the Eternal City 

to a number one vacation destination. Follow-

ing the success of the film, real estate prices 

skyrocketed, making it impossible for many of 

Margutta’s original residents to stay.

       Today, Via Margutta serves as an oasis of 

calm amongst the frenzy of the city center. 

Draped in vines and ivy, with cobblestoned 

pathways and cheerful window boxes, the street 

defies its geography, recalling an airy village 

instead of Italy’s capital. Though not as plenti-

ful as they used to be, art galleries and artisan 

workshops still thrive here, along with a flurry 

of boutiques. Stop by Bottega del Marmoraro, 

the studio of stone carver Sandro Fiorentini, 

who creates original pieces on marble plaques 

for reasonable prices (his works are dotted along 

the street). At Via Margutta, 9 is the workshop 

of Maurizio Grossi (mauriziogrossi.com), which 

sells lavish items like full-size statues and bas-re-

liefs, along with more reserved pieces like vases, 

bowls, and lamp and candle bases. Enigma, a 

luxury jewelry atelier helmed by Gianni Bulgari 

of the famous Bulgari family, boasts extrava-

gant pieces with price tags to match. No. 54 is 

home to Valentina Moncada’s contemporary 

art gallery (valentinamoncada.com), open by 

appointment only. Moncada’s ancestors lived on 

Via Margutta in the 1800s, and even worked as 

artisans themselves. The space features works by 

everyone from Picasso to Yayoi Kusama. Other 

galleries include Monogramma Arte Contem-

porary (monogramma.it), and 6° Senso (sesto-

sensoartgallery.net).

       Also on Margutta is leather line Saddlers 

Union (saddlersunion-shop.com), which has pro-

duced bespoke pieces since the late 1950s, once 

counting Jackie O’ as a client. Timeless bags, wal-

lets, belts, travel accessories, and briefcases for 

men and women can be bought on the spot or 

customized. If you’re more interested in sprucing 

up your home than your wardrobe, check out 

Flair. This vintage furniture store specializes in 

decor from the second half of the 20th century. 

Find them at Via Margutta, 55b.

      The street also comprises a few top restau-

rants. Osteria Margutta (no. 82) (pictured top 

right) has hosted legends like Fellini, Italo Calvi-

no, and Pier Paolo Pasolini. Their menu centers 

around creative Italian cuisine, true to their mot-

to that “art is in the kitchen.” Babette (no. 1d) is 

a cozy bistro dishing out Italian and French-in-

spired cuisine. In case of unseasonably warm 

weather, ask to be seated on the courtyard. The 

restaurant also serves as an art gallery.
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Tiffany Parks shares eight reasons why October is the best month to visit Rome.

The October 8

KEEP YOUR COOL

Rome can bake in varying intensity from May 
to September. Trekking across the city to 
check off all the items on your sightseeing list 
can be grueling in Rome’s famous heat and 
humidity. October, on the other hand, is deli-
ciously temperate and mild. With an average 
monthly temperature of around 17° Celsius (or 
63° Fahrenheit), it’s just about as pleasant as 
you could ask for.

HERE COMES THE SUN

Just because the temperatures are cooler in 
October doesn’t mean Rome’s famous light is 
any less resplendent. Rome boasts an average 
of around 20 sunny days per month in Oc-
tober, and, thanks to its southern position, it 
claims an above-average number of hours of 
light compared with the rest of Europe.

A QUIET PLACE

We won’t lie to you: there are tourists in Rome 
all year round, and you’ll likely never have the 
city entirely to yourself. However, the massive 
crowds that plague the city for the duration of 
its long high season begin to thin out come 
October. So while you might not find yourself 
standing alone in the Sistine Chapel, at least 
you won’t risk being swallowed up by five 
teeming tour groups simultaneously.

BROCCO-FLOWER

Pass by any of Rome’s colorful and characte-
ristic produce markets this month, and you 
might do a double take at this vegetable 
you’ve likely never seen before. An odd-lo-
oking hybrid of broccoli and cauliflower, the 
broccolo romanesco is one of this season’s 

most anticipated veggies. The electric-green, 
spiky surface hides a surprisingly tender and 
sweet cruciferous that is one of the highlights 
of Rome’s gastronomic calendar. Try it boiled 
and tossed with olive oil, orecchiette pasta, and 
lots of pecorino cheese.

DIAMOND OF THE KITCHEN

True foodies would argue that the truffle 
alone is reason enough to visit Rome in Oc-
tober. These precious, pungent tubers grow 
underground and specially trained pigs were 
once employed to find them. Depending on 
the variety, truffles can set you back anywhere 
between €2,000 to a whopping €4,500 per 
kilo, but luckily, only a few grates of the sharp 
and potent stuff are enough to add flavor to a 
dish. The various types of tartufi include white, 
black, winter, and summer, and are most com-
monly used to garnish eggs, risotto, gnocchi, 
and game.

ART ATTACK

Yet another reason October is a great time to 
be in Rome is that it ushers in the city’s new 
exhibition season. A number of exciting new 
show arrive on the city’s art scene this month, 
including a photography exhibit featuring the 
works of legendary Margaret Bourke-White, 
the first known female war correspondent, at 
the Museum of Rome in Trastevere, an immer-
sive show on the technological and generati-
ve art of Quayola, one of the most important 
exponents of media-art on an international 
level, on at Palazzo Cipolla, and a thrilling new 
monographic exhibition on the works of Gu-
stav Klimt, opening at the end of the month at 

the Museum of Rome at Palazzo Braschi. See 
pages 56-58 for more information.

LIVE BY THE GRAPE

The month of October closes the wine 
harvest, and it’s not too late to get in on the 
action. For a relaxing day of food and wine, 
head to the hills around Rome and revel in 
the wine culture of the Castelli Romani area 
(learn more on page 22.) Or, to really get into 
the spirit, take a day trip to the nearby town 
of Marino, where their yearly grape festival (30 
Sept–2 Oct) sees wine literally flowing from 
the fountains, as well as live music, tastings of 
local products, winemaking demonstrations, 
and seemingly endless grapes up for grabs. 
The Sagra dell’Uva is just one of dozens of 
eno-gastronomic festivals that are on offer all 
month (keep reading).

FALL FESTIVALS

All year round, traditional local festivals called 
sagre take place in small towns all over Italy, 
but October heralds some of the most highly 
anticipated in the countryside around Rome. 
Hundreds of visitors from all over the area 
cram the narrow streets of these charming 
medieval towns to take part in the celebration 
of their local specialties. Highlights include the 
chestnut festival in Soriano nel Cimino (8-10 
Oct), the marrone (sweet chestnut) festival in 
Rocca Massima (19-20 Oct), the porcini mu-
shroom festival in Bellegra (6 Oct), the grape 
festival in Mentana (6 Oct), the potato festival 
in Leonessa (12-13 Oct), and the truffle festival 
in Canterano (12 Oct). Bring your appetite. 
More information at giraitalia.it.

October is Rome’s best-kept secret. While in much of the northern hemisphere October can bring chilly, 
dreary weather, in Rome, it’s one of the most glorious months of the year. And the weather is only the 

beginning. Read on to learn why you’ve picked the best time to come to the Eternal City.
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m Santa Maria della Concezione
This church hides in its bowels a reliquary as 
macabre as it is unique: the wonderful, offbeat 
attraction of the church is the incredible Capu-
chin Crypt (below right). In this subterranean 
burial ground are assembled the remains of 
approximately 4000 friars who died between 
1528 and 1870. The walls of the six chapels are 
entirely decorated with skulls and bones (tibiae, 
verterbrae, and scapulae) that form designs 
and arabesques, symbols and rosettes, even 
chandeliers. The skeletons, dressed in habits, are 
arranged in varied poses, such as lying down, 
standing, in the act of preaching, or praying. The 
most chilling is without a doubt the skeleton 
that holds a scale and an hourglass, also made 
of bones, symbolizing the inevitable passage of 
time and the coming judgement. Via Veneto, 27.
m The Museum of Horror
If you’re in the mood for a little holiday fear, we 
can give you Freddy Krueger’s Roman address. 
You can meet him in the secret underground 
rooms of Profondo Rosso (inset above right), 
a shop in the Prati neighborhood owned by 
master of fright, director Dario Argento, and 

named after his most terrifying movie. From 
upstairs, where spooky objects are for sale, 
visitors go down to a one-of-a-kind museum 
that conserves the props used in many films by 
Argento and others, such as Wes Craven. Throu-
gh colored lights, disturbing noises, and gothic 
music, visitors move on to the central nucleus of 
the museum, recreated stage sets from Argen-
to’s films: the scene from the film Opera with the 
figure of the assassin pecked by crows, the living 
dead from I Demoni, the gloomy rooms of the 
child-killer from Phenomena, and the devil from 
the film La Chiesa in the act of killing a girl.  
Via dei Gracchi, 260.
m The Museum of the Souls in Purgatory
This odd, eerie museum, located in neogothic 
church Sacro Cuore del Suffragio, displays an 
impressive testament to the afterlife. The col-
lection includes a series of articles demonstra-
ting supernatural events that bear visible traces 
left by souls trapped in that agonizing space 
between heaven and hell. Gape at handprints 
burned onto pages of a liturgical manuscript, 
or a scorch mark showing the face of a soul in 
Purgatory (below). Lungotevere Prati, 12.

m The Catacombs
Over the centuries, countless people were 
buried in the vast, gloomy network of un-
derground tunnels along the Appian Way. 
According to common belief, The Catacom-
bs (above) were also used as a hiding place 
for persecuted Christians, although there’s 
no evidence to support this theory. Today 
the catacombs continue to impress visitors, 
always escorted by an expert guide, to 
prevent them getting lost in the dark maze 
of tunnels teeming with tombs. 
Via Appia Antica, 110/126.
m The Doll Hospital 
This minuscule workspace is filled with broken 
toys and fractured puppets, waiting for 
Federico Squatriti to give them new life. The 
shop continues the owner’s family tradition 
of nursing ailing dolls and wounded figurines 
back to health. The dust-dulled window, full 
of broken faces and decapitated heads, draws 
the curiosity of passersby who often stop in to 
visit the shop, which has become a macabre 
and intriguing attraction (below left). 
Via di Ripetta, 29.

Fright Sights 
Discover the dark side of Rome with these creepy and eerie sights... if you dare.  

B y Fe de rico Schiaf f ino



MythBusters
I

n Italy, Alfredo is a name, not a pasta dish. While many Americans arrive in the bel 
paese with a checklist of must-try dishes they’ve indulged in at home, the startling 
truth is that the majority of these popular recipes aren’t authentically Italian, but 
rather Italian-American. The evolution of the latter can be chalked up to immigra-
tion in the late-19th to early-20th centuries. Italian newcomers to American cities 
suddenly found themselves purchasing food instead of growing it; meat also 
became far more available than it ever had been back home. Slowly, a shift towards 
a cheesier, meatier, saucier cuisine unfolded, a far cry from its ascendants. Read on to 
find out which dishes you won’t find here and what to eat instead. 

2 YOU WON’T FIND: FETTUCCINE ALFREDO
A titan of Italian-American cuisine, Alfredo typically consists of fettuccine pasta 
drenched in a heavy cream sauce. In Italy, you’ll only find this version in tourist traps 
where it’s unceremoniously tossed into the microwave. 
3 INSTEAD, ORDER... 
Roman trattoria Alfredo alla Scrofa (Via della Scrofa, 104a) proposes its own take on 
the international favorite, a buttery parmesan-laden triumph that’s prepared table-
side. Or, if you’re all about the American recipe’s unapologetic, cheesy richness, opt 
for uber-Roman cacio e pepe: tonnarelli pasta slung with heaps of pecorino cheese 
and black pepper. Try it at Felice in the Testaccio neighborhood (Via Mastro Giorgio, 
29) or at your nearest trattoria. 

2 YOU WON’T FIND: PEPPERONI PIZZA 
Well, you will, but it’s not the meat lover’s treat you’re expecting: in Italian, peperoni tran-
slates to bell peppers. Some theorize that the Italian word peperoncino (hot pepper) 
eventually became synonymous with the spicy sausage found in the US, maturing into 
the current term “pepperoni”. Bottomline: pepperoni pizza in the Eternal City will be a 
disappointing dinner if you’re jonesing for the carnivorous classic.
3 INSTEAD, ORDER…
Pizza with salame piccante, or spicy sausage, sometimes billed as pizza alla diavola. Try it 
Roman-style, baked to a shattering crisp, at Da Remo (Piazza di Santa Maria Liberatrice, 
44), Emma (Via Monte della Farina 28/29), or, if you’re willing to stray from the center, 
Pizzeria 180g in the Centocelle district (Via Tor de’ Schiavi, 53).

2 YOU WON’T FIND: SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS 
Spaghetti topped with a tumble of meatballs reigns as the godfather of home-style 
Italian-American cuisine. In Rome, however, the two ingredients rarely cross paths, 
with spaghetti commonly ordered as a first course followed by a second course 
of polpette (meatballs) in tomato sauce. If Lady and the Tramp were Italians, they 
might never have gotten together.
3 INSTEAD, ORDER…
For a dreamy combination of carne and carbs, seek out a classic of Italian repertoire 
such as baked lasagna in meat sauce at Roman institution Angelino ai Fori (Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40). Another meaty option is rigatoni with braised oxtail (coda alla vac-
cinara), one of the hallowed dishes of Rome’s culinary pantheon. Checchino dal 1887 
(Via di Monte Testaccio, 30) makes a mean one. 

2 YOU WON’T FIND: CHICKEN PARMESAN 
This cherished Italian-American icon, a breaded and fried chicken cutlet smothered 
in tomato sauce, mozzarella, and Parmesan cheese, occasionally served on a bed of 
spaghetti, is conspicuously absent from menus in Italy. 
3 INSTEAD, ORDER…
Eggplant parmesan, most likely the original ancestor of chicken parm. Hailing from 
the South, this dish cushions thin slices of mozzarella with piquant tomato sauce 
and oozy mozzarella, dusted with a generous layer of parmigiano. Try a delectable 
one at Il Falchetto near Via del Corso (Via di Montecatini, 12).

Wondering why you can’t find chicken parm on the menu? 
Alexandra Bruzzese detangles Italian cuisine from 

its flashier Italian-American cousin. 

WHERE NOW   | FOOD
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One-stop Shop

ADVERTORIAL

A century and a half ago, Italian 

department store Rinascente first 

opened its doors, initially in Milan 

then across Italy, with stores taking up 

residence in historic palaces in major cities. 

A second flagship store opened in October 

2017, just steps from the Trevi Fountain 

and Piazza di Spagna. The inauguration 

of this fashion legend coincided with the 

milestone of nearly 150 years of activity, and 

exactly 100 years since the celebrated poet 

Gabriele D’Annunzio coined the name of the 

store, which literally means “renascent,” or in 

the process of being reborn.

       This prestigious department store offers 

a selection of the finest products in fash-

ion, accessories, beauty care, home décor, 

design, and food, providing a wide choice 

of 800 upscale brands, all offering the very 

best of Italian and international production. 

After a painstaking restoration of the historic 

building on Via Tritone, an exciting arche-

ological discovery was made: a well-pre-

served section of the Aqua Virgo aque-

duct inaugurated by Emperor Augustus in 

19 BC, which can be seen in the basement. 

The department store also incorporates a 

smaller building—erected in the early 1900s 

and known as the “Palazzetto”—literally 

inside of it, an authentic “building within a 

building” that adds a fascinating element to 

the store’s architecture.

        Another defining architectural element 

is the cavaedium, an ancient-style central 

courtyard that brings light and splendor to 

every floor. The basement is home to the 

Design Supermarket, offering innovative and 

trendsetting brands in home décor, propos-

als for the dining table and kitchen, fabrics, 

leather goods and luggage, lighting, and 

technological gadgetry. This is where you 

can also admire the ruins of the Aqua Virgo 

aqueduct in a special exhibition space, 

allowing you to combine a shopping trip with 

a cultural outing. The tax-free lounge and 

customer service desk are also located here.

         Every floor is a new treasure trove of 

products to discover, from jewelry, watches, 

sunglasses, and accessories on the ground 

floor, to cosmetics, fragrances, and lingerie 

on the first floor up. Men’s fashion, footwear, 

accessories, and underwear are located on 

levels two and three, and women’s fashions, 

luxury ready-to-wear, designer shoes, denim, 

and athletic footwear on four and five.

Last but not least, the 6th and 7th floors host 

the food hall, restaurants, food market, 

café, lounge bar, and panoramic terrace. 

The gourmet food hall, the first of its kind in 

the Eternal City, is now fimrly established as 

“the place to be” in Rome, both for tourists 

and residents, offering vastly different dining 

options, all with a glorious view over the roof-

tops of Rome. Restaurants include the Feudi 

di San Gregorio winery, Michelin-starred 

chef Riccardo Di Giacinto’s MadeITerraneo, 

Temakinho, serving a delightful combination 

of Brazilian and Japanese cuisines, and ViVi 

Bistrot, offering dishes made entirely with 

natural and organic ingredients.

Try the exclusive On Demand Service: a 

personal shopper who finds your favorite 

product in store and delivers it directly to your 

hotel. Now available also on WeChat.

Tel 3440081600.

ondemand@rinascente.it

Via del Tritone, 61/Via dei Due Macelli, 23. 

Tel 06879161. Mon–Sun, 10am–11pm.

Store: Piazza Fiume. Tel 068841231. 

Mon–Fri, 9:30am–9pm; Sat, 9:30am–

9:30pm; Sun, 10am–9pm. rinascente.it

[ R I N A S C E N T E ]

Shopping at Its best
For your Roman shopping

a few steps away from the Trevi 
fountain and the Spanish steps

head to the Rinascente store
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Sizing
Women clothes
Euro       US       UK

Women shoes
Euro       US       UK

Men clothes (chest)
Euro       US       UK

Men shoes
Euro       US       UK

34
36
38
40
42
44

00
0
2
4
6
8

2
4
6
8
10
12

41
42
43
45
46
47

8
9
10
11
12
13

7
8
9
10
11
12

36
37
38
39
40
41

6
7
8
9
10
11

3
4
5
6
7
8

44
46
48
50
52
54

34
36
38
40
42
44

34
36
38
40
42
44

[ FA S H I O N  D E S I G N E R S ]

ALBERTA FERRETTI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7pm; Sun, 10am–1:30pm and 2:30–7pm. Via dei 
Condotti, 34. Tel 066991160. albertaferretti.com   
Map E2 

ALTARIVA Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 10am–1:30pm and 2:30–7pm. Via del 
Tritone, 31/32/33. Tel 0686984609.  
altarivashoes.it  Map E3 

ASPESI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7pm.   
Via del Babuino, 144a. Tel 063230376.   
aspesi.com Map D2  

BALENCIAGA Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7pm.   
Via Borgognona, 7e. Tel 0687502260.  
balenciaga.com Map E2 

BLUMARINE Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 11am–7pm. Via Borgognona, 31. Tel 
066790951. blumarine.com Map E2 

BORSALINO Open Mon, 3:30pm–7:30pm; Tue–
Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm. Via di Campo Marzio, 72a. 
Tel 066783945. Map E2. Piazza del Popolo, 20. 
Tel 0632650838. Map D1. Via Sistina, 58a. Tel 
066788821. Map E2. borsalino.com 

BOTTEGA VENETA Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7:30pm; Sun 10am–7pm. Piazza San Lorenzo in 
Lucina, 9/13. Tel 0668210024.   
bottegaveneta.com Map D3 

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI Open daily, 10:30am–
7:30pm. Via Borgognona, 33. Tel 066787680. 
brunellocucinelli.com Map E2 

BULGARI Open daily, Mon & Sun, 11am–7pm; 
Tue–Sat, 10am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 10. Tel 
06696261. bulgari.com Map E2 

CAR SHOE Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun 
11am–7pm. Piazza di San Lorenzo in Lucina, 5.  
Tel 0689385111. carshoe.com Map D3 

CARTIER  Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7pm; 
Sunday 11am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 82/83.  
Tel 06696751. cartier.com Map E2 

CÉLINE Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm. Via dei 
Condotti, 20a. Tel 066787594. celine.com Map E2 

CHANEL Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7pm. Piazza di 
Spagna, 85. Tel 0669769999. chanel.com   
Map E2 

CHURCH’S Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun 
10am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 57. Tel 0669190920. 
church-footwear.com Map E2 

DAMIANI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–8pm.   
Via dei Condotti, 84. Tel 0669200477.  
damiani.com Map E2 

DIOR Open daily, 10am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 
1–4. Tel 0669924489. (Women’s). Piazza di 
Spagna, 70/71. Tel 0669190944. dior.com   
Map E2  

DOLCE&GABBANA Open daily, 10:30am–
7:30pm. Via dei Condotti, 51/52. Tel 0669924999. 
dolcegabbana.com Map E2 

MONTBLANC Open Tue–Sat, 
10am–7:30pm; Sun, 11am–

7pm. Via dei Condotti, 
70. Tel 0669941894. 
montblanc.com Map E2 

MOSCHINO Open Mon–
Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; 

Sun, 11am–7:30pm. Via del 
Babuino, 156. Tel 066781144. 

moschino.com Map E2 

POMELLATO Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
8pm. Piazza San Lorenzo in Lucina, 38. Tel 
0668809790. pomellato.com Map D3 

PRADA Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 10am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 92/95 
(women’s). Via dei Condotti, 88 (men’s). 
Tel 066790897. prada.com Map E2 

ROBERTO CAVALLI Open daily, 10:30am–
1pm and 2–7pm. Via Borgognona, 25.  
Tel 0669925469. robertocavalli.com   
Map E2 

SAINT LAURENT Open daily, 10am–8pm. 
Piazza di S. Lorenzo in Lucina, 17. Tel 
066795577. ysl.com Map E2 

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO Open Mon–
Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, 10:30am–7:30pm. 
Via dei Condotti, 65. Tel 066781130. 
ferragamo.com Map E2 

TOD’S Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 11am–7:30pm. Via dei Condotti, 53a. 
Tel 066991089 (women’s). Via Fontanella 
Borghese, 56a. Tel 0668210066 (men’s) 
tods.com Map E2 

TOM FORD FOR MEN (GENTE) Open 
daily, 10:30am–7:30pm. Via del Babuino, 
185. Tel 063226975. tomford.com   
Map E2 

TRUSSARDI Open daily, 10am–7:30pm.  
Via Frattina, 42/43. Tel 0669380939.  
trussardi.com Map E2 

VALENTINO Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7:30pm; Sun 10am–7pm. Piazza di 
Spagna, 38. Tel 0694515710.  
valentino.com Map E2 

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS Open Mon–
Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, 11am–7pm. 
Via dei Condotti, 15. Tel 069025481. 

vancleefarpels.com Map E2 

VERSACE Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7:30pm; Sun, 10:30am–7:30pm. 

Piazza di Spagna, 12. Tel 
066780521. versace.com   

Map E2 

ZILLI Open Mon–Sat, 
9:30am–7:30pm; Sun, 
10:30am–6:30pm. Via 

Vittorio Veneto, 144.   
Tel 06486972. zilli.com  

Map F2 

Luxury Top Brands
EMILIO PUCCI Open daily, 10am–7pm. Piazza di 
Spagna, 87. Tel 066784058. emiliopucci.com  
Map E2 

EMPORIO ARMANI Open daily, 10:30am–7:30pm. 
Via del Babuino, 140. Tel 063221581. armani.com  
Map D2 

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA Open Mon–Sat, 
10am–7:30pm; Sun, 10am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 
58. Tel 0669940678. zegna.com Map E2 

ETRO Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, 
10:30am–7:30pm. Via del Babuino, 102. Tel 
066788257. etro.com Map E2 

FENDI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, 
10:30am–7:30pm. Largo Goldoni. Tel 06334501. 
fendi.com Map E2 

FRATELLI ROSSETTI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7:30pm; Sun, 10am–2pm, 3pm–7pm.   
Via del Babuino, 59.a Tel 0636003957.   
fratellirossetti.com Map E2 

GIORGIO ARMANI Open daily, 10:30am–7:30pm. 
Via dei Condotti, 77. Tel 066991460. Map E2. 
Via Tomacelli, 144. Tel 0668808160. Map D2  
armani.com 

GUCCI Open Sun–Fri, 10am–7pm; Sat, 10am–
7:30pm. Via dei Condotti, 8. Tel 066790405. gucci.
com Map E2 

HERMÈS Open daily, 10:30am–7pm. Via dei 
Condotti, 67. Tel 066791882. Via Bocca di Leone, 
23a. Tel 066791882. hermes.com  Map E2  

HOGAN Open daily, 10:30am–2pm and 3pm–
7:30pm. Via del Babuino, 110. Tel 066786828.  
hogan.com Map E2 

JIMMY CHOO Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 11am–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 68a.  
Tel 0669922667. jimmychoo.com Map E2 

LORO PIANA Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30-pm; 
Sun, 11am–2pm and 3pm–7pm. Via dei Condotti, 24. 
Tel 0669924906. loropiana.com Map D2 

LOUIS VUITTON Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 11am–7:30pm. Piazza di S. Lorenzo in Lucina, 
41. Tel 0668809520. Map D3. Via dei Condotti, 
13. Tel 0669940000. Map E2 louisvuitton.com 

MAX & CO Open daily, 10am–8pm. Via dei Condotti, 
46. Tel 066787946. maxandco.com Map E2 

MAX MARA  Open daily, 10am–8pm. Via dei 
Condotti, 17/19. Tel 0669922104. maxmara.com 
Map E2 

MICHAEL KORS Open daily, 10am–8pm. Via dei 
Condotti, 36. Tel 0669941372. michaelkors.com 
Map E2 

MISSONI Open Mon–Sat, 10am–8pm; Sun, 
10:30am–7:30pm. Piazza di Spagna, 78. Tel 
066793419. missoni.com Map E2 

MIU MIU Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, 
10am–7pm. Via del Babuino, 91. Tel 0636004884. 
miumiu.com Map E2 

Revamp your 
look in the bold
and inimitable

style of
Blumarine.

When it comes to 

shopping, the Eternal City 

does not disappoint. The 

birthplace of iconic brands like 

Bulgari, Fendi, and Valentino, 

Rome holds its own in the 

world of high fashion, offering 

visitors and locals a chance to 

shop some of the world’s most 

celebrated luxury brands. If 

you want a glimpse into the 

soul of top designer fashion, 

look no further than the city’s 

exclusive Via dei Condotti. This 

glam street is virtually a cou-

ture candy store, lush with bou-

tiques by Gucci, Ermenegildo 

Zegna, Dior, Alberta Ferretti, 

Dolce & Gabbana, and more. 

The nearby Piazza di Spagna, 

Via Borgognona, Piazza San 

Lorenzo in Lucina, and Via del 

Babuino are also must-see 

spots for fashion mavens.

Did you know that purple was the color of 
royalty, even in ancient Rome? Look regal in 

these timeless suede pumps by Prada. 

Strut your rainbow pride with this loud but 
lovely leather bag by Balenciaga.
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Shopping Wonderland

T  he long-awaited new fashion season is finally here and Italy’s 
biggest fashion names have got you covered. Whether you 
dream of completely revamping your wardrobe or just want 

to update a few essential items, there’s simply no better place than 
McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Castel Romano. This sprawling 
outdoor luxury shopping mall offers styles by the most prestigious 
Italian and international designers at delightful prices. Thanks to their 
year-round discounts of up to 70%, brands that you may have consi-
dered unattainable in the past are now delightfully within your grasp. 
   The outlet has become a favourite shopping destination for Romans 
(and in-the-know tourists) since it opened its doors in 2003. Though 
reminiscent of large outdoor American malls, such as LA’s famous 
The Grove, Castel Romano Designer Outlet has a distinctly Italian 
flair. Mono-brand stores are grouped around a number of “piazzas,” 

which feature bold installations such as the life-size replica of a T-Rex 
skeleton and the towering bronze sculpture of an African elephant. 
Visitors to the center can browse more than 200 shops, from couture 
Italian fashion houses, such as Ferragamo, Versace, Etro, Missoni, and 
Ermenegildo Zegna, to high-end sportswear boutiques like Lacoste, 
Converse, Adidas, Nike, and K-Way, to instantly recognizable interna-
tional brands like Diesel, Calvin Klein, Tommy Hilfiger, Coach, and Swa-
rovski. Kids’ fashions are represented too, thanks to Petit Bateau and 
Primigi while accessories from Furla and Gallo and lingerie by La Perla 
and Wolford, mean the outlet leaves virtually no desire unmet. And 
if you buy so much you don’t know how you’ll ever fit it all in your 
suitcase, treat yourself to a new one from Piquadro or Samsonite. Non 
EU-residents, bring your passports and you’ll save on sales tax too!
> Via Ponte di Piscina Cupa, 64. Tel 065050050. mcarthurglen.com

Fall is here! Get decked out for the new season without breaking the bank! The discoun-
ts at Rome’s premier designer outlet have to be seen to be believed.
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SHOPPING

pieces include laser-cut puzzles that also 
serve as striking design objects, like a globe 
of the world, wall sculptures, and mechanical 
clocks. Don’t miss their line of eco-sustainable 
solar energy-powered pieces. Open every 
day, 10am–7:30pm. Via del Pellegrino, 128. Tel 
3298763796. Map C3 3dino.eu

L’Artigianato (Navona)
Many gift ideas, from pottery to porcelain, 
Venetian masks to Bialetti coffee makers, and 
more. All products Made in Italy. Tax refunds 
and international shipping available. Open daily, 
10am–1:30pm and 3–8pm. Piazza Navona, 84. Tel 
066874476. Map D3

Glassy Venezia (Esquiline)
Boutique dedicated to authentic Murano glass 
works. Look for items for the home, including wine 
g lasses, candle holders, and vases; a vast jewelry 
selection of bracelets, necklaces, earrings 
and rings; and unique pieces depicting 
the masterpieces of artists like Klimt, 
Van Gogh, and Monet. Open daily, 
9:30am–10:30pm. Via Principe 
Amedeo, 7. Tel 064870875. Major 
credit cards accepted. Map G3 

Make In Roma (Navona/
Pantheon)
Reproductions of ancient Roman and 
Etruscan jewelry, urns, vases, sculptures, 
busts, armor, weapons, and hand-painted glass. 
Each piece is handcrafted from natural materials 
using ancient techniques. 5% discount for WHERE 
readers. Piazza Madama, 1. Tel 0668192514 or 
3383332023. Also: Piazza della Rotonda, 69a. Tel 
066790483. Visa and MC accepted. Map D3  
make-in.it  

Original Murano Glass (Trevi)
A myriad of brilliant colors and flowing crystal forms 
at competitive prices. Also carries Ferrari products. 
World-wide shipping with UPS and FedEx. Open 
daily, 9:30am–8pm. Via del Lavatore, 33 and 87a/b. 
Tel 066789860. Credit cards accepted. Map E3 
muranoglass@virgilio.it

Savelli (Vatican)
Founded in 1898, this family-run shop sells 
religious articles, souvenirs, mosaics, marble, 
porcelain, and ceramic objects in a welcoming, 
courteous, organized atmosphere. Open daily, 
9am–6:30pm. Via Paolo VI, 27/29. Piazza Pio 
XII, 1/2. Tel 0668307017. V, MC, AE, D, and JCB 
accepted. Map B3  

Trevi Gallery (Trevi)
Murano glass in traditional, classic, and modern 
designs, as well as jewelry and signed artwork. 
Official purveyor of Ferrari and Ducati products. 
World-wide shipping with UPS and FedEx. Tax 
refunds available. Open daily, 9:30am–8pm. 
Via delle Muratte, 15. Tel 0669200725. Map E3  
trevigallery.it; info@trevigallery.it

FASHION OUTLETS   
& MALLS
Castel Romano Designer Outlet (Pontina)
Over 200 brands with the best designer labels, 
with price reductions from 30% to 70% all year 
round. Wide range of high fashion, sportswear, 
accessories, home furnishings, and cosmetics. 
Open Mon–Thu, 10am–8pm; Fri–Sun, 10am-

9pm. Shuttle service from Rome Termini 
(Via Giolitti, 48) departs 5 times daily. 

Also stops at Ostiense station and 
P.le P. Nervi (EUR) once daily. 
€15.00. Tickets can be purchased 
online. Via Ponte di Piscina Cupa, 
64. Tel 065050050. Off Map 
mcarthurglen.it/castelromano   

Centro Commerciale Aura 
(Aurelio)

A brand-new shopping mall has opened its 
doors right in the heart of the city, just a ten minute 
walk from the Vatican. Features 60 big-name shops, 
15 restaurants, and a gym. Viale di Valle Aurelia, 30.  
Tel 0639751750. Metro A: Valle Aurelia. Off Map  
(See A2) centrocommercialeaura.it

Porta di Roma (Bufalotta)
Spacious shopping mall bursting with fashion, 
beauty, sportswear, children’s, and jewelry 
shops, including Pandora, Imaginarium, Sephora, 
Swarovski, Calvin Klein Jeans, MAC, Nike, Michael 
Kors, the Disney Store, O Bag, Liu-Jo, Apple 
Store, the Lego Store (the only one in Rome) and 
hundreds more. Open daily, 10am–10pm. Via 
Alberto Lionello, 201. Tel 0687074217. Off Map 
galleriaportadiroma.it 

HOME &  FURNISHINGS
Christofle (Spagna)
Historic French silversmith producing high 
quality silver objects for the home. Time-
honored expertise meets the latest trends. Tea 

services, silverware, design objects, and more. 
Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7pm. Via Bocca di Leone, 
72. Tel 0669940904. Credit cards accepted.   
Map E2 christofle.com  

Container 16 Emporio Libreria (Navona)
Eclectic home store with a vast array of objects, 
utensils, and books for the kitchen, as well as an 
unusual array of one-of-a-kind design and home 
décor pieces from around the world. Also selling 
everything you need for a well-laid table or a 
well-stocked bar. Open Tue–Fri, 10:30am–7:30pm; 
Mon, 3–7:30pm. Closed Sun. Via della Scrofa, 16. 
Tel 063236363. Major credit cards accepted.   
Map D3 container16.it 

C.U.C.I.N.A. (Spagna)
Vast kitchen store offering a wealth of cooking 
instruments, small appliances, pots and pans, 
linens, gadgets, tables settings, utensils, storage 
containers, and gourmet oils and vinegars. The 
high quality of the products on offer is matched 
only by the ingeniousness and creativity of the 
design. Open Tue–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, Mon, 
11:30am–7:30pm. Via Mario de Fiori, 65. Tel 
066791275. All credit cards accepted. Map E2 
cucinastore.com

Mobilnovo (Veneto)
Prestigious furnishings and the expert advice 
of architects and interior designers. B&B Italia, 
Flou, Kartell, and Zanotta. Worldwide shipping 
and installation. Via Sicilia, 267. Open Mon–Sat, 
9:30am–2pm and 3:30–8pm; Fri, 9:30am–1:30pm 
and 3:30–8pm. Closed Mon morning. Map F/
G1 Also: Via Anastasio II, 103. Open Mon–Sat, 
9am–1pm and 4–8pm. Off Map Via G. Ferrari, 7. 
Map C1 mobilnovo.it 

JEWELRY
Ansuini (Navona)
Founded in Rome, this historic jewelry house 
creates exquisite adornments encrusted with 
precious and semi-precious stones, opals, pearls, 
coral, and more. Designs range from classic and 
traditional to daring and innovative, and include a 
bridal collection, a men’s collection, and a formal 
collection. Open Mon, 3:30–7:15pm; Tue–Sat, 
10am–7:15pm. Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 151. Tel 
0668806909.  Map D3 ansuini.it  

Angela Caputi Giuggiù (Navona)
Combining contemporary and classical styles, 
this jewelry brand comes from the imagination 

SHOP
where the locals 

shop, on Viale 
Europa (EUR) or 

Via Cola di Rienzo    
(Prati).

If the Shoe Fits
A smart boutique in the well-heeled Prati district in business since 
1919, Trancanelli is a must for anyone in the market for quality 
shoes and bags. They stock all the most prestigious brands of 
Made in Italy excellence, and a high range of foreign footwear 
is also present, in terms of both elegant and more casual lines. 
Brands on offer include Campanile, Camper, Clarks, Armani, Tim-
berland, Vic Matie, Missoni, Karl Lagerfeld, Patrizia Pepe, Moschino, 
Nike, Adidas, Ralph Lauren, Alexander McQueen, and Converse, 
to name but a few. It’s an unmissable Roman shopping stop char-
acterized by the perfect synthesis between fashion and comfort, 
with an excellent quality/price ratio to boot.
> Piazza Cola di Rienzo, 84. Tel 3913892285. trancanelli.com

ACCESSORIES 

Fu(r)ture (Testaccio)
Rome’s only boutique specializing in 
sustainable goods and cruelty-free apparel. 
Sells a range of hand-stitched shoes, 
accessories, outerwear, and other clothing for 
both men and women. Brands include Noah 
Vegan, Quagga, and Fera Libens, all of which 
are eco-friendly and certified animal-free. 
Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm. Via Giovanni 
Battista Bodoni, 4. Tel 3339517931. Map D6

Gaja Banchelli (Campo Marzio)
Handmade artisanal bags and 
purses crafted in python and 
other precious materials, each 
embellished with jeweled 
buckle that can be 
interchanged or 
worn on a belt. 
Innovative styles 
that nevertheless 
respect the 
time-honored 
traditions of Italian 
craftsmanship. 
Open Mon–Sat, 
10am–7:30pm. 
Vicolo della 
Torretta, 6. Tel 
0668308679. 
All credit 
cards 
accepted.   
Map D3  
gajabanchelli.com

KLK (Pantheon)
Silk, linen, and cotton scarves in bold colors and 
styles, silver jewelry at affordable prices, and 
stylish leather bags in a welcoming shop. All 
products made in Italy. Open daily, 10am–8pm. 
Via della Minerva, 6. Tel 066991721. Piazza 
Sant’Andrea della Valle, 4. Tel 0668802918.  
Map D3 Via dei Baullari, 37. Map D3/4 All credit 
cards accepted except Diner’s. 

LesLey (Veneto)
Designer bags and accessories from recent 
collections (worn in fashion shows and TV 
programs) at excellent prices. Chanel, 
Dior, Fendi, Balenciaga, Lanvin, 
YSL, Valentino, Versace, Stella 
McCartney, Jimmy Choo, and 
more. Open Mon–Fri, 10:30am–
7pm. Via Lombardia, 38c. Tel 
0642020265. Map F2 Open Mon–
Sat, 10am–7:30pm. Via Vittoria, 27 
(Spanish Steps). Tel 066793646. Map 
D/E2 Milan store: Via San Nicolao, 3a 
(corner Corso Magenta). Metro: Cadorna. 
Tel 0236527599. Credit cards accepted. 
lesleyshop.it

Pas Vu’ (Navona)
Intimate atelier and boutique selling leather 
bags, accessories, and handmade jewelry. 
The creations feature contemporary design 
and are made with only the finest Italian 
leather. Collection includes shoppers, totes, 
hobos, and purses in tumbled, metallized, 
crinkled leather. Open Tue–Sun, 11am–7:30pm. 
Via del Pellegrino, 132. Tel 0668802840. 

Credit cards accepted.  Map C3/4  
pasvuhandbags.com  IG: pasvu_bags

Revolution Vintage (Pantheon)
A cozy boutique in the historic center selling 
luxury secondhand handbags and accessories 
at affordable prices. The boutique carries a 
wide selection of products from the world’s 
most prestigious brands, including Chanel, 

Hermès, Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Fendi, 
Givenchy, Dolce & Gabbana, Stella 
McCartney, Prada, Miu Miu, and more. New 
and rare arrivals are added every day. Open 
daily, 10:30am–1:30pm and 4:30–7:30pm. Via 
della Scrofa, 69. Tel 06164162880. Map D3

BEAUTY – SALONS
H&B (Prati & Vatican)
Hair, nail, face, and body services using 
Aveda products in a modern salon. Ayurvedic 
massage, hair analysis, and holistic facials. 
Aveda products on sale. Open Mon–Sat, 
9am–7pm. Piazza della Rovere, 112/113/114. Tel 
0668307889. Map B/C3 hairbeautyrome.com;  
bioeprofumeriaonline.it. Also: Via Teatro Valle, 
50. Tel 066892893. Map D3 hairbeautyvalle.com 

Max & Jo’ (Spagna)
This old-fashioned barbershop offers classic 
Italian men’s cuts, trendy cuts, North American 

cuts, shampoo, shave with application of 
a warm cloth before and after, pre-

shave treatments with various types 
of essential oils, beard styling, and 
children’s cuts. Shop also houses 
museum dedicated to 300 years 
of barbershop history. Open 
Tue–Sat, 9am–7pm. Via Mario de’ 

Fiori, 114. Tel 066786126.   
Map E2/3 Via dei Cartari, 10. Tel 

0668136095. Map C3 All credit cards 
accepted except AmEx. maxjobarbershop.it

Trotta Hair Salon (Navona)
Since the 1960s, this top hair salon and 
chignon bar, with two locations in the city 
center, specializes in top quality and ultra-light 
customizable wigs and hair extensions. Wella-
certified professional hairstylists offer the latest 
styling and coloring techniques. Open Tue–Sat, 
9am–7pm. Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 131. 
Tel 0668801682. Also: Via Nazionale, 249. Tel 
064882885. Major credit cards accepted.   
Map D3 trottawigs.com
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Guidelines
This directory is a compendium of establish-
ments recommended by the editors of WHERE 
magazine and includes regular advertisers. 

MAP LOCATIONS
Note that the references at the end of each 
listing (Map A1; Map B5, etc.) refer to the coor-
dinates on the street map on pages 62–63.

STORE HOURS, ETC.
In general, stores in the historic center are open 
Monday through Saturday from 9:30/10am to 
8pm, and Sunday afternoon, with a lot of flexibil-
ity. Less central neighborhoods take a lunch  
     

break, roughly from 1–4pm.  It’s a good idea to 
call ahead before any visit. Most establishments 
welcome major credit cards. See listings for 
details.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Reservations for are generally advised. When 
booking, check credit card policy. NOTE: UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED, ALL RESTAURANTS AND 
BARS ARE NON-SMOKING. 

PRICE ABBREVIATIONS:
Average price per person for dinner excluding 
beverages: €: inexpensive, under €25 • €€: 
moderate, €25-40 • €€€: expensive, €40-80 • 
€€€€: deluxe, €80 & up

Old Fashioned 
Is in Fashion
If you’re looking to decorate your 

home with unique and exclusive 

pieces that have a vintage touch, be it 

from the elegant ‘40s to the unmis-

takable style of the ‘70s, then look 

no further than Retrò Design. Just 

a stone’s throw from Piazza Navona, 

this shop is stocked with furniture, 

accessories, and design pieces for the 

vintage-style décor of your dreams. 

“Moderniato” is the term Italians use 

to refer to recent antiques, things like 

mod sofas, post-Depression-era glass, 

and funky track lighting from the ‘70s; 

while many of these rare items are 

for sale, they can also be rented for 

theater or film sets—or even a themed 

party. Every item is hand picked by the 

owners and carries a designation of 

place and decade of origin. 

>Piazza del Fico, 20. Tel 0668192746. 

retrodesign.it            

  –S. Accetta

Luxury perfumery The Merchant of Venice first opened its 

doors in the city of the same name in 2013. Famous for its 

centuries-old perfume-making techniques, Venice was the 

natural spot to launch a major new fragrance brand. But 

lucky for us, last year they opened a new location in the 

center of Rome, adding to their growing list of boutiques 

in Italy’s most important cities, from Florence to Milan.

      Despite being around for less than a decade, The Merchant 

of Venice is already widely regarded for the exceptional quality 

of their products, which include a wide range of luxury eaux de 

parfum, eaux de toilette, body care items, and fragrances for the 

home. They are also noted for their care for the customer and 

attention to detail, particularly in regards to the packaging of 

their fragrances. Each perfume is presented in an artfully-made 

flacon bearing a shape and color inspired by the Murano glass-

making tradition. They also offer a personalized layering service, 

in which customers can combine fragrances to concoct a scent 

that is truly their own. Their newest creation is the seductive 

scent Imperial Emerald (pictured), inspired by the regal and 

dazzling peacock, a creature that has featured in myths and 

legends in both Eastern and Western traditions for millennia. An 

olfactory masterpiece, the fragrance presents top notes such 

as bergamot, mandarin, pink pepper, and iris, with a rich heart 

of ylang ylang, rose, lily of the valley, night-blooming jasmine, 

tuberose, and orange flower, and sensuous undertones of 

amber, vanilla, benzoin, white musk, and patchouli.

       With this rich history and the dedication of their skilled 

artisans, The Merchant of Venice has created a luxury fragrance 

brand with all of the hallmarks of the Venetian perfumery 

tradition at heart.

> Via Bocca di Leone, 93. Tel 066780834. 

themerchantofvenice.com

Fragrance is an Art
Discover the exclusive fragrances of The Merchant of Venice, a prestigious brand of perfumes 
with collections for both men and women.



BEAUTY – SPAS, 
WELLNESS, MASSAGE
Argiletum Spa (Monti)
Luxurious wellness center that offers massage 
packages, facials, and entrance to its spa, which 
includes a hydromassage, sauna, and Turkish bath. 
Massage options range from sports, anti-cellulite, or 
Shiatsu to foot reflexology. Offers free herbal tea with 
every massage and aperitivo for an extra cost. For a 
meal before or after treatment, visit the the attached 
restaurant, Humus Bistrot. Open daily, 9am–9pm. Via 
della Madonna dei Monti, 109. Tel 0688805491. Cel 
3488077168. Map F4  casaargileto.it

KamiSpa (Veneto)
Authentic Oriental spa with 15+ body therapies 
inspired by different cultures: Japan, China, 
Indonesia, Thailand, and India. From muscle 
treatment to pampering sessions, scrubs, body 
wraps, and reflexology. Treatments from €50. Via 
degli Avignonesi, 11/12. Tel 0642010039. Map E2 
kamispa.com

RYoga (Barberini)
State-of-the-art and environmentally conscious 
yoga studio offering over 50 lessons per week in 
20 different traditions including Ashtanga, Warm 
Yin, Hot Yoga, Hatha, Restorative, Kundalini, 
Iyengar, Vinyasa, prenatal, and more, plus Pilates 
and core classes. Tranquil lounging areas, 
tearoom, and Ayurvedic counseling available. Via 
Durazzo, 24n. Tel 0637500513. Via Servio Tullio, 

20/22. Tel 0642814343. Via dei Fienaroli, 27/28. Tel 
065806498. Map F/G2 ryoga.com 

CLOTHING
Banchetti Sport (Campo Marzio)
A historic family-owned sportswear store that 
has been in business since 1918. Find winter and 
summer apparel and accessories from the store’s 
own brand along with well-known designers such 
as Canada Goose, Woolrich, Colmar, Save the 
Duck, and more. Open Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; 
Sun, 11am–7pm. Closed Mon morning. Via Campo 
Marzio, 38. Tel 066871420. All credit cards accepted. 
Map D2/3 banchettisport.net

Boggi (Popolo)
Impeccable men’s fashion in the elegant Italian 
tradition. Find dark formal suits to brightly 
colored swim trunks and everything in between. 
Overcoats, smart tweed jackets, gorgeous silk 
ties, rich leather shoes and belts, sportswear, and 
much more. Via del Babuino, 20. Tel 0632651256 
Map D/E1/2 boggi.it  

Lungaretta 121 (Trastevere)
Chic boutique whose racks include stylish 
garments from London, Paris, and Rome. A wide 
range of shoes produced in the artisanal tradition 
are also available. Open Mon–Thurs, 10am–8pm; 
Fri–Sat, 10am–12am; Sun, 11am–8pm. Via della 
Lungaretta, 121/123. Tel 065898876. Map D5 
lungaretta121.com

Rinascente (Tritone/Salaria)
Large, up-scale department store stocking an 
ample selection of men’s, women’s, and children’s 
fashions. Wide array of cosmetics, accessories, and 
housewares. Tax refunds available. Flagship store: 
Open Mon–Sun, 10am–10pm. Via del Tritone, 61/
Via dei Due Macelli, 23. Map E2  Store: Store: Open 
Mon–Fri, 9:30am–9pm; Sat, 9:30am–9:30pm; Sun, 
10am–9pm. Piazza Fiume. Tel 068841231.   
Map G1 Credit cards accepted. rinascente.it 

Silly Closet Room (Navona)
Small Parisienne-style boutique selling garments, 
accessories, and jewelry by all-Italian brands. 
Opened and run by two young friends who are 
passionate about bringing independent Italian 
designers to the shoppers of Rome. All credit 
cards accepted. Open Mon, 3:30–7:30pm; Tue–
Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm. Via della Scrofa, 111. Tel 
0694414358. Instagram @sillyclosetroom Map D3

Suite76 (Spagna)
Sophisticated boutique just around the corner 
from the Spanish Steps, stocking a dizzying array of 
clothing and accessories for her. Pieces come in a 
variety of forms, colors, and styles, by some of the 
most respected Italian brands, and are all proudly 
Made in Italy. Open every day, 11am–7:30pm. Via 
Bocca di Leone, 43a. Tel 3669641337. All credit cards 
accepted. Tax-free shopping available for non-EU 
residents. Map E2 suite76.it

CONCEPT STORES
Chez Dédé (Campo de’ Fiori)
Everyday accessories are made luxurious at this 
chic, French-Italian boutique. Shop exclusive 
scarves, bags, toiletry kits, candles, perfumes, 
stationery, T-shirts, and more, assisted by the kind 
and attentive staff. Open Mon, 12noon–7:30pm; 
Tues–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm. Closed Sundays. Via 
di Monserrato, 35. Tel 0683772934. All credit cards 
accepted except Diners. Map C3 chezdede.com 

EYEWEAR
Monocle (Pantheon)
Original and sophisticated eyewear by Thom 
Browne, Kuboraum, Mykita, Ahlem, Linda Farrow, 
Matsuda, Dita Eyewear, 8000 Eyewear, Rick Owens, 
Meo Fusciuni Parfum, Jacques Marie Mage. Via 
di Campo Marzio, 13. Tel 066833668. Map D3 
monocle.it

Ottica Efrati (Spagna)
Luxurious Italian and international designer eyewear: 
Armani, Prada, Gucci, Chanel, Cartier, Bulgari, Alain 
Mikli, Dior, Thom Browne, Michael Kors, Oliver 
Peoples, Dita, Dita von Teese, Miu Miu, Gentle 
Monster, Thierry Lasry, Ic! Berlin, Chopard, and 
Tom Ford. WHERE readers: 10% discount. Piazza di 
Spagna, 91. Tel 066795361. Via del Corso, 161. Tel 
066792263. Via Frattina, 63. Tel 066781461. Credit 
cards accepted. Map D/E2 David Marc Store: Via 
del Corso, 62. Tel 063235102. Map E2/3

FABRICS
Casa del Tessuto (Esquilino)
Designer fabrics, cashmere, men’s fabrics 
(Ermenegildo Zegna), fabrics for wedding dresses, 
pure Italian silks, drapery fabrics, household 
linens, direct import of English fabric “Liberty”. 
Итальянские ткани. Dolce e Gabbana, Roberto 
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This shop is located in Piazza Navona and specializes in gifts, home furnishings, and handmade objects. 
Merchandise ranges from classics – such as Capodimonte chinaware, artistic china, Murano glassware, and 
table games – to a more modern style, including articles from famous design companies like Alessi, Bialetti, 

and Giannini. All items are exclusively Made in Italy, the world-renowned stamp of careful manufacturing and 
extreme attention to detail. Open daily, 10am–8pm. Tax-free shopping for non-EU residents. 

Worldwide shipping available.  Special prices for WHERE readers.  

Galleria Savelli Religious Articles  Piazza Pio XII, 1/2 - Roma

Savelli Arte e Tradizione Mosaic Art Gallery  Via Paolo VI, 27/29 - Roma

Savelli Gift Religious & Gift Shop  Via della Conciliazione, 47 - Roma

Museo Mosaici Minuti Romani  Largo Alicorni, 27 - Roma

Il Colonnato Restaurant Self Service  Piazza Sant’Uffizio,  6 - Roma

    t Savelli’s “Arte e Tradizione” we offer art and handicrafts, 
precious and innovative souvenirs, religious articles, stamps, jewels, coins, books and more.
The charm of tradition and the newest production co-exist in the multitude of items that 
Savelli Enterprise is able to propose to its clients, Thinks to experience that started in 
1898 and is still continuing with passion in the St. Peter’s area.
Particular attention is given to mosaic art, with the production of original articles for 
purchase. In the “Savelli Gallery”, you can visit a precious collection of mosaics,
dating back to the 18th and 19th centuries.
Savelli’s “Colonnato” is also a comfortable and convenient refreshment point, 
offering typical local dishes and bar service.

Land of Arts and Treasures



Cavalli, Etro, Giorgio Armani, Prada, and Gucci. 
Via dello Statuto, 64/66. Tel 064872813. Tax-
free services. Credit cards accepted. Map G3 
casadeltessuto.com

FOOD & WINE
Enoteca DiVini Italiani (Veneto)
Well-stocked wine shop offering the most important 
Italian labels. Friendly and helpful service. Open 
Mon–Fri, 11am–1pm and 2:30–8pm; Sat 4–8pm. Via 
Ludovisi, 33. Tel 068276303. Map E/F2

Leonidas (Navona)
Belgian chocolates in different flavors and forms: 
cream, praline, ganache, caramel, nougat, coffee, 
liqueur, marzipan, truffle, and much more. Made 
with the best ingredients from around the world. 
Also sugar-free chocolates, marzipan, chocolate 
figurines, and personalized gift packages. Via dei 
Redentoristi, 16. Tel 0668192245. Map D3 

GIFTS & COLLECTABLES
3Dino (Campo de’ Fiori)
Playful shop composed entirely of innovative 
three-dimensional wooden puzzles. Whimsical 
pieces include laser-cut puzzles that also serve as 
striking design objects, like a globe of the world, 
wall sculptures, and mechanical clocks. Don’t miss 
their line of eco-sustainable solar energy-powered 
pieces. Open every day, 10am–7:30pm. Via del 
Pellegrino, 128. Tel 3298763796. Map C3 3dino.eu

L’Artigianato (Navona)
Many gift ideas, from pottery to porcelain, 
Venetian masks to Bialetti coffee makers, and 
more. All products Made in Italy. Tax refunds 
and international shipping available. Open daily, 
10am–1:30pm and 3–8pm. Piazza Navona, 84. Tel 
066874476. Map D3

Glassy Venezia (Esquiline)
Boutique dedicated to authentic Murano glass works. 
Look for items for the home, including wine g lasses, 
candle holders, and vases; a vast jewelry selection of 
bracelets, necklaces, earrings and rings; and unique 
pieces depicting the masterpieces of artists like 
Klimt, Van Gogh, and Monet. Open daily, 9:30am–
10:30pm. Via Principe Amedeo, 7. Tel 064870875. 
Major credit cards accepted. Map G3

Make In Roma (Navona/Pantheon)
Reproductions of ancient Roman and Etruscan 
jewelry, urns, vases, sculptures, busts, armor, 
weapons, and hand-painted glass. Each piece is 
handcrafted from natural materials using ancient 
techniques. 5% discount for WHERE readers. Piazza 
Madama, 1. Tel 0668192514 or 3383332023. Also: 
Piazza della Rotonda, 69a. Tel 066790483. Visa and 
MC accepted. Map D3 make-in.it

Original Murano Glass (Trevi)
A myriad of brilliant colors and flowing crystal forms 
at competitive prices. Also carries Ferrari products. 
World-wide shipping with UPS and FedEx. Open 
daily, 9:30am–8pm. Via del Lavatore, 33 and 87a/b. 
Tel 066789860. Credit cards accepted. Map E3 
muranoglass@virgilio.it

Savelli (Vatican)
Founded in 1898, this family-run shop sells 
religious articles, souvenirs, mosaics, marble, 
porcelain, and ceramic objects in a welcoming, 
courteous, organized atmosphere. Open daily, 

9am–6:30pm. Via Paolo VI, 27/29. Piazza Pio 
XII, 1/2. Tel 0668307017. V, MC, AE, D, and JCB 
accepted. Map B3 

Trevi Gallery (Trevi)
Murano glass in traditional, classic, and modern 
designs, as well as jewelry and signed artwork. 
Official purveyor of Ferrari and Ducati products. 
World-wide shipping with UPS and FedEx. Tax 
refunds available. Open daily, 9:30am–8pm. 
Via delle Muratte, 15. Tel 0669200725. Map E3  
trevigallery.it; info@trevigallery.it

FASHION OUTLETS   
& MALLS
Castel Romano Designer Outlet (Pontina)
Over 200 brands with the best designer labels, 
with price reductions from 30% to 70% all year 
round. Wide range of high fashion, sportswear, 
accessories, home furnishings, and cosmetics. Via 
Ponte di Piscina Cupa, 64. Tel 065050050. Off Map 
mcarthurglen.it/castelromano  

Centro Commerciale Aura (Aurelio)
A brand-new shopping mall has opened its 
doors right in the heart of the city, just a ten 
minute walk from the Vatican. Features 60 
big-name shops, 15 restaurants, and a gym. 
Viale di Valle Aurelia, 30. Tel 0639751750. 
Metro A: Valle Aurelia. Off Map (See A2) 
centrocommercialeaura.it

Porta di Roma (Bufalotta)
Spacious shopping mall bursting with fashion, 
beauty, sportswear, children’s, and jewelry shops, 
including Pandora, Imaginarium, Sephora, Swarovski, 
Calvin Klein Jeans, MAC, Nike, Michael Kors, the 
Disney Store, O Bag, Liu-Jo, Apple Store, the Lego 
Store (the only one in Rome) and hundreds more. 
Open daily, 10am–10pm. Via Alberto Lionello, 201. 
Tel 0687074217. Off Map galleriaportadiroma.it 

HOME &  FURNISHINGS
Christofle (Spagna)
Historic French silversmith producing high 
quality silver objects for the home. Time-
honored expertise meets the latest trends. Tea 
services, silverware, design objects, and more. 
Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7pm. Via Bocca di Leone, 
72. Tel 0669940904. Credit cards accepted.   
Map E2 christofle.com 

Container 16 Emporio Libreria (Navona)
Eclectic home store with a vast array of objects, 
utensils, and books for the kitchen, as well as an 
unusual array of one-of-a-kind design and home 
décor pieces from around the world. Also selling 
everything you need for a well-laid table or a well-
stocked bar. Open Tue–Fri, 10:30am–7:30pm; 
Mon, 3–7:30pm. Closed Sun.Via della Scrofa, 16. 
Tel 063236363. Major credit cards accepted.  
Map D3 container16.it 
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Via della Scrofa, 69 - Tel 06164162880 
Find them on Instagram and Facebook.
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SUITE76

If you’re looking for a fascinating place to shop in the Eternal City, 
look no further than Suite76, a sophisticated boutique set like a 
jewel among breathtaking artistic beauties, where past, present, 
and future coexist. Located a stone’s throw from Piazza di Spagna, 
this wonderful store knows how to offer its clients an experience 
that goes beyond just shopping. The goal is to give each customer 
indelible memories thanks to the colors, shapes, and silhouettes 
of their clothes and accessories, which draw you in at first glance. 
Suite76 not only showcases the beauty of the Italian fashion tradi-
tion, but also allows you to discover refined trends that are locally 
produced from brands that respect the true meaning of “Made 
in Italy.” All the brands sold are carefully selected as symbols of 
that unmistakable Italian style, boasting iconic and refined design. 
Open every day, 11am–7:30pm. All credit cards accepted. Tax-free 
shopping available for non-EU residents.
Via Bocca di Leone, 43a. Tel 3669641337. suite76.it 

KLK

Add a touch of color and class to your ensemble with an elegant 
scarf in silk, cotton, or linen. KLK, a classy and inviting shop just 
around the corner from the Pantheon, offers an array of scarves 
in brilliant colors and enchanting designs, made of the highest 
quality materials, and they are offered with an excellent price/
quality ratio. Many other fashionable accessories are also on 
offer, including a wide selection of affordable jewelry in Italian 
silver, in styles that are both timeless and bold. Not to mention 
purses, wallets, and handbags in classic styles, crafted from rich, 
buttery leather. All products are exclusively Made in Italy. Open 
daily, 10am–8pm. All credit cards accepted except Diner’s. 
Via della Minerva, 6. Tel 066991721. 
Piazza Sant’Andrea della Valle, 4. Tel 0668802918.
Via dei Baullari, 37. 

F. F. FERIOZZI

A jewel is more than a simple ornament, an accessory, or an insi-
gnificant trinket. Perhaps that’s why it’s not always easy to find 
one that completely satisfies one’s tastes and desires. Goldsmith 
Fabio Feriozzi and his workshop eschew ready-made jewelry in 
favor of crafting personalized, one-of-a-kind creations. Combi-
ning high-quality precious metals and stones, the unique vision 
and personality of the client, and the goldsmith’s impeccable 
skills, F. F. Feriozzi creates precious heirlooms that will be pas-
sed from mother to daughter for generations. Feriozzi’s jewels 
are small works of art, made with dedication and professiona-
lism cultivated through decades of experience. You can choose 
between completed jewelry pieces, or better yet, turn what is 
only an idea or a wish into a treasured jewel that is thoroughly 
real. Open Mon–Fri, 9:30am–6pm. All credit cards accepted. 
Via dell’Orso, 65/66. Tel 0668804039. feriozzi.it

Style Capital

LESLEY

Every once in a while, dreams come true. LesLey carries exclu-
sive designer accessories worn once in fashion shows and TV 
programs. Get yourself an almost new Balenciaga bag, Fendi’s 
Spy bag, or exclusive garments and accessories from Chloè, 
Stella McCartney, Alberta Ferretti, Chanel, Dior, Fendi, D&G, Pra-
da, and Gucci. The collections are a maximum of two years old, 
and the prices are slashed down by 70%. The large store is the 
brainchild of two sisters, Wendy and Lesley, who will help you 
choose the right  bag or bring you a coffee as you pick out your 
purchases. All credit cards accepted. Open every day. 
Via Lombardia, 38c. Tel 0642020265.
Via Vittoria, 27. Tel 066793646.
Milan store: Via San Nicolao, 3a. (Corner Corso Magenta).   
Metro: Cadorna. Tel 0236527599. lesleyshop.it

PAS VU’

This intimate atelier and boutique sells leather bags, accessories, 
and handmade jewelry. All the pieces on offer are original creations 
featuring contemporary design and made with only the finest qual-
ity Italian leather. Patrizia and Cristina, two designer/artisans with 
a shared passion for creativity, innovation, and Italian style, run the 
shop, and every item they craft is thoroughly unique. The collection 
of bags includes shoppers, totes, hobos, and purses, all with partic-
ular leather treatments, such as tumbled, metallized, and crinkled 
effects, and pieces made with fur accents are also available. Pas Vu’ 
is the ideal place to find one-of-a-kind handcrafted gifts for all tastes 
and budgets. All the products are manufactured and sold on the 
premises of this charming shop in the heart of Rome’s historic cen-
ter. Open Tue–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; Mon, 3:30–7:30pm. All credit 
cards accepted.
Via del Pellegrino, 132. Tel 0668802840. pasvubag.it
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C.U.C.I.N.A. (Spagna)
Vast kitchen store offering a wealth of cooking 
instruments, small appliances, pots and pans, linens, 
gadgets, tables settings, utensils, storage containers, 
and gourmet oils and vinegars. The high quality 
of the products on offer is matched only by the 
ingeniousness and creativity of the design. Open 
Tue–Sat, 10am–7:30pm; Sun, Mon, 11:30am–7:30pm. 
Via Mario de Fiori, 65. Tel 066791275. All credit cards 
accepted. Map E2 cucinastore.com

Mobilnovo (Veneto)
Prestigious furnishings and the expert advice 
of architects and interior designers. B&B Italia, 
Flou, Kartell, and Zanotta. Worldwide shipping 
and installation. Via Sicilia, 267. Open Mon–Sat, 
9:30am–2pm and 3:30–8pm; Fri, 9:30am–1:30pm 
and 3:30–8pm. Closed Mon morning. Map F/G1 
Also: Via Anastasio II, 103. Open Mon–Sat, 9am–1pm 
and 4–8pm. Off Map Via G. Ferrari, 7. Map C1 
mobilnovo.it 

JEWELRY
Ansuini (Navona)
Founded in Rome, this historic jewelry house 
creates exquisite adornments encrusted with 
precious and semi-precious stones, opals, pearls, 
coral, and more. Designs range from classic and 
traditional to daring and innovative, and include 
a bridal collection, a men’s collection, and a 
formal collection. Open Mon, 3:30–7:15pm; Tue–
Sat, 10am–7:15pm. Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 
151. Tel 0668806909.  Map D3 ansuini.it  

Angela Caputi Giuggiù (Navona)
Combining contemporary and classical styles, 
this jewelry brand comes from the imagination 
and skill of Angela Caputi, a Florentine artisan 
who has been creating fashionable costume 
jewelry by hand since 1975, and now has shops 
around Europe. Each piece is still created by 
hand with synthetic resins in bold, sophisticated 
designs. Open Tue–Sun, 10:30am–1:30pm 
and 2:30–7:30pm. Via delle Carrozze, 67. Tel 
0687165157. Map D/E2 angelacaputi.com

Nicotra di San Giacomo (Navona)
This thoroughly unique jewelry line takes the 
Renaissance gold-working technique of weaving 
precious metals with threads of silk, and combines 
it with modern, innovative designs. The result is a 
plethora of bracelets, rings, necklaces, earrings (and 

even shoes!), that can be identified as both jewel and 
garment. Each piece is one-of-a-kind and crafted by 
hand. Via del Governo Vecchio, 128. Tel 0668210407. 
Map C/D3 ndsg.it 

LEATHER
Il Bisonte (Spagna/Navona)
This historic Florentine leather goods boutique 
offers handcrafted purses, travel bags, briefcases, 
wallets, agendas, belts, and other accessories 
made with time-honored traditions. The brand’s 
signature material is a vegetable-tanned cowhide 
that improves with age. Open Mon–Sat, 10am–
7pm; Sun, 11am–6:30pm. Via Borgognona, 13. Tel 
0668808097. Map E2 Via dei Coronari, 105a/106. 
Tel 066834092. Map C/D3 Major credit cards 
accepted. ilbisonte.com

    
Carlo Cecchini (Trastevere)
High-quality leather creations in a vast range of 
designs conceived for a varied crowd of all ages. 
Selling bags, shoes, and accessories crafted 
in the old Italian leather-making traditions, 
in classic, simple styles. Via della Lungaretta, 
65/65a. Tel 065809877. Piazza G. T. Arquati, 122. 
Tel 065898876. Map C4   
    

PASSION SHOPPING  
    
Culti House Roma (Spagna)
This small, charming boutique characterized by 
maple wood furniture was designed to stimulate the 
senses with a mix of perfume, design, and art. The 
space showcases all the Culti brand’s collections 
of home fragrances, including diffusers, sprays, 
candles, and scented sachets, as well as their new 
cosmetics lines for personal care. Open daily, 
10:30am–2pm and 3–7:30pm. Via Vittoria, 61. Tel 
0645493442. Map E2 culti.com  

PERFUMERIES
Campomarzio70 (Corso)
Luxury perfume shop offering brands 
such as Acqua di Parma, Bruno 
Acampora, Carthusia, Clive Christian, Creed, 
Lorenzo Villoresi, Penhaligon’s, and Vero Profumo. 
Open Mon–Sat, 10am–7:30pm. Via di Campo 
Marzio, 70. Tel 0669202123. Map D3 Piazza della 
Rotonda, 70a. Tel 0669202394. Via Vittoria, 52. Tel 
0669797739. Map D/E2 campomarzio70. it 

Cherry (Spagna)
Wide selection of perfumes by Agonist, Andy 
Tauer, Nishane, 777, NasoMatto, Otto Parisi, Creed, 
Beaufort, Tola, Oliver, Montale, Mancera, Quartana, 
Le Galion, Map of the Heart, Room 1015, Naomi 
Goodsir, and more. Men’s shaving accessories from 
England and home fragrances. Via F. Crispi, 73. Tel 
066787428. Map E2

The Merchant of Venice (Spagna)
This historic fragrance brand celebrates the 
Venetian art of perfume making, carrying 
a luxury line comprised of a wide array of 
exclusive scents for men and women, bath 
and body collections, home fragrances, and 
accessories; all presented in elegant flacons 
that recall the designs of the Murano glass 
blowers. Open every day, 10:30am–1:30pm and 
2:30–7:30pm. Via Bocca di Leone, 93/94.  
Tel 066780834. Map E2     
www.themerchantofvenice.com   
    

SHOES
Altariva (Spagna/Trevi)
Since 1976, this boutique has been selling the finest 
Made in Italy and international footwear and leather 
goods. The staff helps clients discover an array of 
fashionable brands and handmade items. Excellent 
price/quality ratio and impeccable service. Open 
Mon–Sat, 10:30am–7:30pm; Sun, 10am–1:30pm and 
2:30–7pm. Via del Tritone, 31/32/33. Tel 0686984609. 
5% discount for Union Pay cardholders on all non-
sale priced items. Map E3 altarivashoes.it  

Petrocchi (Navona)
Numerous styles of elegant and classy handmade 
shoes, both made-to-measure  and ready-to-
wear, in the finest leather. Vicolo Sugarelli, 2. Tel 
066876289. Open Mon–Fri, 8am–5:30pm; Sat 
9am–1pm. Open by appointment Sun, in the 
evening, and after closing hours. All credit cards 
accepted. Map C3 calzoleriapetrocchi.it 

STATIONERY
Antica Cartotecnica (Pantheon)
Antique and modern pens, leather bags, 
planners, address books, desk accessories, 
pencils, greeting cards, antique stationery, world 
maps, and typewriters from the ‘40s. Brands 
include Mont-Blanc, Piquadro, Omas, Caran 
d’Ache, Aurora, Filofax, and more. Piazza dei 
Caprettari, 61. Tel 066875671/066877093. Map D3 

SHOPPING

Legendary Harry’s Bar is the 

unique place that evokes the 

“Dolce Vita” as if it were a clip 

from the film, creating a fla-

shback to the golden era of the 

Via Veneto, when Frank Sinatra 

sang at the piano and all the 

stars made their appearance in 

this bar/restaurant full of gla-

mour and style. As in the roa-

ring sixties, you can still sip an 

aperitif, enjoy the live piano bar 

every evening and dive into the 

magic of the Via Veneto from the 

exclusive and fascinating Harry’s 

Bar. The refined cuisine recalls 

the freshness of Mediterranean 

flavours based on prime ingre-

dients. Tradition and fantasy in-

spire the elegant dishes, accom-

panied by the most prestigious 

labels and a high class service.

www.harrysbar.it
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Assaje – Hotel Aldrovandi Villa 
Borghese (Parioli)
Gourmet restaurant located inside a luxe hotel. 
The talented chefs concoct masterpieces of 
Mediterranean cuisine with top-notch ingredients 
and technical precision. Menu highlights include 
seared sea scallops with purple potatoes, 
asparagus, and beetroot; ravioli with squid, 
potatoes, creamed tomatoes, and smoked 
provolone; and oxtail tortelli with broccoli, pears, 
and Castelmagno fondue. Via Ulisse Aldrovandi, 
15. Tel 063216126. (€€€€) Off Map aldrovandi.com

The Flair Rooftop Restaurant – Hotel 
Sina Bernini Bristol (Barberini)
Located on the top floor of the 5-star hotel, 
The Flair is a brand-new, ultra-panoramic 
restaurant led by the expert chef who crafts high 
Mediterranean cuisine with superior ingredients, 
impeccable technique, and creativity. The design 
is contemporary and the enormous windows 
offer sweeping views of the entire city. Extensive 
wine list and high-class service. Open Mon–Sat, 
7–11pm. Piazza Barberini, 23. Tel 0642010469. 
(€€€) Map F2 

Harry’s Bar (Veneto)
An elegant restaurant and bar with live music 
nightly and exclusive outdoor dining. Try 
steamed lobster salad; smoked provolone and 
champagne risotto; turbot with artichokes; or 
lamb cutlets with spinach, walnuts, and mint. 
Standout desserts include apple puff pastry 
with vanilla and cinnamon ice-cream. Bar: Open 
11am–2am. Restaurant: Open 12:30–2:45pm   
and 7:30pm–1am. Credit cards accepted.  
Via V. Veneto, 150. Tel 06484643. harrysbar.it 
(€€€/€€€€) Map F2 

Imàgo-Hassler Panoramic Restaurant 
(Spagna)
Top chef Andrea Antonini offers a creative menu 
atop the Spanish Steps, featuring a magnificent 
view of the entire Roman horizon. Try the Fassona 
tartare with anchovies and chicory, riso with 
asparagus and scampi prawns, tagliolini with 
rabbit, cedar and nori seaweed, octopus with 
lettuce and burrata cheese, lamb with potatoes 
and caprino cheese; and ricotta millefeuille 
with cubeba pepper and apricot. Open daily, 
7–10:30pm. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. Credit cards accepted. (€€€€) Map E2 
imagorestaurant.com 

Le Jardin de Russie (Spagna)
Offers classic Italian dining at its best. 
Tantalizing Mediterranean dishes made from 
only the freshest ingredients are created by 
Chef Nazzareno Menghini, with the exceptional 
contribution of top chef Fulvio Pierangelini. Via 
del Babuino, 9. Tel 0632888870. Credit cards 
accepted. (€€€€) Map D1/2 

MadeITerraneo (Trevi)
Glorious rooftop bar/restaurant atop Rinascente 
department store with sweeping views of the city. 
The menu features creative pan-Mediterranean 
cuisine by Michelin-starred chef, Riccardo Di 
Giacinto, gourmet desserts, and a vast selection 
of wines, sparkling wines, and cocktails. Via del 
Tritone, 61. Second entrance: Via Due Macelli, 23. 
Tel 066992284. (€€€) Map E3 madeiterraneo.com 

Minerva Roof Garden (Pantheon)
Dine fine Mediterranean cuisine on the panoramic 
rooftop terrace of the Grand Hotel de la Minerve. 
Order a decadent six-course tasting menu, 
or choose a visually stunning dish off the à la 
carte menu. Open daily, 7:30–11pm. Piazza 
della Minerva, 69. Tel 06695201. (€€€€) Map D3 
minervaroofgarden.it

Mirabelle (Veneto)
Rooftop restaurant where Chef Stefano Marzetti 
serves Mediterranean flavors with a touch of 
imagination. Try beer-glazed wild salmon with 
chili pepper sponge, sweet gorgonzola, and 

peanuts. Via di Porta Pinciana, 14. Tel 06421689. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€€) Map E2    
     
La Pergola (Trionfale)
World-renowned chef Heinz Beck offers exquisite 
Italian cuisine at Rome’s only 3-Michelin-
starred restaurant, boasting panoramic views 
of the whole city. Teotonic precision married to 
Mediterranean flavors makes for an exceptional 
dining experience. Try spaghetti cacio e pepe 
with white shrimp marinated in lime; lamb with 
mushrooms and Jerusalem artichokes; or lobster 
with radicchio and crunchy lentils. For dessert, 
coconut variation with banana and lime. Open 

n Where Taste Meets Sight n

The originality of the chef, superior quality of ingredients
and technical mastery come together for a taste
experience with an unrivaled view of Ancient Rome.
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A short walk from Piazza del Popolo, 

stylish eatery Il Marchese brings 

an authentic dose of local culinary 

tradition—reinterpreted in a modern key—to 

Rome’s often tourist-restaurant-heavy historic 

center. Dishes are prepared in a open kitchen 

by chefs, while a separate team of pastai, or 

pasta makers, knead and roll fresh dough for 

first courses. The décor, meanwhile, proves 

elegant and sleek, with marble counters and 

chandeliers. So what to order? Rugby player-

turned-chef Daniele Roppo (a protegé of 

Michelin-starred chef Marco Martini) prepares 

a decadent carbonara, undoubtedly the 

restaurant’s signature dish, made exclusively 

with Parisi eggs, known in the culinary world 

as the Rolls-Royce of eggs. Their amatriciana is generously 

served with a homemade rosetta roll, inviting the diner to fare 

la scarpetta or mop up leftover sauce with the bread. Fresh 

ragù-tossed pasta arrives at the table in terracotta bowls. 

Secondi, or second courses, include citrus and 

beef meatballs; chicken with bell peppers; 

codfish with mint and zucchini puré; and veal 

saltimbocca. To conclude the meal on a sweet 

note, don’t miss their amaretto and cherry 

cheesecake or pistachio tiramisù. 

       While Marchese’s food stays loyal to 

the past, its chic amaro bar is all about 

the present: over 500 Italian liqueurs, both 

international and local labels, are shaken 

and stirred into imaginative and original 

cocktails by top Italian bartender Matteo Zed 

Zamberlan and his team. All drinks come 

served in crystal glasses with hand-cut ice. 

Or, sip an amaro, a bitter digestive liqueur, 

at the bar after dinner. Ask staff for help 

in selecting exactly what you’re in the mood for. For true 

cocktail connoisseurs, a tasting menu of cocktails paired 

with food is on offer.

> Via di Ripetta, 162. Tel 0690218872. ilmarcheseroma.it

Il Marchese plays double duty as restaurant and amaro, or bitter, bar.
Antonella Mastrosanti fills you in. 

To the Bitter End



for dinner Tue–Sat. Reservations essential. Via A. 
Cadlolo, 101. Tel 0635091. (€€€€) Off Map 

Il Palazzetto (Wine Bar)
This chic address boasts two panoramic 
terraces, a wine bar, four hotel rooms, and 
a stylish space for private events. On its 
spectacular terrace overlooking the Spanish 
Steps, guests can enjoy excellent cocktails 
accompanied by tasty hors d’oeuvres. The 
dinner menu features the classic recipes of 
the Roman tradition such as amatriciana and 
carbonara, fresh Mediterranean dishes, pinsa, 
and homemade pizza. Open Thu–Sun, 6pm–
11pm. Vicolo del Bottino, 8. Tel 0669934560. All 
credit cards accepted. (€€€) Map E2

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, 
the chef offers seasonal menus to ensure 
freshness and quality, matched with diligent 
service. Sapori offers all the ingredients for a 
sensational meal. Open for lunch and dinner. 
Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. Credit cards 
accepted. (€€€) Off Map 

RESTAURANTS BY AREA
APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow 
of the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu 
offers historic ancient recipes like Columella-style 
gilt-head bream, traditional Roman dishes such as 
bucatini all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, 
grilled meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine 
wines and liqueurs, and house-made desserts. 
Outdoor dining in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 
12:15–2:45pm and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 
176. Tel 065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) 
Off Map hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI &
JEWISH GHETTO
Casalino (Jewish Roman)
A welcoming Kosher osteria offering typical 
specialties of Roman Jewish cuisine, served 
with a passion for tradition and an eye for more 
contemporary trends. The quaint restaurant, 
overlooking Via del Portico d’Ottavia, is embellished 
with original Roman artifacts. Top dishes include 
zucchini boat, artichokes alla giudia, fettuccine with 
scorpion fish and red and yellow cherry tomatoes, 
salt cod with raisins and pine nuts, and turbot fillet in 
a potato crust with a red wine reduction and Tropea 
onions. Careful attention to every detail and a 
friendly service make a pleasant homey atmosphere. 
Closed Friday evening and Saturday at lunch. Via del 
Portico d’Ottavia, 1e. Tel 0679781514. (€€) Map C5

Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, 
lamb scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–
Tue, 12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico 
d’Ottavia, 18. Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 
ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this 
friendly spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine 
including deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and 
stuffed zucchini flowers. Closed Mon. Via del 

Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. Tel 066861105. Credit 
cards and travelers’ cheques accepted. (€€)   
Map D4 giggettoalportico.com 

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and 
gourmet twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza 
also on offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via 
del Portico d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All 
credit cards accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish 
Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering 
the best of Judaeo-Roman 
cuisine, such as carciofi alla 
giudia; stuffed Roman zucchini; 
fried salt cod filet; fettuccine 
with braised meat; a kosher 
version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, 
and pine nuts; veggie burgers; and 
Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for 
lunch and dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 
0668809771. Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace 
offering views of the entire city. Revisited 
Roman cuisine with local ingredients. Live 
music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. Buffet breakfast 
also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 7–10:30pm. 

Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS  
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, 
pasta, and meat dishes made with local, 
quality ingredients. The winter menu includes 
cocoa fettuccine cooked in mushroom 
broth, with venison ragout and fossa cheese; 
tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and “Del 
Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in salt 
crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. 
Via Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) 
Map E4 47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled 

into the ancient ruins of the 
Palatine. The menu combines 

high-quality seasonable produce 
and expert preparation: classic 
Roman pasta, hearty meat 
dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, 
and more. Tempting dessert 
menu and ample wine list. Open 

daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 
79. Tel 0631078932. All credit cards 

accepted. (€€)  Map E5 
circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com
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Salone Eva (Spagna)
Located inside luxurious Hassler Hotel, this elegant 
locale is both a restaurant and bar offering a chic 
dining experience. Come for breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea, or dinner, and choose among an array 
of sandwiches, pizzas, salads, meat, pasta, and fish. 
Wine by the glass and expertly prepared cocktails 
also available. Live piano music in the evening. Open 
daily, 11am–late. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. (€€€) Map E2 

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, the chef 
offers seasonal menus to ensure freshness and 
quality, matched with diligent service. Sapori offers 
all the ingredients for a sensational meal. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map  

RESTAURANTS BY AREA

APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow of 
the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu offers 
historic ancient recipes like Columella-style gilt-head 
bream, traditional Roman dishes such as bucatini 
all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, grilled 
meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine wines and 
liqueurs, and house-made desserts. Outdoor dining 
in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 12:15–2:45pm 
and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 176. Tel 
065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map 
hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI & 
JEWISH GHETTO
Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, lamb 
scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–Tue, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico d’Ottavia, 18. 
Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this friendly 
spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine including 
deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and stuffed zucchini 
flowers. Closed Mon. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. 
Tel 066861105. Credit cards and travelers’ cheques 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 giggettoalportico.com  

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and gourmet 
twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza also on 
offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via del Portico 
d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering the best of Judaeo-
Roman cuisine, such as carciofi alla giudia; stuffed 
Roman zucchini; fried salt cod filet; fettuccine with 
braised meat; a kosher version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, and pine nuts; veggie 
burgers; and Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for lunch and 
dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 0668809771. 
Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace offering 
views of the entire city. Revisited Roman cuisine with 
local ingredients. Live music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. 
Buffet breakfast also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 
7–10:30pm. Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS   
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, pasta, 
and meat dishes made with local, quality ingredients. 
The winter menu includes cocoa fettuccine cooked 
in mushroom broth, with venison ragout and fossa 
cheese; tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and 
“Del Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in 
salt crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. Via 
Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) Map E4                  
47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled into 
the ancient ruins of the Palatine. The menu 
combines high-quality seasonable produce and 
expert preparation: classic Roman pasta, hearty 
meat dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, and more. 
Tempting dessert menu and ample wine list. 

Open daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 79. Tel 
0631078932. All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map E5 circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or 
fish dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. 
Tel 066791121. (€€/€€€) Map E/F4   
angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, bistro, and café 
decorated in turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, the excellent wine 
list, expert bartenders, delectable desserts, and 
tempting light dishes are the biggest draws. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 
0694534255. Map F5 caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 

The College of Taste
Located between Via del Corso and the Pantheon, Il Collegio is an inviting restaurant 
designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the 1930s, with warm tones and iron 
and wood accents. During aperitivo hour, both classic and modern cocktails are served, 
accompanied by gourmet nibbles and gastronomic specialties, such as black prosciutto 
from Accumoli and Itri, cured meats from Amatrice, and aged pecorino cheese from Som-
mati. For lunch and dinner, the cuisine is inspired by the rich culinary traditions of Rome 
and the nearby town of Amatrice, celebrating the authenticity and flavors of the past. Start 
your meal with an appetizer of fried anchovies with mayonnaise and ginger or beef tartare 
with quail eggs and mustard; for a first course, opt for gnocchi ricci with mutton ragù, or a 
true classic like carbonara, amatriciana, gricia, or cacio e pepe. Second courses include beef 
cheek braised in honeysuckle 
with whipped potatoes in 
basil-scented oil; beef fillet with 
Shiraz reduction; meatballs in 
tomato sauce; and seared salt 
cod with broccoli. The wine list 
is narrow but refined, heavily 
featuring labels from the Lazio 
region.
> Piazza Capranica, 99/100.  
Tel 0669940992.
collegioroma.com 
– F. Di Somma

Home Away   
from Home
Just a quick walk from the 

Vatican you’ll find Cresci, a 

restaurant that has fashioned 

itself at once a contemporary 

hostaria, cocktail bar, and 

bakery with an open labora-

tory. Chef Danilo Frisone puts 

aside the technicalities (in his 

Try the 
Fab Four: 

Carbonara, 
Amatriciana, Cacio e 

Pepe, and Gricia 
pastas

largo corrado ricci, 40 - via dei fori imperiali, 25  roma - tel. +39 06.6791121 - open daily: 9 am - 11 pm

follow us #angelinoaifori #iloveangelinowww.angelinoaifori.com

#iloveangelino #weareangelino#angelinoaifori

 ANGELINO

Our restaurant has been awarded 
a safety certificate for adopting all 
anti-covid prevention and safety 
measures.

Benvenuti da Angelino, a unique and 
charming setting between the Coliseum 
and the Altare della Patria where to enjoy 
our traditional roman recipes. Don’t miss 
our “al fresco” and spectacular view on 
the Roman Forum.

Angelino “ai Fori” 
since 1947

Between Colosseum and 
Venice Square, there is 

Angelino!

words) to embrace a traditional cuisine based on the authenticity and immediacy of fresh local 

flavors. The menu changes with the seasons, and also offers the possibility to sample several 

dishes in mini-portions. Start your meal with fried primo sale cheese with anchovy sauce or 

fish fritters with zucchini flowers; 

follow with a tasty first course such as maccheroncini all’amatriciana; fettuccine with red 

prawns and cardoncelli mushrooms; or ravioli di misticanza. Second courses include egg-

plant parmesan; Messina-style rib steak; and grilled calamari with herb crust. For a gluttonish 

finish, try diplomatico, a custard-filled sponge cake, and or the pistachio parfait with cocoa 

bean sauce and salted caramel. Pizzas are served in square pans with inventive toppings like 

puttanesca with tuna from Favignana or arrabbiata with Piennolo tomatoes and Cantabrian 

anchovies. The ambience and service recreate the familiarity and relaxation of your own home. 

> Via A. De Gasperi, 11/17. Tel 0651842694. cresciroma.it  –A. Mastrosanti
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Salone Eva (Spagna)
Located inside luxurious Hassler Hotel, this elegant 
locale is both a restaurant and bar offering a chic 
dining experience. Come for breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea, or dinner, and choose among an array 
of sandwiches, pizzas, salads, meat, pasta, and fish. 
Wine by the glass and expertly prepared cocktails 
also available. Live piano music in the evening. Open 
daily, 11am–late. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. (€€€) Map E2 

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, the chef 
offers seasonal menus to ensure freshness and 
quality, matched with diligent service. Sapori offers 
all the ingredients for a sensational meal. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map  

RESTAURANTS BY AREA

APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow of 
the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu offers 
historic ancient recipes like Columella-style gilt-head 
bream, traditional Roman dishes such as bucatini 
all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, grilled 
meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine wines and 
liqueurs, and house-made desserts. Outdoor dining 
in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 12:15–2:45pm 
and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 176. Tel 
065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map 
hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI & 
JEWISH GHETTO
Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, lamb 
scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–Tue, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico d’Ottavia, 18. 
Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this friendly 
spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine including 
deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and stuffed zucchini 
flowers. Closed Mon. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. 
Tel 066861105. Credit cards and travelers’ cheques 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 giggettoalportico.com  

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and gourmet 
twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza also on 
offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via del Portico 
d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering the best of Judaeo-
Roman cuisine, such as carciofi alla giudia; stuffed 
Roman zucchini; fried salt cod filet; fettuccine with 
braised meat; a kosher version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, and pine nuts; veggie 
burgers; and Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for lunch and 
dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 0668809771. 
Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace offering 
views of the entire city. Revisited Roman cuisine with 
local ingredients. Live music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. 
Buffet breakfast also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 
7–10:30pm. Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS   
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, pasta, 
and meat dishes made with local, quality ingredients. 
The winter menu includes cocoa fettuccine cooked 
in mushroom broth, with venison ragout and fossa 
cheese; tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and 
“Del Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in 
salt crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. Via 
Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) Map E4                  
47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled into 
the ancient ruins of the Palatine. The menu 
combines high-quality seasonable produce and 
expert preparation: classic Roman pasta, hearty 
meat dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, and more. 
Tempting dessert menu and ample wine list. 

Open daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 79. Tel 
0631078932. All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map E5 circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or 
fish dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. 
Tel 066791121. (€€/€€€) Map E/F4   
angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, bistro, and café 
decorated in turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, the excellent wine 
list, expert bartenders, delectable desserts, and 
tempting light dishes are the biggest draws. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 
0694534255. Map F5 caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 

The College of Taste
Located between Via del Corso and the Pantheon, Il Collegio is an inviting restaurant 
designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the 1930s, with warm tones and iron 
and wood accents. During aperitivo hour, both classic and modern cocktails are served, 
accompanied by gourmet nibbles and gastronomic specialties, such as black prosciutto 
from Accumoli and Itri, cured meats from Amatrice, and aged pecorino cheese from Som-
mati. For lunch and dinner, the cuisine is inspired by the rich culinary traditions of Rome 
and the nearby town of Amatrice, celebrating the authenticity and flavors of the past. Start 
your meal with an appetizer of fried anchovies with mayonnaise and ginger or beef tartare 
with quail eggs and mustard; for a first course, opt for gnocchi ricci with mutton ragù, or a 
true classic like carbonara, amatriciana, gricia, or cacio e pepe. Second courses include beef 
cheek braised in honeysuckle 
with whipped potatoes in 
basil-scented oil; beef fillet with 
Shiraz reduction; meatballs in 
tomato sauce; and seared salt 
cod with broccoli. The wine list 
is narrow but refined, heavily 
featuring labels from the Lazio 
region.
> Piazza Capranica, 99/100.  
Tel 0669940992.
collegioroma.com 
– F. Di Somma

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or fish 
dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo Corrado 
Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. Tel 
066791121. (€€/€€€)     
Map E/F4 angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & 
Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, 
bistro, and café decorated in 
turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, 
the excellent wine list, expert 
bartenders, delectable desserts, 
and tempting light dishes are the 
biggest draws. Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–
2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 0694534255. Map F5 
caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 
and 7pm–12midnight. Via Cavour, 256a. Tel 
0689026710.(€/€€) Map F4 sitar-roma.org; sitar.
ristoranteindiano2002@gmail.com  

MONTI,NAZIONALE, 
TERMINI & REPUBBLICA
Amodei Bistrot Wine Bar (Italian)
This bistrot and wine bar offers a wide array 
of tempting Italian dishes, such as eggplant 
parmesan, lasagna, beef straccetti marinated in 
red wine, and meatballs in tomato sauce to be 
enjoyed in their cozy dining room. They also offer 
unmissable Roman-style pizza, DOP cured meats 
and cheese, goose meat salami, carpaccio meats, 

Fassona beef tartare and other delicacies.  
Open daily, 10am–12midnight. Via 

Principe Amedeo, 7b. Tel 064823138. 
All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map G3 bottegaamodei.it

Centro (Mediterranean)
Modern restaurant combining 

exemplary ingredients, an 
exceptional kitchen team, and a wait 

staff that strives to make their guests 
feel right at home. Dishes range from 

traditional to innovative and include fettuccella 
pasta with porcini mushrooms, paccheri 
all’amatriciana, spaghettone with butter and 
anchovies, Danish beef filet, salmon burger, slow-
cooked rack of lamb, and many more. Open all 
day. Via Cavour, 61. Tel 0648913935. (€€/€€€)   
Map G3 centrorestaurant.it

Diana’s Place (Italian)
A warm, inviting restaurant passionate about 
Italian gastronomy and quality ingredients, 

serving original dishes and reinterpreted classics, 
while still maintaining a sense of tradition. Their 
wine cellar has over a thousand carefully selected 
labels. Open Mon–Sat, 10am–12midnight; Sun, 
5pm–12midnight. Via Volturno, 54. Tel 0687818000. 
(€€) Map G2 dianasplace.it

Indian Affairs (Indian)
Serving cuisine from all over India with a selection 
of traditional dishes like tandoori chicken, 
prawn vindaloo, and aloo gobi in an elegant 
setting. Open daily, 11:30am–3:30pm and 
6:30–11:30pm. Via Palermo, 6b. Tel 0645437655. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€) Map F3  
ristoranteindianaffairs.com 

Krishna 13 (Indian)
Try the tandoori specialties, curries, kerala 
paratha, samosas, and more at this authentic and 
inviting Indian restaurant. Tripadvisor’s Certificate 
of Excellence 2010–2015. Open daily, 11am–4pm 
and 7–11:30pm. Via Foscolo, 13. Tel 067005267. 
(€/€€) Map F3/4 krishna13ristorante.com 

Maestro (Bistro)
This charming and trendy bistro located directly 
across from the Teatro dell’Opera is the ideal 
place for a meal at any time of day, considering 
they are open non-stop from early morning to 
late night. Dine on tempting dishes from the 
Italian repertoire like gnocchi with pumpkin, 
or international classics such burgers or steak. 
Ample wine and cocktail list. Open daily, 8:30am–
12midnight. Via del Viminale, 23. Tel 064823693. 
(€€) Map F/G3  

Enjoy  
a classic Italian 

breakfast of a frothy 
cappuccino and a 

freshly baked 
cornetto

Capranica Enoteca & Taverna 

An unforgettable Roman experience
The atmosphere is magical at Capranica Enoteca & Taverna, one of the most beautiful restaurants in town. Situated in a 15th-century building (PALAZZO 

CAPRANICA), halfway between Montecitorio and the Pantheon, the Taverna features cherry-wood furnishings and copper objects. Bottles cover the high 

walls all the way up to the vaulted ceilings, offering an exciting view of the wines, distilled liquors, and high quality grappas. The cuisine is traditional and 

exquisitely Mediterranean, with many different kinds of homemade pastas, grilled meats, DOP Italian cheeses, and skillfully prepared thin and crunchy 

pizzas. Dine together with politicians, artists, and tourists, and enjoy an intimate evening surrounded by traditional decorations from the Italian countryside. 

Open daily, 11am–2am. Closed Monday.  Price €30-40. All credit cards accepted. (Not to be confused with Enoteca Capranica at number 98.)

> Piazza Capranica, 99-100. Tel 066790860. Cel 3357581781. www.tavernacapranica.it; tavernacapranica@virgilio.it

Via Mastro Giorgio, 29 00153 - (+39) 06.5746800 - www.feliceatestaccio.com

Come to visit Felice a Testaccio
and discover our traditional menu.

Open every day for lunch and dinner

Style by
@D4LFASHIONCOUTURE
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Molino Bakery Bar & Cucina 
(Mediterranean)
Modern New York-style restaurant and bakery 
serving every meal of the day, from breakfast to 
lunch, teatime, aperitivo, and dinner. Offerings 
include fried appetizers, burgers, Roman and 
Mediterranean pasta dishes, meat dishes, 
seafood, and original and inventive pizzas (made 
in an open kitchen). Open 7am–12midnight 
(kitchen closes at 11pm). Via Merulana, 281. Tel 
0648905295. (€€) Map F/G3/4 molinoroma.it

     
Il Palchetto (Café-Bistrot) 

Il Palchetto is a café-bistro located across from the 
Opera House in the Esquiline district offering an 
informal atmosphere and a tasty menu featuring 
delicious, homemade dishes. They are open all day, 
serving breakfast, lunch, aperitivo, and dinner with 
courteous and attentive service. Via del Viminale, 
48. Tel 0687560857. Map F/G3 ilpalchetto.it

NAVONA & PANTHEON
4 Fiumi (Italian)
Situated inside stunning Piazza Navona and serving 
Mediterranean cuisine from pasta to fish to meat. 
Outdoor seating in front of Bernini’s iconic fountain. 
of the Four Rivers.Open daily, 11am–11pm. Pza 
Navona, 37. Tel 066864028. Credit cards accepted. 
(€€/€€€) Map D3 ristorante-4fiumi.com   
     
The Abbey Theatre (Irish)
Irish beers on tap: Guinness, Harp, and Kilkenny 
plus bottled beer, and a long list of Irish whiskeys. 
Open for lunch and dinner. Fast menu: burger, 
fries, and a beer for €10. Cowboy menu: 250g 
steak, fries, salad, and beer for €16. Open 
Sun–Thu, 11am–2am; Fri–Sat, until 3am. Via del 
Governo Vecchio, 51/53. Tel 066861341. (€€)   
 Map C/D3 abbey-rome.com 

Antica Trattoria da Luigi (Italian)
Typical Roman and Mediterranean dishes such 
as octopus carpaccio, fettuccine alla Luigi 
(shellfish, tomato, and arugula), and baked 
turbot with potatoes. Open for lunch and dinner. 
Closed Mon. Piazza Sforza Cesarini, 23/24. Tel 
066865946/0668805463. Credit cards accepted. 
(€€) Map C3 

Bistrot Pasquino (Italian)
Cozy, quaint restaurant serving pizza, pasta, 
mixed cheese platters, and much more. Spark 
your appetite with a bruschetta with various 
toppings, charcuterie board, or a salads, then 
continue with a plate of classic Roman pasta like 

carbonara or cacio e pepe. Specializes in wine 
and cocktails. Open every day, 7am–2am. Via del 
Governo Vecchio, 79. Tel 0668808124. (€€)   
Map D3 bistrotwinebarpasquino.com 

Capranica Enoteca & Taverna (Italian)
Elegant restaurant with a refined menu featuring 
truffle gnocchi, homemade pasta with porcini 
mushrooms, charcuterie, swordfish, grilled meats, 
and pizza. The wine bar boasts over 1000 labels, 
distilled liquors, and Italian draught beers. Buffet 
menu at lunch. Open Tue–Sun, 11am–2am. Piazza 
Capranica, 104. Tel 066790860. Cel 3357581781. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€) Map D/E3 

Casa Coppelle (Italian/French) 

Mediterranean cuisine with French influence 
promises an unforgettable sensorial experience. 
This exquisite restaurant perfectly blends the best 
of the world’s two most beautiful cities: Roman 
classicism and Parisian style. The tea menu takes 
center stage each afternoon with select teas 
and a dessert menu designed to match the best 
traditional English and French tea rooms. Open 
every day, 12noon–3:30pm and 7–11:30pm. Tea 
Room: 3:30–6pm. Piazza delle Coppelle, 49. Tel 
0668891707. All credits cards accepted. (€€€)  
Map D3 casacoppelle.com

Il Falchetto (Italian)
Serving customers since 1916 just steps from 
bustling Via del Corso in the heart of the city, 
with charming indoor and outdoor seating. The 
well-stocked wine list allows for perfect pairing 
with classic Roman pasta dishes like cacio e 
pepe and carbonara as well as fish and meat 
secondi. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Via dei 
Montecatini, 12. Tel 066791160/066798590. (€€) 
Map E3 ristoranteilfalchetto.it 

Fortunato al Pantheon (Roman)
Elegant restaurant serving traditional Roman 
cuisine with a glorious view of the Pantheon. 
Wide array of fresh seafood, pasta, and meat 
dishes. Menu highlights include tonnarelli cacio 
e pepe, rigatoni all’amatriciana, and Roman-
style steak. For dessert try the tiramisù with 
mascarpone and wild berries. Open Mon–Sat, 
12:30–4pm and 6:45–11:30pm. Via del Pantheon, 
55. Tel 066792788. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) 
Map D3 ristorantefortunato.it 

Jazz Café (Italian/Pizzeria)
Italian restaurant serving a variety of handcrafted 
wood-oven-made pizza, as well as classics of 
the Roman tradition such as seafood salad and 
tonnarelli alla gricia. Cozy interior and lively 
nightlife. Try the homemade tiramisù for dessert. 
Open every day,11am–12midnight. Via Giuseppe 
Zanardelli, 12. Tel 0668210119. (€€) Map D3 
jazzcaferoma.com 

Le Streghe (Roman/Mediterranean)
Charming osteria in a historic palace serving classic as 
well as ever-changing dishes made with fresh, seasonal 
ingredients. Tempting specialties from both land and 
sea include fried cod fillets, spaghetti with clams; 
tagliolini with fish roe; Roman-style veal saltimbocca; 
and sea bass with Pantelleria capers and Gaeta olives. 
Open Mon–Sat for lunch and dinner. Vicolo del Curato, 
13. Tel 066861381. All credit cards accepted. (€€) Map C3 
osterialestreghe.it

Ristorante Da Navona (Italian)
Charming osteria in a historic palace serving 
classic as well as ever-changing dishes made with 
fresh, seasonal ingredients. Tempting specialties 
from both land and sea include fried cod fillets, 
spaghetti with clams; tagliolini with fish roe; 
Roman-style veal saltimbocca; and sea bass with 
Pantelleria capers and Gaeta olives. Open Mon–
Sat for lunch and dinner. Vicolo del Curato, 13. Tel 
066861381. All credit cards accepted. (€€) Map 
C3 osterialestreghe.it

Ristorante Pizzeria Pasquino 
(Pizzeria)
Enjoy outdoor seating with a picturesque view 
and a slice of handmade pizza, or explore the 
wide array of quality seafood,s meat, or pasta 
dishes, including tonnarelli with salt cod or 
Jewish-style artichokes. Dessert menu changes 
daily. Open every day, 11am–12midnight. Piazza 
di Pasquino, 1. Tel 066893043. (€€) Map C3 
ristorantepizzeriapasquino.com

Ristorante Tucci dal 1952 (Italian)
In the spectacular setting of Piazza Navona, this 
elegant, historic restaurant has been offering 
diners traditional Italian cuisine for over half a 
century. Specialties include linguine with lobster, 
tagliolini with porcini mushrooms and truffle, and 
beef tenderloin. Ample outdoor seating with 
views of Bernini’s Fountain of the Four Rivers. 
Open daily, 9am–1am. Piazza Navona, 94. Tel 
066861547. Map D3 (€€€) ristorantetucciroma.it
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Salone Eva (Spagna)
Located inside luxurious Hassler Hotel, this elegant 
locale is both a restaurant and bar offering a chic 
dining experience. Come for breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea, or dinner, and choose among an array 
of sandwiches, pizzas, salads, meat, pasta, and fish. 
Wine by the glass and expertly prepared cocktails 
also available. Live piano music in the evening. Open 
daily, 11am–late. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. (€€€) Map E2 

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, the chef 
offers seasonal menus to ensure freshness and 
quality, matched with diligent service. Sapori offers 
all the ingredients for a sensational meal. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map  

RESTAURANTS BY AREA

APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow of 
the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu offers 
historic ancient recipes like Columella-style gilt-head 
bream, traditional Roman dishes such as bucatini 
all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, grilled 
meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine wines and 
liqueurs, and house-made desserts. Outdoor dining 
in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 12:15–2:45pm 
and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 176. Tel 
065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map 
hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI & 
JEWISH GHETTO
Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, lamb 
scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–Tue, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico d’Ottavia, 18. 
Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this friendly 
spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine including 
deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and stuffed zucchini 
flowers. Closed Mon. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. 
Tel 066861105. Credit cards and travelers’ cheques 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 giggettoalportico.com  

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and gourmet 
twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza also on 
offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via del Portico 
d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering the best of Judaeo-
Roman cuisine, such as carciofi alla giudia; stuffed 
Roman zucchini; fried salt cod filet; fettuccine with 
braised meat; a kosher version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, and pine nuts; veggie 
burgers; and Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for lunch and 
dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 0668809771. 
Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace offering 
views of the entire city. Revisited Roman cuisine with 
local ingredients. Live music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. 
Buffet breakfast also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 
7–10:30pm. Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS   
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, pasta, 
and meat dishes made with local, quality ingredients. 
The winter menu includes cocoa fettuccine cooked 
in mushroom broth, with venison ragout and fossa 
cheese; tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and 
“Del Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in 
salt crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. Via 
Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) Map E4                  
47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled into 
the ancient ruins of the Palatine. The menu 
combines high-quality seasonable produce and 
expert preparation: classic Roman pasta, hearty 
meat dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, and more. 
Tempting dessert menu and ample wine list. 

Open daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 79. Tel 
0631078932. All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map E5 circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or 
fish dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. 
Tel 066791121. (€€/€€€) Map E/F4   
angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, bistro, and café 
decorated in turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, the excellent wine 
list, expert bartenders, delectable desserts, and 
tempting light dishes are the biggest draws. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 
0694534255. Map F5 caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 

The College of Taste
Located between Via del Corso and the Pantheon, Il Collegio is an inviting restaurant 
designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the 1930s, with warm tones and iron 
and wood accents. During aperitivo hour, both classic and modern cocktails are served, 
accompanied by gourmet nibbles and gastronomic specialties, such as black prosciutto 
from Accumoli and Itri, cured meats from Amatrice, and aged pecorino cheese from Som-
mati. For lunch and dinner, the cuisine is inspired by the rich culinary traditions of Rome 
and the nearby town of Amatrice, celebrating the authenticity and flavors of the past. Start 
your meal with an appetizer of fried anchovies with mayonnaise and ginger or beef tartare 
with quail eggs and mustard; for a first course, opt for gnocchi ricci with mutton ragù, or a 
true classic like carbonara, amatriciana, gricia, or cacio e pepe. Second courses include beef 
cheek braised in honeysuckle 
with whipped potatoes in 
basil-scented oil; beef fillet with 
Shiraz reduction; meatballs in 
tomato sauce; and seared salt 
cod with broccoli. The wine list 
is narrow but refined, heavily 
featuring labels from the Lazio 
region.
> Piazza Capranica, 99/100.  
Tel 0669940992.
collegioroma.com 
– F. Di Somma

Tradition Meets   
Innovation 
Along the quaint streets of the 
Monti district, Il Peperoncino 
d’Oro welcomes enthusias-
tic foodies to an evening of 
intimate and refined dining. 

The talented young chef combines the two most vital culinary principles in every one of his 
dishes: tradition and innovation. Chef Valerio starts with a careful selection of produce and 
ingredients, the cornerstones of any good meal, and combines them in ways that are faith-
ful to local culinary customs and at the same time creative and original. With a menu that 
specializes in fresh seafood, the restaurant’s standout dishes include tuna tartare, Mazara 
red prawns, and an inventive seafood carbonara. Every dish is enriched with niche products, 
and the wine list is curated to be paired with the main dishes. 
> Via del Boschetto, 36a. Tel 064824756. ilpeperoncinodoro.it

AD VE R TORI AL

Casalino
The essence of Jewish-Roman culinary tradition

In the timeless atmosphere of Rome’s historic Jewish quarter, 

and hosted within the ancient walls of the palazzo of Lorenzo 

Manili, you’ll find Casalino, a welcoming osteria Kosher 

offering typical specialties of Roman Jewish cuisine, served with 

a passion for tradition as well as an eye for more contemporary 

trends. The restaurant is in the capable hands of the Zarfati family, 

guardians of the gastronomic traditions mastered by Nonna 

Zarfati, matriarch of the family and interpreter of authentic 

kosher Jewish-Roman cuisine.  

To start your meal in the best way, try one of the unmissable 

appetizers, such as the zucchini boat; the artichokes alla giudia ; 

salt cod fillet; and fried 

zucchini flower. Next 

up, select one of the 

tempting homemade 

pasta dishes, like 

fettuccine with scorpion 

fish and red and yellow 

cherry tomatoes; egg 

tagliolini with sea bass, 

lemon zest and basil 

crystals; or egg tonnarelli with pecorino romano, black pepper, 

and crispy artichokes served in a bowl made of parmesan cheese. 

Standout second courses include tuna tataki with poppy seeds, 

crushed pistachios, and raspberry coulis and turbot fillet in a potato 

crust with a red wine reduction and Tropea onions. To end with 

a sweet note, try the ricotta and sour cherry cake or the exquisite 

chocolate disc with crunchy cereals and hazelnut cream.

In addition to the fine cuisine, Casalino’s other points of strength 

include its careful attention to every detail and a cheerful, friendly 

service that captures a pleasant homey atmosphere. Reservations are 

recommended, particularly as the tables on the terrace overlooking 

Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 

the beating heart of the 

Ghetto.

> Via del Portico 

d’Ottavia, 1e. 

Tel 0679781514. 

Closed Friday evening 

and Saturday lunch. 

All credit cards 

accepted.



Food customs 
(mini guide to italian eating)
Arriving in Italy, you may think you already know ev-
erything there is to know about Italian food; after all, 
most of us eat what we think are typical dishes fairly 
often in our home countries. However, you may be 
surprised to discover that menus seem baffling here, 
and perhaps you’re having some trouble figuring out 
Italian eating habits and customs as a whole.  We’ve 
put together a little guide with some useful tips to 
help you get the best out of what should be a sub-
lime culinary experience.

       First things first, breakfast. Italians don’t really do breakfast as we may know it; and the only places you’ll find eggs and bacon, or fruit 
and cereal, are in some hotel dining rooms. If you’d like to try breakfast Italian style, get yourself to one of the hundreds of bars dotted 
around the city. Partake in a warm caffe latte and a cornetto—the Italian version of a croissant. Most people consume these standing up at 
the bar before going about their day. The whole ‘breakfast experience’ will last around ten minutes, and then you’ll be ready to get moving. 
If you would like to sit down and have a more leisurely prima colazione, you can, but be aware that you’ll be charged around double for the 
same cup of coffee because you’ll be paying for the table. 
      Next, lunch. This was typically the most important meal of the day in Italy, but is becoming less so due to the constraints of modern 
working life. While on vacation, you can opt for either option: the traditional or the modern. The modern consists of a panino or tramez-
zino, freshly made and filled with any variety of delicious ingredients. Alternatives include fresh salads or the wonderful pizza al taglio—
sold by the slice with many tasty toppings. At the same places, you’ll be able to purchase supplì, arancini (deep fried rice balls filled with 
mozzarella, meat, or vegetables), or other fried goods. These choices are all fairly light and allow you to continue with your day without 
needing a couple of hours’ worth of “time out” to digest!
     Your other option is a full, mouthwatering sit-down meal. On sitting down, you’ll see the menu is divided into sections entitled 
antipasto, primo piatto, secondo piatto, contorni, and dolci.  It’s up to you to decide how much you want to eat, but you don’t have to 
pick something from each section. An antipasto followed by either a primo or a secondo should be enough. The primo will be a dish 
of either pasta, risotto, or gnocchi, the secondo a piece of meat or fish. Be aware that your secondo will not automatically come with 

vegetables or salad; you will have to order this separately from 
the contorni section. Try one of the mouthwatering homemade 
desserts (dolci) found in so many places to finish off your meal. 
If you find yourself feeling very full, don’t worry. This is a country 
made for eating and any restaurant will be able to offer you 
a variety of digestivi, liquors made with herbs, to aid natural 
digestion. After a little break or even a short nap, you’ll feel full 
of energy and ready for a fun-packed afternoon.
      When it comes to dinner, you’ll be faced with the same 
menu format as at lunch, but you’re sure to encounter lots 
of different dishes, so make sure you opt for variety.  Sample 
the antipasto della casa if you can, because many restaurants 
will bring you a selection of their signature eatables which are 
unmissable. Same story for the first and second courses, from 
pasta and risotto to fish and meat, as well as dessert. Savor the 
fresh ingredients and the bursting flavors and finish your day 
fully satisfied.
     Don’t forget that Rome has countless traditional dishes, 
which are often the stars of the menu. If you want to eat like a 
Roman, try dishes such as bucatini all’amatriciana (a thick and 
hollow type of spaghetti with tomato sauce and bacon), sal-
timbocca alla romana (veal topped with mozzarella, ham, and 
sage), and artichokes alla giudia (deep fried). 
     Finally, this wouldn’t be a real guide to Italian eating if we 
didn’t mention gelato. You’ll notice hundreds of ice cream 
parlors dotted around the city, and you’ll notice that most of 
them are almost always busy. If you’ve already tried it, we don’t 
need to tell you why; and if you haven’t…well, what are you 
waiting for?
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ristorantefortunato.it
Via del Pantheon, 55. tel 066792788. 

Monday - Sunday 12.30pm - 4pm and 6:30pm - 11:30pm . All credit cards accepted. 

Mediterranean and roMan cuisine



Su Da Francesco (Italian)
This elegant restaurant on the upper floor of a 
17th-century building offers a true epicurean 
experience, with skillfully crafted dishes made 
with high-quality ingredients and a vast array 
of French and Italian wines, designed to be 
paired. Open daily, 7pm–12:30am. Via del 
Corallo, 3. Tel 0687725655. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€€) Map C/D3   
dafrancesco.it/da-francesco-su

PARIOLI  & FLAMINIO
Al Ceppo (Regional)
Excellent regional cuisine from Le Marche 
served in an elegant, refined atmosphere. Try 
specialties like padellotto di mare (seafood 
casserole), stuffed rabbit with new potatoes, 
olive ascolane, paccheri cacio e pepe with 
zucchini flowers and fava beans, or fresh 
tagliolini with white truffles. Via Panama, 2. Tel 
068551379. (€€€) Off Map ristorantealceppo.it

Duke’s (International)
American-style restaurant that skillfully 
combines Mediterranean and more exotic 
flavors to create innovative dishes made with 
quality ingredients from all over the world, such 
as Argentine angus, Pacific Ahi tuna, and foie 
gras from Dordogne. The wine list is Californian 
and the service is friendly and easy-going. Open 
Tue–Sun, 6:30pm–12midnight; bar until 2am 
(10pm Sun). Viale Parioli, 200. Tel 0680662455. 
All credit cards accepted. (€€€)    
Off Map dukes.it

QUIRINAL & TREVI 
FOUNTAIN
Osteria Bacco (Italian)
This charming, modern restaurant features an 
innovative menu with classic Italian recipes 
reinterpreted with a modern twist. Both fish and 
meat are included in the tasty offerings, and 
high quality and freshness are the restaurant’s 
most vital ingredients. The wine cellar stocks 
more than 140 Italian labels, and outdoor dining 
is available in good weather. Open every day, 
10am–12midnight. Via Santa Maria in Via, 15.  
Tel 0669208028. All credit cards accepted. (€€) 
Map E3     
    
Rinaldi al Quirinale (Italian)
This elegant restaurant offers the best of surf 
and turf. Their specialties include dishes made 
with such exquisite ingredients as white and 
black truffles, porcini mushrooms, lobster, 
and oysters. 3500+ wine labels. Quick and 
friendly service. Open daily, 12noon–3pm and 
7–11:30pm. Via Parma, 11a. Tel 0647825171. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Map D3 
rinaldialquirinale.com 

SPANISH STEPS
Antica Osteria Croce
Warm, inviting restaurant serving the classic 
recipes of the traditional Roman cuisine. Choose 
from pasta, pizza, pinsa, meat, or fish dishes, 
each prepared with fresh, local ingredients. 
The ample wine cellar favors local labels from 
the Castelli Romani region. Cocktails, tea, and 
hot chocolate also available. 10% discount for 
WHERE Rome readers. Free Wifi. Open every 
day, 10:30am–11:30pm. Via della Croce, 38. Tel 
066780355. (€€/€€€) Map E2

Il Gabriello (Italian)
Traditional cuisine and seafood specialties in a cozy 
and intimate setting. Highlights of the menu include 
octopus salad with potatoes; raw crustaceans 
and white fish tartare; paccheri with calamari and 
artichokes; and tuna steak with poppy seeds. 
Vast wine list. Open Mon–Sat, 7pm–12:30am. Via 
Vittoria, 51. Tel 0669940810. Credit cards accepted. 
(€€/€€€)  Map D2 ilgabriello.com 

Il Margutta RistorArte (Vegetarian)
The restaurant prides itself on its use of strictly 
organic products, and its state-of-the-art ovens 
are said to preserve the nutritional integrity of 
ingredients. Wide range of à la carte dishes 
and a buffet guarantee that even the pickiest of 
omnivores will be satisfied. Via Margutta, 118. Tel 
0632650577. (€€/€€€) Map D2 ilmargutta.bio 

Pompi (Gelateria)
Historic gelateria famous throughout the city 
and beyond for producing the finest tiramisù in 
Rome. Several locations around the city, each one 
offering comfort, elegance, and excellent service 
in addition to delectable ice cream and desserts. 
Open every day, 10am–10:30pm. (Cola di Rienzo 
location open from 8am.) Via della Croce, 82. 
Tel 0669941752. Also: Via Cola di Rienzo, 313. Tel 
0639737088. Also: Via Santa Maria in Via, 17. Tel 
066780002. All credit cards accepted including 
Alipay and WeChat Pay. Map D/E2 barpompi.it

Sugo D’Oro (Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant serving traditional Roman 
and Italian cuisine made with fresh ingredients. 
Also offers rich flavors of the Mediterranean. 
Enjoy homemade delicacies such as the lobster 
linguine, spaghetti all’amatriciana, mixed fried 
seafood (shrimp and calamari), but perhaps 
their most important specialty is their selection 
of pizzas. Open every day, 11am–12midnight. 
Via di Propaganda, 22. Tel 066791230. (€€)   
Map E3 sugodoro.com  

Trinità de Monti (Italian)
Located at the top of the Spanish Steps, this 
elegant restaurant serves traditional Italian cuisine 
and seasonal specials. Also offers after-dinner 
cocktail, accompanied by live music and panoramic 
views of the city. Candlelit dinners make it an ideal 
date spot. Available to book for private events. 
Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 15. Tel 0669921135. (€€€) 
Map E2 ristorantepiazzadispagna.com 

VyTA Enoteca Regionale del Lazio 
(Regional)
Stunning, modern restaurant serving seasonal 
Roman and Lazio dishes made with local 
ingredients. The highly detailed menu is an added 
bonus for those dining with dietary restrictions 
and includes authentic Roman creations like 
tonnarelli cacio e pepe, rigatoni carbonara, and 
gnocchi. Bistro: Open 9am–11am. Restaurant: Open 
12:30–3:30pm and 6:30-11:30pm. Via Frattina, 94. Tel 
0687716018. Map E2

TESTACCIO,TRASTEVERE  
    
& MONTEVERDE 
Checchino dal 1887 (Roman)
This legendary restaurant takes ‘poor’ ingredients 
such as offal and makes them lighter on the palate 
without compromising Roman tradition. Long wine 
and grappa list. Open Tue–Sat, 12:30–3pm and 
8pm–12midnight and Sun 8pm-12mid. Via di Monte 
Testaccio, 30. Tel 065743816. Credit cards accepted. 
(€€€) Map D6 checchino-dal-1887.com

Checco er Carettiere (Roman)
Inspired by tradition, but with a penchant for 
seafood. Try amatriciana, Roman-style veal cutlets, 
or suckling lamb. Ample wine list, excellent 
service, and traditional atmosphere. Garden dining 
in summer. Open daily. Via Benedetta, 10. Tel 
065800985. (€€€) Map C4

Da Teo (Roman)
Traditional dining in a gorgeous piazza. Roman-style 
artichokes, spaghetti with lobster, fresh pasta with 
ricciola sauce, and grilled swordfish with capers and 
tomato. Relaxed and efficient service. Book ahead. 
Piazza dei Ponziani, 7a. Tel 065818355. (€€)   
Map D4 trattoriadateo.it 

Dar Poeta (Pizza)
If you like your pizza chewy, head to Dar Poeta 
(paying homage to popular Roman poet G.G. Belli) . 
You’ll probably have to wait in line eying up the lucky 
ones who already have their food, but the “Bufala” 
with mozzarella, cherry tomatoes and basil is worth 
the build up. Open daily Vicolo del Bologna, 45. Tel 
065880516 (€) Map C5 darpoeta.com

Enoteca Cuverie (Winebar)
A brand new winebar/wineshop in Trastevere 
conceived by Monica and Marco, a passionate 
couple who has recreated an atmosphere of times 
gone by, in which every piece of furniture has been 
carefully chosen as well as the selection of wines 
and ingredients. Specialties include assorted cured 
meats and cheeses from the best producers of Lazio, 
Campania, and Tuscany; salad with salmon, avocado, 
and citrus; smoked duck breast with pears, arugula 
salad, and balsamic vinegar; and salmon tartare 
with oysters and green apple. Over 300 labels of the 
most prestigious Italian wines are on offer. Open 
11am–1130pm except Sundays. Via di Santa Cecilia, 
1. Tel 0683806268. Credit cards accepted. (€€) Map 
D5 enotecacuverie.it

Felice a Testaccio (Roman)
This family-run Testaccio institution has proudly 
been preparing traditional Roman cuisine since 1936. 
They serve classic Roman pasta favorites, as well as 
many meat dishes (particularly offal), and plenty of 
homemade desserts. The wine cellar stocks more 
than 200 Italian and international labels. Open daily, 
12:30–3pm and 7:30pm–12midnight. Via Mastro 
Giorgio, 29. Tel 065746800. (€€/€€€) Credit cards 
accepted. Map D6 feliceatestaccio.it  

Gelateria Tony (Gelateria)
Newly renovated and enlarged, this historic gelateria 
in the Monteverde neighborhood is a favorite with 
locals, who have been enjoying their decadent 
concoctions for over fifty years. Famous for creamy 
vanilla gelato topped with fresh strawberries and 
gelato “spaghetti” smothered with nutella, whipped 
cream, and a myriad of toppings. Open Tue–Sun, 
8:30am–9pm. Viale dei Colli Portuensi, 335. Tel 
0658201002. Off Map gelateriatony.it

Ivo a Trastevere (Pizza)
A favorite among locals and celebrities. The pizza 
is thin and crunchy, and the menu includes sweet 
pizza with nutella. Via San Francesco a Ripa, 158. Tel 
065817082. (€/€€) Map D5

Le Mani in Pasta (Italian)
Traditional Roman and Italian fare made with fresh, 
seasonal ingredients and served in a cozy yet buzzing 
atmosphere. Pair the chef’s creations with a bottle 
from the vast wine list. Open Tue–Sun, 12:30–3pm and 
7:30–11:30pm. Via dei Genovesi, 37. Tel 065816017. 
All credit cards accepted except Diner’s. (€€) Map D5 
lemaniinpasta.com

DINING
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Salone Eva (Spagna)
Located inside luxurious Hassler Hotel, this elegant 
locale is both a restaurant and bar offering a chic 
dining experience. Come for breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea, or dinner, and choose among an array 
of sandwiches, pizzas, salads, meat, pasta, and fish. 
Wine by the glass and expertly prepared cocktails 
also available. Live piano music in the evening. Open 
daily, 11am–late. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. (€€€) Map E2 

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, the chef 
offers seasonal menus to ensure freshness and 
quality, matched with diligent service. Sapori offers 
all the ingredients for a sensational meal. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map  

RESTAURANTS BY AREA

APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow of 
the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu offers 
historic ancient recipes like Columella-style gilt-head 
bream, traditional Roman dishes such as bucatini 
all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, grilled 
meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine wines and 
liqueurs, and house-made desserts. Outdoor dining 
in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 12:15–2:45pm 
and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 176. Tel 
065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map 
hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI & 
JEWISH GHETTO
Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, lamb 
scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–Tue, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico d’Ottavia, 18. 
Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this friendly 
spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine including 
deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and stuffed zucchini 
flowers. Closed Mon. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. 
Tel 066861105. Credit cards and travelers’ cheques 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 giggettoalportico.com  

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and gourmet 
twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza also on 
offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via del Portico 
d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering the best of Judaeo-
Roman cuisine, such as carciofi alla giudia; stuffed 
Roman zucchini; fried salt cod filet; fettuccine with 
braised meat; a kosher version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, and pine nuts; veggie 
burgers; and Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for lunch and 
dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 0668809771. 
Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace offering 
views of the entire city. Revisited Roman cuisine with 
local ingredients. Live music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. 
Buffet breakfast also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 
7–10:30pm. Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS   
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, pasta, 
and meat dishes made with local, quality ingredients. 
The winter menu includes cocoa fettuccine cooked 
in mushroom broth, with venison ragout and fossa 
cheese; tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and 
“Del Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in 
salt crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. Via 
Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) Map E4                  
47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled into 
the ancient ruins of the Palatine. The menu 
combines high-quality seasonable produce and 
expert preparation: classic Roman pasta, hearty 
meat dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, and more. 
Tempting dessert menu and ample wine list. 

Open daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 79. Tel 
0631078932. All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map E5 circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or 
fish dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. 
Tel 066791121. (€€/€€€) Map E/F4   
angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, bistro, and café 
decorated in turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, the excellent wine 
list, expert bartenders, delectable desserts, and 
tempting light dishes are the biggest draws. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 
0694534255. Map F5 caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 

The College of Taste
Located between Via del Corso and the Pantheon, Il Collegio is an inviting restaurant 
designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the 1930s, with warm tones and iron 
and wood accents. During aperitivo hour, both classic and modern cocktails are served, 
accompanied by gourmet nibbles and gastronomic specialties, such as black prosciutto 
from Accumoli and Itri, cured meats from Amatrice, and aged pecorino cheese from Som-
mati. For lunch and dinner, the cuisine is inspired by the rich culinary traditions of Rome 
and the nearby town of Amatrice, celebrating the authenticity and flavors of the past. Start 
your meal with an appetizer of fried anchovies with mayonnaise and ginger or beef tartare 
with quail eggs and mustard; for a first course, opt for gnocchi ricci with mutton ragù, or a 
true classic like carbonara, amatriciana, gricia, or cacio e pepe. Second courses include beef 
cheek braised in honeysuckle 
with whipped potatoes in 
basil-scented oil; beef fillet with 
Shiraz reduction; meatballs in 
tomato sauce; and seared salt 
cod with broccoli. The wine list 
is narrow but refined, heavily 
featuring labels from the Lazio 
region.
> Piazza Capranica, 99/100.  
Tel 0669940992.
collegioroma.com 
– F. Di Somma
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A Gourmet Secret Revealed

ADVERTORIAL

SU da FranceSco iS a Fine reStaUrant located in the heart oF rome, jUSt aroUnd the corner 
From Piazza navona, directly above the now-FamoUS and hiStoric reStaUrant, da FranceSco.

Opened in 2016, with the aim of offering its customers an 

elegant and refined atmosphere on the upper floor of a 

17th-century palace, SU Da Francesco offers an excellent 

selection of Italian and French wines, and a meticulous choice of 

high-quality fresh ingredients, all in one of the most exclusive 

Roman “living rooms.”

         An evening spent in this restaurant becomes more than a simple 

meal. Instead it is transformed into a true epicurean experience. The 

passion for food and fine cuisine has led SU Da Francesco to create 

new dishes that bring together ingredients in original and brilliant 

ways, based on continuous research and discovery of new foods to 

offer their guests.

         From the white truffle of Alba to the seafood of Porto Santo 

Stefano, from the Japanese Wagyu meat to the Iberian Pastores 

lamb, from the vast selection of Italian cured meats and cheeses to 

the legendary Jamón Ibérico and incomparable French cheeses. 

Su da Francesco proudly offers some of the most famous national 

and international culinary products, creating an evocative and 

unique eno-gastronomic itinerary, because, pairing high-quality 

wines with sophisticated food is a time-honored tradition of the 

most important Italian wineries as well as several French Terroirs, 

ranging from Champagne to Burgundy.

      To cap off the evening, a spirits menu offers more than 100 

labels, ushering the diner into an entertaining and exclusive after-

dinner experience. Open every evening from 7pm to 12:30am.

> Via del Corallo, 3. Tel 0687725655. dafrancesco.it/da-francesco-su
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Salone Eva (Spagna)
Located inside luxurious Hassler Hotel, this elegant 
locale is both a restaurant and bar offering a chic 
dining experience. Come for breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon tea, or dinner, and choose among an array 
of sandwiches, pizzas, salads, meat, pasta, and fish. 
Wine by the glass and expertly prepared cocktails 
also available. Live piano music in the evening. Open 
daily, 11am–late. Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 6. Tel 
06699340. (€€€) Map E2 

Sapori del Lord Byron (Parioli)
In an elegant yet contemporary ambience, the chef 
offers seasonal menus to ensure freshness and 
quality, matched with diligent service. Sapori offers 
all the ingredients for a sensational meal. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Via G. de Notaris, 5. Tel 063220404. 
Credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map  

RESTAURANTS BY AREA

APPIA ANTICA    
 Hostaria Antica Roma (Italian)
Notable restaurant in an evocative, historic setting 
along the Ancient Appian Way in the shadow of 
the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella. The menu offers 
historic ancient recipes like Columella-style gilt-head 
bream, traditional Roman dishes such as bucatini 
all’amatriciana and rigatoni cacio e pepe, grilled 
meats, fresh fish, a large selection of fine wines and 
liqueurs, and house-made desserts. Outdoor dining 
in warm weather. Open Tue–Sun, 12:15–2:45pm 
and 7:30–10:45pm. Via Appia Antica, 176. Tel 
065132888. All credit cards accepted. (€€€) Off Map 
hostariaanticaroma.it

CAMPO DE’ FIORI & 
JEWISH GHETTO
Il Giardino Romano (Jewish Roman)
This cozy restaurant offers traditional Roman-
Jewish recipes like fried artichokes, fried salt 
cod, amatriciana, cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, lamb 
scottadito, and many more. Open Thu–Tue, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm. Via Portico d’Ottavia, 18. 
Tel 0668809661. (€/€€) Map C5 ilgiardinoromano.it 

Giggetto al Portico (Jewish Roman)
Tucked behind the Portico d’Ottavia, this friendly 
spot serves hearty Jewish-Roman cuisine including 
deep-fried artichokes, baccalà, and stuffed zucchini 
flowers. Closed Mon. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 21a. 
Tel 066861105. Credit cards and travelers’ cheques 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 giggettoalportico.com  

Pierluigi (Italian)
In a lovely piazza, sample excellent fresh 
seafood, arriving daily from the Lazio coast, as 
well as creative pasta dishes, perfectly prepared 
vegetables, and sinful desserts. Excellent wine 
list. Open Tues–Sun, 12noon–3pm and 7pm–
12midnight. Piazza de’ Ricci, 144. Tel 066868717. 
(€€€) Map C3 pierluigi.it    
     
La Reginella (Jewish Roman)
Elegant restaurant dedicated to the rediscovery 
of the ancient Jewish-Roman culinary tradition, 
revisiting classic dishes with a modern and gourmet 
twist. Thin-crusted Roman-style pizza also on 
offer. Open daily, 11am–11:30pm. Via del Portico 
d’Ottavia, 61/65. Tel 0668801607. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€) Map D4 lareginella.it

La Taverna del Ghetto (Jewish Roman)
Welcoming restaurant offering the best of Judaeo-
Roman cuisine, such as carciofi alla giudia; stuffed 
Roman zucchini; fried salt cod filet; fettuccine with 
braised meat; a kosher version of carbonara; salt cod 
with cherry tomatoes, raisins, and pine nuts; veggie 
burgers; and Kosher meat kebabs. Wide selection 
of Italian and Israeli wines. Open daily for lunch and 
dinner. Via del Portico d’Ottavia, 8. Tel 0668809771. 
Map C5 latavernadelghetto.com

I Sofà Bar Restaurant & Roof Terrace 
(Italian/Roman)
Elegant restaurant with rooftop terrace offering 
views of the entire city. Revisited Roman cuisine with 
local ingredients. Live music Fri, Sat, Sun nights. 
Buffet breakfast also offered. Open 12–2:30pm and 
7–10:30pm. Via Giulia, 62. Tel 0668661846. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€€) Map C3 isofa.it

CIRCUS MAXIMUS   
& AVENTINE
47 Circus Roof Garden (Italian)
Rooftop oasis offering seafood, vegetable, pasta, 
and meat dishes made with local, quality ingredients. 
The winter menu includes cocoa fettuccine cooked 
in mushroom broth, with venison ragout and fossa 
cheese; tortello with Genovese beef, parsnip and 
“Del Monaco”provolone; and sea bass fillet in 
salt crust with potatoes, artichokes and saffron 
sauce. Open Mon–Sun, 12noon–12midnight. Via 
Luigi Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€€) Map E4                  
47circusroofgarden.com 

Osteria Circo (Roman)
Cozy and informal restaurant nestled into 
the ancient ruins of the Palatine. The menu 
combines high-quality seasonable produce and 
expert preparation: classic Roman pasta, hearty 
meat dishes, veggie burgers, pizza, and more. 
Tempting dessert menu and ample wine list. 

Open daily, 8am–2am. Via dei Cerchi, 79. Tel 
0631078932. All credit cards accepted. (€€)   
Map E5 circoroma.it

Parole in Libertà Bistrot (Bistro)
This restaurant brings its unique “gastro-
philosophy” to the Roman dining scene. Inspired 
by the Futurist movement, the dishes are meant 
to be eaten with the hands or with the help of 
a focaccia specially designed to enhance the 
flavors. Restaurant: open daily, 7pm–12midnight; 
bar: open daily, 5:30pm–12midnight. Via Luigi 
Petroselli, 47. Tel 066787816. (€€) Map E4 
paroleinlibertabistrot.com

COLOSSEUM  & CELIO
Angelino ai Fori (Roman)
Family-run trattoria in business since 1947 in a 
charming setting with views of the ancient city. 
The cuisine exalts simple, high-quality, seasonal 
ingredients, and the menu is strictly traditional, 
offering pasta dishes such as carbonara, amatriciana, 
gricia, cacio e pepe, or classic Roman meat or 
fish dishes. Open daily, 12noon–11pm. Largo 
Corrado Ricci, 40/43a./Via dei Fori Imperiali, 25. 
Tel 066791121. (€€/€€€) Map E/F4   
angelinoaifori.com 

Caffè Propaganda (Bistro & Café)
Charming and sophisticated bar, bistro, and café 
decorated in turn-of-the-century Parisian style. 
In addition to the atmosphere, the excellent wine 
list, expert bartenders, delectable desserts, and 
tempting light dishes are the biggest draws. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–2am. Via Claudia 15. Tel 
0694534255. Map F5 caffepropoganda.it

Sitar (Indian)
Authentic North Indian dishes like paneer 
tikka and chicken curry as well as tawa prantha 
cuisine. Fixed veg (€15) or non-veg (€18) 
menus at lunch. Open Tue–Sun 12noon–3pm 

The College of Taste
Located between Via del Corso and the Pantheon, Il Collegio is an inviting restaurant 
designed in an architectural style reminiscent of the 1930s, with warm tones and iron 
and wood accents. During aperitivo hour, both classic and modern cocktails are served, 
accompanied by gourmet nibbles and gastronomic specialties, such as black prosciutto 
from Accumoli and Itri, cured meats from Amatrice, and aged pecorino cheese from Som-
mati. For lunch and dinner, the cuisine is inspired by the rich culinary traditions of Rome 
and the nearby town of Amatrice, celebrating the authenticity and flavors of the past. Start 
your meal with an appetizer of fried anchovies with mayonnaise and ginger or beef tartare 
with quail eggs and mustard; for a first course, opt for gnocchi ricci with mutton ragù, or a 
true classic like carbonara, amatriciana, gricia, or cacio e pepe. Second courses include beef 
cheek braised in honeysuckle 
with whipped potatoes in 
basil-scented oil; beef fillet with 
Shiraz reduction; meatballs in 
tomato sauce; and seared salt 
cod with broccoli. The wine list 
is narrow but refined, heavily 
featuring labels from the Lazio 
region.
> Piazza Capranica, 99/100.  
Tel 0669940992.
collegioroma.com 
– F. Di Somma
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Hopped Up
In a country feted for its wine, 
Rome’s innovative craft brewers are 
in the midst of a culinary revolution, 
launching beer to the forefront of the 

contemporary Italian food 
scene. Read on and 

go taste for yourself.

m Open Baladin
Run by the founding 

father of Italian beer, 
Teo Musso, Open 

Baladin offers over 100 
beers and also happens to 

serve up one of the best burgers in the 
city. Try their aromatic “Nora” ale, brewed 
with ginger and orange peel.   
Via degli Specchi, 6.
m Bir & Fud
Wash down a fresh-from-the oven 
Neapolitan-style pizza with one (or more!) 
of this bar’s superb microbrews, ranging 
from pale ales to earthy dark beers. Insider 
tip: make a reservation in advance, as 
regulars flock here all week long.   
Via Benedetta, 23.
m Ma Che Siete Venuti a Fa’
Known for its incredible selection of hard-
to-find beers, this pub is a popular stop 
for the locals of the trendy Trastevere 
neighborhood. Although there’s not much 
sitting room, it’s the perfect place to 
take in a Roma-Lazio soccer game.  
Via Benedetta, 25.
m La Birreria di Eataly 
Found within Italian food superstore Eataly, 
this spot stocks a staggering 400 artisanal 
beers hailing from Italy and other corners 
of the world. They also produce five of their 
own craft beers at their on-site brewery. 
Best of all, La Birreria also dishes out 
homemade pizza. 

Piazzale 12 Ottobre 1492.
m Queen Makeda Grand Pub  
Craft beer meets international fusion 
cuisine at this hip pub-restaurant on the 
Aventine Hill. A vast selection of artisanal 
brews and Thai and Mexican food keep 
company with excellent burgers.

Via di San Saba, 11. 
m Brasserie 4:20
This bar’s passion for birra is clear not only 
in their drink selection (over 30 artisanal 
Italian brews on tap) but their food as well: 
all of Brasserie’s dishes incorporate beer 
into the recipe, whether it’s in their bread 
dough or burgers. Via Portuense, 82.

Osteria Pucci (Italian)
A modern, airy restaurant with an ample garden 
for outdoor dining. Sample cold cuts and cheeses; 
rigatoni with sausage, pecorino, parmesan, and 
tomato; pasta all’amatriciana, and tonnarelli cacio e 
pepe. Open daily, 12:30–3pm and 7pm–1am. Piazza 
Mastai, 1/2/3/4. Tel 065819870. (€€) Map D5 

Roma Sparita (Roman)
This restaurant, with a cozy interior and lively 
outdoor space, is famed for its creamy tagliolini 
cacio e pepe, served in a bowl made of cheese. 
Other highlights: oxtails in tomato sauce and pizza. 
Open Tue–Sat, 12:30–2:30pm and 7:30–11:30pm. 
Sun lunch only. Piazza S. Cecilia, 24. Tel 065800757. 
Credit cards accepted (€/€€) Map D5

TRIDENT
Antica Norcineria Al Civico 24 (Food 
Market)
This gourmet Italian food shop and delicatessen 
features products that originate from the 
famed town of Norcia in Umbria, a 
village that is renowned for, above 
all, its sausages and cured meats. 
Also serves tastings of cured 
meats and cheeses. Open daily, 
10am–9pm. Via della Scrofa, 
24. Tel 0668192695. All credit 
cards accepted. (€€) Map D3 
anticanorcineria.com

Babette (Italian)
Exquisite restaurant on secluded, 
leafy Via Margutta with a menu that 
is updated as the seasons change 
with innovative, original recipes. The 
delightful inner courtyard offers shaded tables 
for romantic candlelit meals, and rotating works 
by young contemporary artists hang on the walls 
inside. Open Tue–Thu, 12:30–3pm and 7–10:30pm; 
Fri, Sat, 12:30–3pm and 7–11pm; Sun, 12:30–3pm 
and 7–10pm. Via Margutta, 1d. Tel 063211559. Map 
D1/2 babetteristorante.it

Osteria Margutta (Italian)
Creative dishes like tonnarelli Margutta, penne 

in vodka and salmon sauce, pork with chestnuts, 
or tuna fillet with radicchio, with a private art 
collection as a backdrop. 100+ wine labels. Open 
Mon–Sat, 12:30pm–3pm and 7:30pm–12midnight. 
Via Margutta, 82. Tel 063231025. V, MC, and JCB 
accepted. (€€/€€€) Map D2 osteriamargutta.it   

Vitti in Lucina (Café)
Outdoor seating in a lovely piazza. Enjoy a gelato, 
sacher torte, cannolo, or a traditional Roman meal 
of seafood, pasta, or meat. Open daily, 11am–11pm. 
Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina, 33. Tel 066876304. Piazza 
Capranica, 75/55. Tel 0669921720 Credit cards 
accepted. (€/€€) Map D3

VATICAN & PRATI
L’Arcangelo (Italian)
Innovative cuisine served in a quaint, vintage setting. 
Classic Italian favorites as well as unusual dishes like 
rabbit with sweet and sour vegetables and seared 
tuna in a celery and candied orange sauce. Closed 

Sat at lunch and all day Sun. Via G. G. Belli, 59. 
Tel 063210992. (€€/€€€) Map C/D2

Les Etoiles 
(Mediterranean)

Prestigious restaurant and 
cocktail bar just a few steps 
from the Vatican. Sip a glass 
of wine or a cocktail on the 
spectacular rooftop terrace 
with views of St. Peter’s Basilica 

and Castel Sant’Angelo. Open 
10am–2am. Via Vitelleschi, 34. 

Tel 066873233. All credit cards 
accepted. (€€€/€€€€) Map B/C2 

atlantehotels.com

Mamà (Mediterranean)
Warm welcoming bistrot preparing fresh 
Mediterranean fare. Try eggplant parmesan, 
tuna tartare with toasted almonds, spaghetti 
with anchovies and pecorino, sautéed mussels, 
vegetarian meatballs, and more. Open daily, 
10:30am–12midnight. Via Sforza Pallavicini, 19/21. 
Tel 0668139095. All credit cards accepted except 
Diner’s. (€€) Map C2 mama_ristobistrot@yahoo.it Via della Colonna Antonina, 48/49 - Tel 0687888921

boasorte.eu

Innovation and tradition, high quality raw materials and refined combinations: 
this is the secret recipe of BOA SORTE.

A sushi fusion restaurant whose mission is focused on the constant discovery of new flavors and delicious 
combinations, for a journey between different cultures that will amaze your palate.

Each dish derives from the perfect balance of Japanese cuisine with Hawaiian-Brazilian elements, 
style, and culture.

The careful selection of Champagne and wines, created with the entire menu in mind, finds a perfect 
match with the seafood proposals: the flavor of the dishes is enhanced by the bubbles to create 

an unforgettable culinary experience.
Unique design details and gold tones complete the elegant location, ideal for spending an evening with friends 

and savoring the fusion creations of the Japanese-Brazilian tradition, prepared with an innovative flair.
Open for lunch and dinner. Closed Sunday.

Japanese-Brazilian Vibe
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IL VINETO
m Via Vittorio Veneto, 6. Tel 06486617.

In the famous setting of Via Veneto, arguably the most glamor-
ous street in Rome’s historic center, this restaurant offers a warm 
and welcoming environment that is also the quintessence of 
elegance. The menu offers all the best-loved recipes of the deli-
cious Roman tradition. Absolute unmissable first courses include 
the classic Roman pastas cacio e pepe and carbonara, and among 
its undisputed merits is the vast selection of seafood on offer, 
arriving fresh every day. Add to this an wide array of tasty and 
refined appetizers and flavorful and novel second courses and 
side dishes. The dessert list is full of tempting treats and the wine 
cellar is stocked with a plethora of labels to pair with any dish. 
The staff are friendly and helpful, and the service is quick and 
thorough, with the goal of satisfying each guest’s request. Since 
the kitchen doesn’t close in the afternoon, you can stop in for 
a bite at nearly any time of day. Both à la carte and fixed menu 
options are available. Free Wi-Fi. Open every day, 10am–1am. All 
credit cards accepted.

4 FIUMI
m Piazza Navona, 37. Tel 066864028. ristorante-4fiumi.it

Located in Piazza Navona, arguably the most beautiful square in 
Rome and perhaps the world, 4 Fiumi offers diners the chance 
to enjoy traditional Italian cuisine while gazing at breathtaking 
masterpieces of baroque art. With dozens of tables both inside 
and out, 4 Fiumi is the ideal venue for a large celebration, a busi-
ness lunch, or an intimate dinner, and with the combination of 
top-notch cuisine and the open-air museum that is Piazza Navo-
na, any meal here is guaranteed to be unforgettable. The menu 
is Mediterranean, serving fresh fish, select cuts of meat, classic 
pasta dishes, seafood antipasti and other tempting appetizers, 
homemade desserts, and, of course, seemingly endless variet-
ies of Roman-style pizza. Every dish is made with strictly fresh 
ingredients. The ample wine list features only the finest national 
labels. Open daily,11am–11pm.

LE MANI IN PASTA
m Via dei Genovesi, 37. Tel 065816017. lemaniinpasta.net

Tucked amid the winding paths of the lively neighborhood of 
Trastevere, this welcoming restaurant takes pride in its outstand-
ing Italian cuisine. The place is popular with locals, thanks to the 
traditional Roman dishes, made with only the freshest, in-season 
ingredients, and the professionalism of the staff, boasting more 
than 30 years’ experience. The talented chef spoils his guests 
with the highest quality fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, and other 
local ingredients. For a first course, try the linguine with lob-
ster or the delectable homemade ravioli. For a heartier second 
course, a particular specialty is the baked turbot with sea bass 
and potatoes, or choose from a long list of meat and seafood 
dishes. When it’s time for dessert, tempt your taste buds with 
a classic tiramisù or a more daring semifreddo al gorgonzola. 
Reservations are a must as this buzzing little restaurant fills up 
quickly. Open daily, 12:30–3pm and 7:30–11:30pm. All credit 
cards accepted except Diner’s.
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VITTI IN LUCINA
m Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina, 33. Tel 066876304. 
caffetteriavittiroma.it

This pleasant outdoor location in picturesque Piazza San 
Lorenzo in Lucina is the perfect spot for enjoying a delicious 
gelato or a homemade pastry while watching Rome’s most 
fashionable people stroll by. Your gluttonous dreams can 
come true thanks to the professionalism of Onorio Vitti, who 
holds fast to his century-old family tradition of sublime pastry 
making. The delicious cakes and desserts are prepared accord-
ing to recipes handed down through generations of the Vitti 
family; try the famous Sacher Torte, Sicilian cannoli, cassata, 
chocolate rolls, and much more. Or simply enjoy a coffee or a 
tea in one of the most elegant squares in Rome. Besides being 
a gelateria and pasticceria, Vitti is also a restaurant, offering 
a select menu of delicious homemade pastas and Roman 
specialties, with a small but well-chosen wine cellar. All credit 
cards accepted. Open daily, 6am–11pm.

MOLINO BAKERY BAR & CUCINA
m Via Merulana, 281. Tel 0648905295. molinoroma.it

The name Molino (Italian for “mill”) emphasizes the founding
principle of this charming restaurant, immersed in the shadow
of the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore: first and foremost, the
authenticity of the ingredients, particularly when it comes to the 
pastries and bread. In fact, Molino is a multi-functional space, 
with a gastronomic offering tailored to the different needs of 
the day, from breakfast to lunch, teatime, aperitivo, and lastly to 
dinner. The warm and luminous dining room is dominated by a 
large welcoming counter that includes a coffee bar, and through 
the windows of the open kitchen, diners can view a pizza-making 
area, which produces classic as well as gourmet pies. Other 
tempting offerings include supplì (fried rice balls), burgers, meat-
balls, pasta dishes of the Roman and Mediterranean traditions, 
meat-based entrées (a specialty is the breaded chicken flavored 
with herbs), and seafood (don’t miss the grilled salmon or the 
tuna with balsamic vinegar). Each dish is simple but exquisite, in 
terms of quality, seasonality, and freshness, always with a meticu-
lous selection of ingredients. Open daily.

IL GIARDINO ROMANO
m Via del Portico d’Ottavia,18. Tel 0668809661.
ilgiardinoromano.it

Located in the heart of the Jewish ghetto, this charming res-
taurant is a garden abundant with fresh, authentic flavors. Try 
Roman classics like Jewish-style fried artichokes, barbecued 
and grilled meats, fried salt cod, pasta cacio e pepe, oxtail stew, 
trippa alla romana, and lamb scottadito. Or try something more 
unusual like vegetarian lasagne or artichoke carpaccio. The 
pasta is always homemade and delicious, and the meat and 
fish are as fresh as can be. Or try one of their delectable Roman 
pizzas. End with the heavenly crème caramel or crème brulée. 
On request, the kitchen will also prepare Egyptian specialties. 
The ample wine list makes choosing a chore at this lovely and 
original restaurant. For a romantic, candlelit dinner, request to 
be seated in the quaint and intimate garden. Open every day 
except Wed, 12noon–3:30pm and 7–11:30pm. 

TRINITÀ DEI MONTI
m Piazza Trinità dei Monti, 15. Tel +390669921135. 
ristorantepiazzadispagna.com

At this gorgeous restaurant located atop the Spanish Steps, wine 
connoisseurs can sip excellent vintages of Sassicaia, Gaja, Fresco-
baldi, and Antinori, and foodies can fulfill all their gourmet wishes 
with excellent Mediterranean cuisine. Stand-out first courses include 
ravioli stuffed with braised beef in a Barolo wine sauce; pumpkin 
risotto with duck breast and rosemary; mezze maniche pasta with 
gorgonzola cheese, walnuts, and arugula; lobster tagliolini; risotto 
with prawns and champagne; Gragnano paccheri with truffled car-
bonara sauce; and ravioli stuffed with sea bass. Second courses are 
no less tempting. Indulge in a wok of suckling pig with crispy vegeta-
bles; lamb chops with artichokes and celeriac; beef fillet with porcini 
mushrooms; tuna steak with sesame seeds and vegetables; fillet of 
sea bream baked with crisp vegetables, and a plateau royal of grilled 
shrimp and prawns. The elegant location is also an ideal spot for an 
after-dinner cocktail, with stunning views of the city and live music. 
Free Wi-Fi. 10% discount for WHERE Rome readers.

RISTORANTE S.ANNA
m Via di Sant’Anna, 8/9. Tel 0668307190. 
All credit cards accepted. ristorantesantanna.it

The fresh produce market which takes place every day in Campo 
de’ Fiori guarantees the quality ingredients of the restaurant’s 
menu. Located near this historic piazza, Sant’Anna specializes in 
fresh fish and seafood, and invites diners to begin their meal with 
a trip to the incredible appetizer buffet, where they will find grilled 
vegetables, seafood salad, buffalo milk mozzarella in abundance, 
and much more. First courses not to pass up are the house pasta 
“Pierrot,” with mussels, clams, calamari, and scampi in spicy tomato 
sauce, and spaghetti with fresh clams and porcini mushrooms. Sec-
ond courses include fresh sea bass baked in rock salt, oven-baked 
turbot with potatoes and porcini mushrooms, and beef strips with 
arugula salad. Desserts promise to thrill, from the homemade warm 
chocolate soufflé with ice cream, to the strawberry tiramisù (only 
in spring and summer). Roman-style pizza is also available. Excel-
lent wine list. Menu translated in four languages. Open Mon–Sat, 
12noon–3pm and 7–11pm.
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IL VINETO
m Via Vittorio Veneto, 6. Tel 06486617.

In the famous setting of Via Veneto, arguably the most glamor-
ous street in Rome’s historic center, this restaurant offers a warm 
and welcoming environment that is also the quintessence of 
elegance. The menu offers all the best-loved recipes of the deli-
cious Roman tradition. Absolute unmissable first courses include 
the classic Roman pastas cacio e pepe and carbonara, and among 
its undisputed merits is the vast selection of seafood on offer, 
arriving fresh every day. Add to this an wide array of tasty and 
refined appetizers and flavorful and novel second courses and 
side dishes. The dessert list is full of tempting treats and the wine 
cellar is stocked with a plethora of labels to pair with any dish. 
The staff are friendly and helpful, and the service is quick and 
thorough, with the goal of satisfying each guest’s request. Since 
the kitchen doesn’t close in the afternoon, you can stop in for 
a bite at nearly any time of day. Both à la carte and fixed menu 
options are available. Free Wi-Fi. Open every day, 10am–1am. All 
credit cards accepted.

4 FIUMI
m Piazza Navona, 37. Tel 066864028. ristorante-4fiumi.it

Located in Piazza Navona, arguably the most beautiful square in 
Rome and perhaps the world, 4 Fiumi offers diners the chance 
to enjoy traditional Italian cuisine while gazing at breathtaking 
masterpieces of baroque art. With dozens of tables both inside 
and out, 4 Fiumi is the ideal venue for a large celebration, a busi-
ness lunch, or an intimate dinner, and with the combination of 
top-notch cuisine and the open-air museum that is Piazza Navo-
na, any meal here is guaranteed to be unforgettable. The menu 
is Mediterranean, serving fresh fish, select cuts of meat, classic 
pasta dishes, seafood antipasti and other tempting appetizers, 
homemade desserts, and, of course, seemingly endless variet-
ies of Roman-style pizza. Every dish is made with strictly fresh 
ingredients. The ample wine list features only the finest national 
labels. Open daily,11am–11pm.

LE MANI IN PASTA
m Via dei Genovesi, 37. Tel 065816017. lemaniinpasta.net

Tucked amid the winding paths of the lively neighborhood of 
Trastevere, this welcoming restaurant takes pride in its outstand-
ing Italian cuisine. The place is popular with locals, thanks to the 
traditional Roman dishes, made with only the freshest, in-season 
ingredients, and the professionalism of the staff, boasting more 
than 30 years’ experience. The talented chef spoils his guests 
with the highest quality fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, and other 
local ingredients. For a first course, try the linguine with lob-
ster or the delectable homemade ravioli. For a heartier second 
course, a particular specialty is the baked turbot with sea bass 
and potatoes, or choose from a long list of meat and seafood 
dishes. When it’s time for dessert, tempt your taste buds with 
a classic tiramisù or a more daring semifreddo al gorgonzola. 
Reservations are a must as this buzzing little restaurant fills up 
quickly. Open daily, 12:30–3pm and 7:30–11:30pm. All credit 
cards accepted except Diner’s.

LE STREGHE
m Vicolo del Curato, 13. Tel 066861381. Closed Sunday. 
All credit cards accepted. osterialestreghe.it

Just a few steps from Castel Sant’Angelo, located in a 17th centu-
ry palazzo amidst the narrow alleys of Rome’s historic center, Le 
Streghe stands out for its ability to constantly reinvent isteelf, offer-
ing guests original new takes on Roman and Mediterranean cui-
sine. The stars of the show are the fresh, in-season ingredients, and 
together Manuela and her partner Arnaldo prepare classic Roman 
and regional Italian dishes that are light yet full of authentic flavors.
Start your meal with a fried salt cod fillet before moving on to a 
first course of mezze maniche all’amatriciana with guanciale from 
Norcia, spaghetti with clams, or tagliolini with bottarga. Among 
the second courses, you can taste classic dishes from the Roman 
repertoire like saltimbocca alla romana as well as proposals based 
on the catch of the day, such as sea bass fillet with capers from 
Pantelleria, olives from Gaeta and cherry tomatoes. End your meal 
with a tempting dessert of crème brulée or zabaglione parfait—all 
homemade. The cellar is well stocked with regional labels and a 
small room for smokers is available. 
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IL VINETO
m Via Vittorio Veneto, 6. Tel 06486617.

In the famous setting of Via Veneto, arguably the most glamor-
ous street in Rome’s historic center, this restaurant offers a warm 
and welcoming environment that is also the quintessence of 
elegance. The menu offers all the best-loved recipes of the deli-
cious Roman tradition. Absolute unmissable first courses include 
the classic Roman pastas cacio e pepe and carbonara, and among 
its undisputed merits is the vast selection of seafood on offer, 
arriving fresh every day. Add to this an wide array of tasty and 
refined appetizers and flavorful and novel second courses and 
side dishes. The dessert list is full of tempting treats and the wine 
cellar is stocked with a plethora of labels to pair with any dish. 
The staff are friendly and helpful, and the service is quick and 
thorough, with the goal of satisfying each guest’s request. Since 
the kitchen doesn’t close in the afternoon, you can stop in for 
a bite at nearly any time of day. Both à la carte and fixed menu 
options are available. Free Wi-Fi. Open every day, 10am–1am. All 
credit cards accepted.

4 FIUMI
m Piazza Navona, 37. Tel 066864028. ristorante-4fiumi.it

Located in Piazza Navona, arguably the most beautiful square in 
Rome and perhaps the world, 4 Fiumi offers diners the chance 
to enjoy traditional Italian cuisine while gazing at breathtaking 
masterpieces of baroque art. With dozens of tables both inside 
and out, 4 Fiumi is the ideal venue for a large celebration, a busi-
ness lunch, or an intimate dinner, and with the combination of 
top-notch cuisine and the open-air museum that is Piazza Navo-
na, any meal here is guaranteed to be unforgettable. The menu 
is Mediterranean, serving fresh fish, select cuts of meat, classic 
pasta dishes, seafood antipasti and other tempting appetizers, 
homemade desserts, and, of course, seemingly endless variet-
ies of Roman-style pizza. Every dish is made with strictly fresh 
ingredients. The ample wine list features only the finest national 
labels. Open daily,11am–11pm.

LE MANI IN PASTA
m Via dei Genovesi, 37. Tel 065816017. lemaniinpasta.net

Tucked amid the winding paths of the lively neighborhood of 
Trastevere, this welcoming restaurant takes pride in its outstand-
ing Italian cuisine. The place is popular with locals, thanks to the 
traditional Roman dishes, made with only the freshest, in-season 
ingredients, and the professionalism of the staff, boasting more 
than 30 years’ experience. The talented chef spoils his guests 
with the highest quality fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, and other 
local ingredients. For a first course, try the linguine with lob-
ster or the delectable homemade ravioli. For a heartier second 
course, a particular specialty is the baked turbot with sea bass 
and potatoes, or choose from a long list of meat and seafood 
dishes. When it’s time for dessert, tempt your taste buds with 
a classic tiramisù or a more daring semifreddo al gorgonzola. 
Reservations are a must as this buzzing little restaurant fills up 
quickly. Open daily, 12:30–3pm and 7:30–11:30pm. All credit 
cards accepted except Diner’s.

ENOTECA CUVERIE
m Via di Santa Cecilia, 1. Tel 0683806268. Closed Sunday. 
All credits accepted. enotecacuverie.it

In Trastevere, near the Basilica of Santa Cecilia and just a few steps from 
the Tiber Island, this brand-new wine bar/wine shop offers excellent 
Italian white, red, and sparkling wines, as well as craft and Trappist beers, 
for a gift or simply for a dinner at home with friends. Monica and Marco, 
a charming couple with a passion for quality, have recreated a pleasant 
atmosphere of times gone by, in which every single piece of furniture 
has been carefully chosen and tailored along with the selection of wines 
and fine food producers. The wine bar also serves aperitivo, brunch, 
lunch, and dinner, to be enjoyed in an inviting and convivial atmo-
sphere. Mouthwatering specialties from the menu include excellent raw 
meat and seafood, such as carpaccio and tartare, smoked duck breast, 
and venison ham, alongside an incredible choice of assorted cured 
meats and cheeses for connoisseurs supplied by the best producers of 
the Lazio, Campania, and Tuscany regions. Nearly 300 labels are avail-
able, as well as many by the glass: Champagne, Franciacorta, Amarone, 
Alta Langa, Brunello di Montalcino, and other prestigious wines can be 
savored at the table or purchased to take home. 

MOLINO BAKERY BAR & CUCINA
m Via Merulana, 281. Tel 0648905295. molinoroma.it

The name Molino (Italian for “mill”) emphasizes the founding princi-
ple of this charming restaurant, immersed in the shadow of the Basili-
ca of Santa Maria Maggiore: first and foremost, the authenticity of the 
ingredients, particularly when it comes to the pastries and bread. In 
fact, Molino is a multi-functional space, with a gastronomic offering 
tailored to the different needs of the day, from breakfast to lunch, 
teatime, aperitivo, and lastly to dinner. The warm and luminous din-
ing room is dominated by a large welcoming counter that includes a 
coffee bar, and through the windows of the open kitchen, diners can 
view a pizza-making area, which produces classic as well as gourmet 
pies. Other tempting offerings include supplì (fried rice balls), burgers, 
meatballs, pasta dishes of the Roman and Mediterranean traditions, 
meat-based entrées (a specialty is the breaded chicken flavored with 
herbs), and seafood (don’t miss the grilled salmon or the tuna with 
balsamic vinegar). Each dish is simple but exquisite, in terms of qual-
ity, seasonality, and freshness, always with a meticulous selection of 
ingredients. Open daily.
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Antica Trattoria Da Luigi
Piazza Sforza Cesarini, 23/24 – Tel 066865946/0668805463
trattoriadaluigi.com

In Piazza Sforza Cesarini (near the austere palazzo that once belonged to the Borgia
family), Restaurant Da Luigi is constantly put to the test by lovers of Roman cuisine,
and passes with flying colors thanks to their successful Mediterranean and seafood
variations. Many famous faces at the tables set up on the piazza fight for the first
spot in line to enjoy the house specialties such as the excellent octopus carpaccio,
spaghetti with clams, baked turbot with potatoes, and traditional Roman dishes
like tripe, lamb, and ossobuco. Desserts are classic and tempting (tiramisù, panna
cotta, and wild strawberries with ice cream) and the service is truly exemplary for
its efficiency and kindness, notwithstanding the fact that the place is always full.
This is a restaurant where you will come and return willingly. Open Tue–Sun,
12noon–12 midnight. Closed Mon. All credit cards accepted.

Papa Rex
Via Aurelia, 87 (St. Peter’s/Vatican) – Tel 06634998 – paparex.it

Located just a few steps from the dome of St. Peter’s Basilica and the Vatican, Papa 
Rex has been serving delicious cuisine since 1991. The restaurant boasts four themed 
rooms, each decorated in the classic Roman style, that are ideal for any occasion, 
whether it be a casual dinner or a formal celebration. The gastronomic philosophy of 
Papa Rex exudes respect for traditional local recipes, so you can be sure you are get-
ting the real thing when you order famous Roman dishes like carbonara, amatriciana, 
saltimbocca alla romana, or stewed artichokes, not to mention the plethora of meat 
and seafood options. Pair your meal with a bottle of local red or white from Papa 
Rex’s ample wine cellar.  Finish your meal with a classic dessert like tiramisù or lemon 
sorbet. Papa Rex keeps traditional Italian and Roman cuisine at the center of their 
specialties, while using the highest quality ingredients from the countryside around 
Rome. All credit cards accepted. Open every day, 12noon–11pm. 

Piccolo Abruzzo
Via Sicilia, 237 – Tel 0642820176 – piccoloabruzzo.it

Entrusted to the care and enthusiasm of Massimiliano and Domenica, restaurant Piccolo 
Abruzzo welcomes guests in a warm and inviting setting just steps from Via Veneto. The 
décor is charmingly rustic, with details like exposed brick ceiling vaults, and the menu favors 
authentic local specialties of the Roman-Abruzzese cuisine, prepared with quality, local in-
gredients. The menu features classic recipes devoted to the tradition of the Abruzzo region, 
with highlights that include prosciutto from L’Aquila; bombolotti pasta with broccoli sausa-
ge; risotto with saffron and truffle; schiaffoni pasta all’amatriciana, abbacchio allo scottadito 
(lamb chops), grilled sausage and scamorza cheese, grilled lamb kebabs (listed among the 
top 10 Roman restaurants to try this Abruzzo specialty), beef tagliata with porcini mushro-
oms, and, it goes without saying, exquisite homemade desserts such as blackberry tart and 
tiramisù. The ample wine cellar stocks a respectable selection and the service is courteous 
and friendly. Open Mon–Sat. All credit cards accepted. Reservations recommended.

Antica Norcineria al Civico 24
Via della Scrofa, 24 – Tel 0668192695 – anticanorcineria.com

This delightful oasis of Italian delicacies, located on one of Rome’s most historic 
streets, Via della Scrofa—just a few steps from famous Piazza Navona—boasts an 
ancient culinary tradition just waiting to be discovered. Here you can explore au-
thentic flavors of Norcia through tastings and an excellent glass of red or white 
wine. You can also purchase the tempting delicacies to enjoy later. Choose from a 
variety of fresh and seasonal products, including, in particular, goodies from Norcia, 
a small medieval town in Umbria famous for its sausage and cured meats, as well as 
Italian specialties like Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, Corallina salami, and wine from 
Barolo, Chianti, and Brunello di Montalcino. Antica Norcineria constantly stocks its 
shelves with the precious flavors and rich aromas that tell the story of its territory 
and delicious history. Open daily, 10am–9pm. All credit cards accepted. 

Via del Viminale, 48 - Tel 0687560857

Il Palchetto is a café-bistro located across from the Opera House in the Esquiline district. 
We offer an informal atmosphere and a tasty menu 

featuring delicious, homemade dishes. 
We are open all day, serving breakfast, lunch, aperitivo, and dinner 

with courteous and attentive service.

ilpalchetto.it - info@ilpalchetto.it
Open from 7am to 10pm

Papa Rex (Roman)
Quality of ingredients, 
respect for culinary 
tradition, and courtesy 
of the staff are the 
points of pride of this 
welcoming restaurant. 
The first courses 
include such well-
loved classics as rigatoni 
all’amatriciana, spaghetti 
alla carbonara, fettuccine with 
porcini mushrooms, and gnocchi with mussels 
and pecorino. Mains include Florentine steak, 
saltimbocca alla romana, or veal piccata with 
Amalfi lemons. Open every day, 10am–11pm. Via 
Aurelia, 87. Tel 06634998. (€€)  Map A/B3 
paparex.it

Siciliainbocca (Regional)
In this elegant restaurant located near the Vatican 
area, you can taste scrumptious Sicilian specialties 
like warm octopus salad, maccaroncelli alla Norma, 
spaghetti with sea urchins, linguine with shrimp 
and cherry tomatoes and eggplant parmesan, with 
cannoli or cassata for dessert. Open daily for lunch 
and dinner. Via Faà di Bruno, 26. Tel 0637358400. 
All credit cards accepted. (€€/€€€) Map B1 
siciliainbocca.com

Taki (Japanese)
Tasting menus–sushi or sashimi in Moriawase 
style–as well as an à la carte menu, in a minimalist 
style. Offers unique dishes like gohanmono, 
oshizushi, or grilled meats with Asian sauces. 
Open daily, 12:30–3:15pm for lunch; 4–7pm for 
tea; 7:30pm–12:15am for dinner. Via Marianna 
Dionigi, 56. Tel 063201750. Credit cards accepted. 
(€€/€€€) Map D2 

VENETO &  PORTA PIA
Bottega Italia (Italian)
Large space with themed stations dedicated to 
every aspect of Italian cuisine: pizza, pasta, street 
food, grilled and cured meats, pastries, gelato, 
smoothies, wine, craft beer, and espresso. Graze 
for your favorite foods, or enjoy a full meal. All 
produce and ingredients held to high standards of 
freshness and quality. Open daily, 7am–2am. Via 
V. Veneto, 15/23. Tel 0642390752. (€€) Map E/F2 
bottegaitaliaroma.it

Piccolo Abruzzo (Regional)
This cozy restaurant, seating only 45 people, 
specializes in the hearty cuisine from the region of 
of Abruzzo. The traditional furnishings, exposed 
brick walls, and warm colors make this a welcoming 
establishment, and each dish is prepared with love 
according to ancient recipes. Open Tue–Sun for 
lunch and dinner. Closed Mon.Via Sicilia, 237. Tel 
0642820176. (€€) Map F2 

Il Vineto (Italian)
In the famous setting of Via Veneto, arguably 
the most glamorous street in Rome’s historic 
center, this elegant restaurant offers a warm 
and welcoming environment. The menu offers 
all the classic dishes of the delicious Roman 
tradition. Among its undisputed merits is the vast 
selection of seafood on offer, arriving fresh every 
day, not to mention an array of tasty and refined 
appetizers and flavorful and novel pasta dishes. 
Open every day, 11am–12midnight. Via Vittorio 
Veneto, 6. Tel 06486617. All credit cards accepted. 
(€€/€€€) Map F2

TRATTORIA DA TEO
Piazza dei Ponziani, 7a. Tel 065818355. trattoriadateo.it
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ENTERTAINMENT
Two Hundred Years and Counting
A Roman musical institution celebrates its bicentenary in glorious fashion. Tiffany Parks reports.

This year, the Roman Philharmonic Academy 

celebrates two hundred years of bringing 

exceptional classical music to the city of 

Rome. Their new season opens on the 25th 

of the month, and with it come a series of 

initiatives to mark this momentous milestone. 

In addition to the academy’s always stellar 

programming, this year’s performances retrace 

the most significant moments in the life of the 

organization, as well as the people who have 

figured in its history.

Teatro Olimpia hosts the season’s inaugural 

concert on the 25th, a tribute to the memory 

Giuseppe Sinopoli, the great conductor and 

composer who died suddenly twenty years ago, 

and whose work is forever linked to the history of 

the Academy, having founded the Philharmonic 

Soloists, an ensemble dedicated to promoting 

music of the second half of the 20th century. 

Mezzo-soprano Monica Bacelli (pictured) and 

soprano Sabrina Cortese headline the concert 

under the baton of Fabio Maestri, performing 

pieces by Sinopoli himself—including the 

celebrated Klangfarben (1977) for five solo strings 

on a series by Riccardo Malipiero—as well as the 

music of a composer particularly dear to Sinopoli, 

Gustav Mahler.

Enriching the October program, four 

Filarmonica200 concerts at the Sala Casella are 

on this month, each one dedicated to a great 

20th-century composer particularly linked to 

the Academy: Petrassi on the 3rd, Hindemith on 

the 10th, Stravinsky on the 17th, and Britten on 

the 31st, with Giovanni Bietti at the podium and 

giving musical talks before each performance. 

In addition, three performances at Sala Casella 

shine the spotlight on exceptional young talent: 

pianist Yena Roh interpreting Haydn, Debussy, and 

Chopin on the 13th, tenor Eric Price with pianist 

Emanuel Roch for an evening of lieder on the 

14th, and pianist Yeseul Kim playing Schubert, 

Beethoven, and Chopin on the 16th. As if that 

weren’t enough, the month kicks off with a 

performance of Giancarlo Menotti’s chilling opera 

The Medium (1947) at Teatro Palladium on the 3rd.
Information and tickets at filarmonicaromana.org.
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CINEMA
Casa del Cinema
Historic cinema located inside Villa Borghese park 
showing classic and new films and hosting themed film 
festivals. Open Mon-Fri, 9am-6pm. Largo Marcello 
Mastroianni, 1. Tel 06423601. Map E/F1  
casadelcinema.it 

Original Language Cinemas
Films in their original language are unfortunately hard 
to come by in Rome. Check out these cinemas for 
authentic audio. Find updated showtimes for all original 
language films at romereview.com.

Alcazar—Via Merry del Val, 14. Tel 065880099.  
(Tuesdays only) Map D5

Multisala Barberini—Piazza Barberini, 24.   
Tel 0642010392. Map F2

Nuovo Olimpia—Via in Lucina, 16g. Tel 06680099.   
Map D2/3   

Nuovo Sacher—Largo Ascianghi, 1   
(corner Via Induno). Tel 065818116. Map D5

   
CONCERT VENUES   
AND THEATERS
Auditorium Conciliazione
Elegant auditorium near the Vatican. Via della 
Conciliazione, 4. Tel 066832256. Map B2/3 
auditoriumdellaconciliazione.it    
    
Auditorium Parco della Musica (PDM)
Major arts complex hosting important events, bringing 
international performers of varying genres, from dance 
and video art, to classical, rock, and jazz. Viale de 
Coubertin, 30. Tel 0680241281 Off Map auditorium.com 

Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia
One of Europe’s most prestigious classical music 
organizations, presenting world-class performers and 
conductors and their renowned orchestra and chorus. 
Viale de Coubertin, 30. Tel 0680241281. Off Map 
santacecilia.it 

Casa del Jazz
20th-century villa located in Villa Osio park hosting jazz 
concerts and events, including live music and shows 
outdoors. Viale di Porta Ardeatina, 55. Tel 0680241281. 
Off Map (See F6) casajazz.it 

Istituzione Universitaria dei Concerti
The classical and contemporary chamber music 
institution organizes concerts at the official venue of La 
Sapienza University. Piazzale Aldo Moro, 5. Off Map 
concertiiuc.it 

Orion Club
Live performance venue and disco hosting mostly rock 
concerts. Viale John F. Kennedy, 52. Tel 0689013645.  
Off Map orionliveclub.com 
   
Palalottomatica
A gigantic sport and concert arena in the slick, modern 
EUR district. Some of the biggest stars perform here. 
Piazzale Pier Luigi Nervi, 1. Tickets: Tel 199128800 or 
ticketone.it. Off Map palalottomatica.it

Palazzo dello Sport 
A gigantic sport and concert arena in the slick, modern 
EUR district. Some of the biggest stars perform here. 
Piazzale Pier Luigi Nervi, 1. Tickets: Tel 199128800 or 
ticketone.it. Off Map palazzodellosportroma.it 

Sala Casella
Smaller alternative venue (and principal summer venue) 
of the Roman Philharmonic Academy, generally hosting 
chamber music and solo recitals. Via Flaminia, 118. Tel 
063201752. Off Map (see D1) filarmonicaromana.org

Stadio Olimpico
Rome’s major stadium hosts AS Roma and SS Lazio 
home games (soccer). Venue for major musical 
performance during the off-season. Via del Foro Italico.  
Off Map ticketone.it

Teatro Argentina
Historic opera house now presenting plays as well 
as musical performances organized by the Roman 
Philharmonic Academy. Hosting some of the 
performances of the RomaEuropa Festival. Largo 
di Torre Argentina, 52. Tel 06684000311. Map D4 
teatrodiroma.net 

Teatro Brancaccio
Large historic theater putting up vastly varied 
performances, from Shakespeare to modern drama to 
hit musicals. Via Merulana, 244. Tel 0680687231.   
Map G4 teatrobrancaccio.it

Teatro Costanzi
The official opera house for the Teatro dell’Opera di 
Roma and their Ballet Corps. The spectacular interior 
and the talent residing within make for memorable 
performances. Piazza Beniamino Gigli, 1. Tel 06481601. 
Map F3 operaroma.it

Teatro Nazionale
The smaller, secondary venue of the Teatro dell’Opera 
di Roma and Ballet Corps. Via del Viminale, 51. Tel 
06481601. Map F3 operaroma.it

Teatro Olimpico
Main venue for the Rome Philharmonic Academy, 
offering talented musicians and innovative 
performances. Piazza Gentile da Fabriano, 17. Tel 
063265991. Off Map teatroolimpico.it 

Teatro Sistina 
lmportant theater hosting big names in ltalian pop, folk, 
and rock, and Broadway-style revues, musicals, and 
plays. Via Sistina, 129. Tel 0642007 11. Map E2 ilsistina.it

PUBS AND BARS
The Abbey Theatre (Navona)
Irish pub with Guinness, Harp, and Kilkenny on tap, 
plus bottled beer and many Irish whiskeys. Happy 
hour 11am–8pm. Open for lunch and dinner. €12 Fast 
menu: burger (150gr/50oz), fries, and a beer. Open 
Sun–Thu rs, 11am–2am; Fri–Sat until 3am. Via del 
Governo Vecchio, 51/53. Tel 066861341. Map C/D3 
abbey-rome.com

Caffè Propaganda (Colosseum)
The cocktails of this local hotspot, just steps from 
the Colosseum, have a well-deserved reputation, 
thanks to the vast selection and the care with which 
each drink is prepared. The menu sections include 
vintage, seasonal, and sparkling, and the cocktails 
are based on everything from champagne to rum, 
brandy, whiskey, and cognac. The white walls are 
adorned with elegant French bistrot prints and 
glass shelves that hold bottles of rare and vintage 
spirits. Via Claudia, 15. Tel 0694534255. Map E4 
caffepropaganda.it 

Club Derrière (Navona)
This “secret” bar is hidden behind (hence its 
name) a fake wardrobe in the dining room of 
Osteria delle Coppelle. A Roaring ‘20s-style 
speakeasy, the bar boasts an interior bathed in 
soft lighting and scattered with vintage armchairs 
and trunks. The elegant bar area is separated 
by an iron and glass grille, behind which three 
bartenders shake, stir, and serve. The cocktails 
are spectacular. Vicolo delle Coppelle, 59. Tel 
3935661077. Map D3

Club Level (Navona)
Choose from more than fifty cocktails at this 
contemporary and minimalist disco club, decorated 
almost entirely in black and white. While DJs set the 
atmosphere and music (which changes every night), 
bartenders concoct new mixes and reinterpret the 
classics. Vicolo del Fico, 3. Tel 3391031617. Map C4

Duke’s (Parioli)
A gourmet restaurant and bar in the posh Parioli 
neighborhood, Duke’s is many locals’ first choice 
if they want to sip a cocktail surrounded by 
beautiful people in a modern wood, iron, and 
steel space. Named after the “father of surf,” 
legendary Hawaiian Duke Kahanamoku, the 
bar offers drinks made with quality spirits and 
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Celebrating Cinema
The 16th edition of the Rome Film Fest runs from 14 to 24 October at 
the city’s premier performance venue, the Auditorium Parco della Mu-
sica, with smaller events popping up at numerous other places in the 
capital. The annual festival has already announced some important 
guests, including directors Quentin Tarantino and Tim Burton, who 
will be awarded prestigious career awards. A retrospective on the 
masterpieces of director Arthur Penn is also on the programme and 
Uma Thurman has been named as the official face of the film event. 
The iconic image pictured is a tribute to the American actress and her 
extraordinary performance in Kill Bill: Volume 2 by Quentin Tarantino, 
who will receive the festival’s Lifetime Achievement Award for his 
contribution to the industry. romacinemafest.it
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Cabinet D’Amateur, a new exhibition by artist Roberto Di 

Costanzo, is an exploration of design through refined 

sculptural evolution. The exhibit is a graphic investigation 

that has its inception in classical sculpture, paying tribute to 

Michelangelo Buonarroti in his masterful role as a sculptor.

Through the works on display, Di Costanzo explores the 

new conception of Michelangelo’s art, which, according 

to art historians, closed the cycle of classical art and strict 

representation, and opened the door to modern art.

Through his academic but earthly style, Di Costanzo finds a way 

to capture the poetry 

of the lifelike marble of 

sculpture, thus overcoming 

the two-dimensional 

boundary that works on 

paper are often subject to. 

Roughly fifteen works are 

on display, ranging from 

large to small format, in a 

graphic interpretation that 

combines the techniques 

of ink, pastel, and chalk. 

With the exhibit, portraitist Di Costanzo inaugurates his new 

season of figurative art by returning to the essentials, to pure form, 

and to detail, which, nevertheless, suggests a final incompleteness 

of the figures, an existential metaphor of life.

This long-awaited return to portraiture is the culmination of the 

artist’s most recent shows, Carnet de Voyage Roma Milano Parigi, 

and A Rebours – Controcorrente, both inaugurated in his prestigious 

atelier on Via Giulia in Rome, as well as his seventh illustrated 

book, Rome – Secret Journey with Eros. Open to visitors on a 

contingent basis, through the end of October, Tue–Sat, 5–9pm. 

Roberto Di Costanzo Atelier.

Via Giulia, 111. Information and reservations: Cel 3334685413. 

robertodicostanzo.it

A fascinating exhibit by contemporary portraitist Roberto Di Costanzo is inaugurated at the 
artist’s own atelier. Read on for a preview.

The Amateur’s Cabinet
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fruit cut fresh daily. It also offers “light” cocktails 
made with aloe vera from organic farming and half 
the usual amount of alcohol. Viale Parioli, 200. Tel 
0680662455. Off Map dukes.it

Jerry Thomas  (Navona)
Inspired by the speakeasies of the Prohibition Era, 
this spot features a great music selection and is 
staffed by four experienced mixologists whipping 
up creative and original cocktails based on gin, 
rum, bourbon, absinthe, vermouth, and cognac. In 
typical speakeasy fashion, a password is mandatory 
to enter—simply answer a question on their site and 
the password will be emailed to you. Open daily, 
10pm. Vicolo Cellini, 30. Tel 0696845937. Map D3 
thejerrythomasproject.it

Freni e Frizioni (Trastevere)
Freni e Frizioni is one of the most popular meeting 
points on the Roman nightlife scene, where 
aperitivo and the end-of-evening cocktail have 
become rituals. The younger set flocks here until 
late at night, clogging the square in front of the 
bar to sip their drinks and listen to live music. 
Occupying what was once a mechanic’s garage, the 
interior is simply furnished with vintage items, but 
holds no shortage of charm. Open daily 6pm. Via 
del Politeama, 4/6. Tel 0645497499. Map D4 

Ice Club (Monti)
Everything in this bar—the walls, couches, bar, and 
even the glasses—is made of ice, 40 tons in all. 
The temperature hovers around 23° F, but the soft 
leather throws make it surprisingly comfortable. 
That, and the 35 varieties of vodka from around the 
world. Open daily, 5pm–late.Via della Madonna dei 
Monti, 18/19. Tel 0697845581. Map E3 iceclubroma.it

Il Sorpasso (Prati)
Trendy venue for cocktails and wine in a retro 
setting featuring exposed brick walls and warmly 
colored paint. The imaginative bartender mixes 
traditional and innovative ingredients, garnishing 
them ad hoc in containers, glasses, and vintage 
cups. Open Thu–Sun, 7.30am–1am. Via Properzio, 
31/33. Tel 0689024554. Map C2 ilsorpasso.info 

Mons (Navona)
This one-of-a-kind cocktail bar is famous for its gothic-
chic décor and anything-goes vibe. Come early for 
a full meal, or stay late for the fabulous mixed drinks, 
mesmerizing mood music, and dark vibe. Open daily, 
5pm–2am. Via della Fossa, 16. Tel 066893426.   
Map C/D3 monscrew.com 

Salotto 42 (Pantheon)
This refined lounge is a book bar, a cocktail & wine 
bar, and a music club, all wrapped into one. With 
a stunning location overlooking the ruins of the 
Temple of Hadrian, Salotto 42 is an elegant and 
trendy spot, perfect for aperitivo or after-dinner fun. 
The décor consists of elegant armchairs and sofas 
from the 1950s, Murano lamps, and shelves stocked 
with books and design magazines. Piazza di Pietra, 
42. Tel 066785804. Map D3 salotto42.it

Scholars’ Lounge (Venezia)
Quintessential Irish pub serving hot food all day. 
Twenty-two beers on tap including Guinness, 
Kilkenny, Murphy’s, and Magners, and more than 
250 whisky bottles lining the walls (Italy’s largest 
selection). Major sporting events shown on 17 
HD screens. Live music, karaoke, pub quiz, and  
student nights weekly. Open daily, 11am–3:30am. 
Wheelchair access. Via del Plebiscito, 101b. Tel 
0669202208. Map D/E3  scholarsloungerome.com
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Antichità Alberto di Castro 

Established in Rome in 1878, Antichità Alberto Di 
Castro is today owned and directed by Alberto Di 
Castro, the namesake grandson of the founder. 
While continuing to keep faith with four generations 
of family tradition, Alberto has more closely focused 
his expertise, specializing in late-16th century Roman 
colored marbles. The historic gallery, designed by 
architect Clemente Busiri Vici, is located in the heart of 
the Eternal City. Closed Sundays. Piazza di Spagna, 5. 
Tel 066792269. Map D2 dicastro.com

Carlo Virgilio Arte Moderna e 
Contemporanea 

Founded in 1979, this gallery is one of the oldest 
antique showrooms in the city. It mainly deals in 19th- 
and 20th-century paintings, sketches, and sculptures 
by American, Italian, and European artists. Closed 
Sundays. Via della Lupa, 10. Tel 066871093. Map D3 
carlovirgilio.it 

Basile Contemporary 

After 15 years’ experience in the art world, 
director Rosa Basile opens the doors of her Basile 
Contemporary gallery in the very heart of Italy’s 
capital city. It aims to be a salon that hosts talented 
contemporary artists, recognized on the national 
and international art scene. It is also engaged in the 
artists’ dialogue about their themes, supporting and 
spreading the artistic and intellectual work of each 
one. Open Tue–Sat, 11am–7:30pm. Via di Parione, 10. 
Tel 0697165279. Map C2/3 basilecontemporary.com

Dorothy Circus Gallery 

Located in the historic center, this is the only gallery 
in Rome devoted to pop surrealism and new trends 
in figurative arts such as urban art. Its goal is to track 
down and enhance the new talents of contemporary 
Italian, European, and international painting. In 
addition, don’t miss the interesting small art bookshop, 
dedicated to all the monographs of the artists on 
display, including Victor Castillo, So Youn Lee, Tomoko 
Hokyo, Yu Kawashima, and others. Closed Mondays 
and Sundays. Via dei Pettinari, 76. Tel 0668805928.  
Map D3 dorothycircusgallery.com

Edarcom Europa 

Since the late 1980s, Edarcom Europa’s dynamic 
exhibition policy has led to it showcasing the work of 
many of the most renowned Italian artists. It also has a 
vast experience in organizing exhibitions in important 
museums and prestigious venues. Francesco Ciaffi 
has run the gallery with his father Gianfranco since 
2005, and today, in addition to promoting the back 
catalogue of established Italian names, the gallery pays 
due attention to artists who have enjoyed traditional 
training but are now involved in their specific artistic 
research. In order to guarantee a client’s pleasure 
in collecting art, Gianfranco and Francesco Ciaffi 
promote the originality of each artists’ own language 
as well as the direct relationship between the artist and 
the work itself. Important names represented by the 
gallery include Ugo Attardi, Ennio Calabria, Angelo 
Colagrossi, Salvatore Fiume, Domenico Purificato, 
Aligi Sassu, Renzo Vespignani and other acclaimed 
Italian masters. Via Macedonia, 12. Tel 067802620. 
Mob 333899154. Mon-Sat 1030am – 0100pm. 330pm – 
730pm Off Map edarcom.it

Fidia Arte Moderna 

Since 1974, this gallery has dealt with Roman artists 
of the 1900s as well as emerging talents. The choice 
of pieces on exhibit does not follow a particular trend 
but is instead based on the quality and ingenuity of 

the works themselves. Closed Sundays. Via Angelo 
Brunetti, 49. Tel 063612051. Map D1 artefidia.com

Gagosian Gallery 

Opened in 2007, Rome’s Gagosian Gallery is one of the 
twelve eponymous galleries that make up art dealer 
Larry Gagosian’s international empire. Considered one 
of the most powerful influencers in the art world today, 
Gagosian boasts spaces in other major world cities, 
including London, New York, Paris, and Hong Kong. 
The Gagosian in Rome has hosted the biggest names 
in modern art including Cy Twombly, Damien Hirst, 
and Lawrence Weiner, as well as breakthrough talents 
like Alex Israel and Kathryn Andrews. Closed Sundays; 
Mondays by appointment only. Via Francesco Crispi, 
16. Tel 0642086498. Map E2 gagosian.com

Galleria André 

Founded in 1984, it has since exhibited the works of 
famous international artists such as Adami, Perilli, Pizzi 
Cannella, Tirelli and Accardi. It is also open to young 
artists to whom it dedicates a monthly show. Closed 
Mondays and Sundays. Via Giulia, 175. Tel 066861875. 
Map C3 andrearte.it

Galleria Cesare Lampronti 

Representing the third generation of an established 
family of art dealers, Cesare Lampronti has over 50 
years’ experience on the international art market. The 
gallery, founded in 1914 by his grandfather, specializes 
in Italian old master paintings of the 17th and 18th 
centuries, with a particular focus on view paintings, 
landscapes, and still lifes, ranging from Caravaggio to 
Canaletto and their followers. In 2013, a new gallery 
space opened on Duke Street, St James’s, offering 
a window upon Italian art and culture in the heart of 
London. Closed Sundays. Via di San Giacomo, 22. Tel 
063227194. Map D2 cesarelampronti.com

Galleria Cocozza 

Founded in 1973 by Roberto Cocozza, this gallery 
specializes in 18th-century and Empire-style furniture, 
as well as high-quality paintings, marbles, bronzes, 
mirrors, frames, and more. Closed Sundays. Via 
Margutta, 52. Tel 063207649. Map D1 anticoantico.com

Galleria d’Arte Contemporanea De 
Crescenzo e Viesti 

Founded in 1996, this gallery features pieces from 
the Avant-Garde, the 20th century, and recent 
experimentation, alternating historic exhibits with 
others by young artists. Artists represented include 
Afro, Boetti, Capogrossi, Patella, Perilli, Schifano, 
Mambor, Uncini, and many more. Open Tuesday–
Friday. Via Ferdinando di Savoia, 2. Tel 0695226414. 
Map D1 decrescenzoeviesti.com 

Galleria d’Arte Stefano Simmi 

Founded in 1978, this gallery organizes contemporary 
art shows in its own exhibition area as well as in public 
and private facilities. It has handled shows for Schifano, 
Guccione, Sdruscia, Rotella, Cascella and many young 
“fame” talents. Always daily. Via dei Soldati, 20. Tel 
0668803783. Map C/D1 galleriadartesimmi.it

Galleria della Tartaruga 

Established in 1975, this gallery bases its philosophy 
on the search and promotion of young artistic talent, 
while keeping an eye on the already affirmed and 
up-and-coming artists. Closed Monday mornings 
and Sundays. Via Sistina, 85a. Tel 066788956. Map D2 
galleriadellatartaruga.com

Galleria De Nisi 

Located in the historic Palazzo Cenci, this gallery has 

been around since 1983, offering an ample selection 
of oil paintings and sculptures by the most important 
contemporary artists, including Accardi, Festa, 
Schifano, Rotella, Fontana, Ceroli, Pistoletto, and 
many other prestigious masters. All the works come 
with a certificate of authenticity and origin as well as 
a guarantee. The gallery also gives estimates and 
appraisals. Closed Saturdays and Sundays. Via Beatrice 
Cenci, 8. Tel 063232868. Map D4 deniarte.com

Galleria Edieuropa Qui Arte 
Contemporanea 

Since 1966 this gallery has featured non-figurative, 
abstract Italian and international art by renowned 
artists such as Balla, Burri, Mastroianni, Capogrossi, 
Uncini, and many more painters and sculptors 
of the same generation. Closed Mondays and 
Sundays. Piazza Cenci, 56. Tel 0668805795. Map D4 
galleriaedieuropa.it

Galleria Il Mascherino 

This well-known gallery mainly deals in contemporary 
art and its ties with literature and music, inspiring 
shows dedicated to affirmed artists such as Schifano, 
Mambor, and Echaurren, as well as new talents and 
emerging underground artists, particularly in the 
digital, photographic, and graffiti fields. Closed 
Mondays and Sundays. Via del Mascherino, 24. Tel 
3382699414. Map B2

Invisible Flowers
An exhibition of the artist duo TTOZOI titled 
Invisible Flowers   is currently on display at the 
Gaggenau DesignElementi in Rome. Curated 
by Sabino Maria Frassà, the exhibit is part of 
the Extraordinario artistic cycle, promoted by 
the design brand Gaggenau together with 
the non-profit Cramum Project. The leitmotif 
of this ambitious project is the investigation 
of the increasingly complex relationship 
between humans and the urban, architec-
tural, and social spaces in which they live, as 
explored through art and design. The show 
brings the art of TTOZOI to Rome for the first 
time, works made from organic materials 
(flour, water, and natural pigments), elements 
that put us in contact with an extraordinary 
world, yet which we don’t normally take into 
consideration in the environment around us. 
The works are created by means of a process 
that is invisible to the eyes of both the artists 
and the spectators, but strongly influenced 
and in connection with the environmental 
conditions that surround it. TTOZOI’s works 
are developed on the premises, inside 
closed display cases; it is only after waiting 
40 days that the viewer is able to see the 
results of this proliferation process: a true 
witness to the genius loci that inspired them. 
Visits by appointment only. Open daily, 
10:30am–7pm. Lungotevere de’ Cenci, 4. Tel 
0639743229. designelementi.it
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Galleria Il Segno 

Since 1964, Il Segno has been a trend-setting gallery 
dedicating ample space to great artists such as 
Accardi, Botta, Burri, Maccari and Turcato as well 
as having organized important shows and exhibits 
for internationally renowned artists such as Warhol, 
Jasper Johns, Lichtenstein, and Oldenburg. Today 
it continues to promote masterpieces signed by 
personalities like De Chirico, Picasso, Richter and 
Cucchi alongside works by young talents like Cametti 
and Castelli. Closed Mondays and Sundays. Via Capo 
le Case, 4. Tel 066791384. Map D2 francescaantonini.it

Galleria La Nuova Pesa 

Founded in 1959 from the initiative of entrepreneur 
Alvaro Marchini, supporter of contemporary Italian 
art, masters such as Manzù, Guttuso, Sironi, Mafai, and 
Attardi. The gallery is now led by Simona Marchini, 
who is passionate in recreating a cultural space 
dedicated to art in its broadest sense, including 
poetry, music, and theater. Carla Accardi, Sandro Chia, 
Daniel Spoerri, and Riccardo Capogrossi are among 
the prestigious artists represented. Open Mon–Fri, 
10am–1:30pm and 4pm–7:30pm. Via del Corso, 150. 
Tel 063610892. Map D2 lanuovapesa.it

Galleria Marchetti 

One of the many art galleries found on Via Margutta, 
Marchetti opened its doors in 1997 and has been 
promoting the presence of contemporary art in the 
Eternal City ever since. The majority of the artwork 
exhibited here comes from Italian artists who were 
active from the 1950s to 1970s, most significantly 
Tano Festa, Franco Angeli, and Mario Schifano of the 
Piazza del Popolo School, and Mafai and Capogrossi 
of the Roman School. The gallery also makes a point 
to invest in new talents. Closed Monday mornings and 
Sundays. Via Margutta, 8. Tel 063204863.   
Map D1 artemarchetti.it

Galleria Mucciaccia 

Massimiliano Mucciaccia was born into a family 
of gallery owners and art patrons, and this 
gallery, opened in 2006, focuses on modern and 
contemporary Italian and international artists. It has 
built a reputation for working closely with curators 
to define and support the artistic career of its artists, 
and to highlight their work on an international scale. 
It continuously works in collaboration with institutions 
and foundations to organize museum-quality 
exhibitions, such as the recent retrospectives of 
Giorgio de Chirico, Robert Rauschenberg, and David 
LaChapelle. Other prestigious masters represented 
are Giacomo Balla, Mimmo Paladino, Mimmo Rotella, 
Alberto Burri, Vassily Kandinsky, and Henri Moore. 
Today Mucciaccia Gallery is present worldwide, 
with galleries in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Singapore, 
London, and New York. Closed Sundays. Largo della 
Fontanella Borghese, 89. Tel 0669923801.   
Map D2 mucciaccia.com

Galleria Russo  
First opened in 1898 as an antique gallery, Galleria 
Russo has now dedicated itself to the artistic world 
by working with the paintings of the Old Masters, 
including Tiziano, Dosso Dossi, Caravaggio, Lega, 
Segantini, Bellini, and many more. The gallery also 
shows particular interest in contemporary Italian 
painters, including Campigli, Guttuso, Gentilini, Sironi, 
Boccioni, and Cambellotti, as well as new, promising 
talents. Open Monday mornings, Tuesdays, and 
Saturdays. Via Alibert, 20. Tel 066789949. Map D1 
galleriarusso.com

Galleria Valentina Bonomo 

Located in Rome’s Jewish Quarter in a 15th century 
convent, this gallery was inaugurated in 2002 with a 
personal exhibition of the works of Mimmo Paladino. 
Since then, it has been hosting exhibitions of world-
renowned Italian and international artists, such as 
Carla Accardi, Enzo Cucchi, Brian Eno, Ferdinando 
Scianna, Sol Lewitt and Franz West, presenting 
projects and installations created specifically for 
the site. Galleria Valentina Bonomo is also involved 
in the realization of projects for public spaces, like 
Italian and foreign institutions and museums, as 
well as private places. Open Tue–Sat, 3–7pm. Via 
del Portico d’Ottavia, 13. Tel 066832766. Map C5 
galleriabonomo.com

Galleria Valentina Moncada 

Valentina Moncada is an Italian art dealer specializing 
in contemporary art. In 1990, she opened this gallery 
on Via Margutta. Since its inception, Galleria Valentina 
Moncada has specialized in contemporary art and 
established itself presenting exhibitions of artists from 
all over the world, many of whom are now recognized 
as international masters (Ontani, Sugimoto, Poirier, 
Goldin, Chen Zen, just to name a few) not to mention 
geniuses such as Picasso and Tony Cragg. Valentina 
Moncada has also curated art shows in public and 
state museums, often sponsored by prestigious 
companies and institutes. Closed Mondays and 
Sundays. Via Margutta, 54. Tel 063207956. Map D1 
valentinamoncada.com

Galleria Varsi 

Founded in 2013, this gallery was conceived to 
explore the artistic movements of urban and 
contemporary art, with the aim of curating collective 
and solo exhibitions and promoting public art in 
Italy and abroad. Over the years, the gallery has 
become a point of reference and experimentation 
that has allowed many international artists to develop 
and share their research: Broken Fingaz, Etam Cru, 
Borondo, Sepe, Herakut, Alberonero, Sbagliato, 
and Dulk, as well as world-famous illustrators such 
as Jeremy Fish. In 2019, the activity of the gallery 
evolved into the creation of Varsi Lab, a laboratory 
specialized in the production of limited edition Fine 
Art prints, screen prints, and handmade art books. 
Open Tue–Sun, 12noon–8pm. Via Affogalasino, 34. 
Tel 3333808632. Off Map galleriavarsi.it

Lorcan O’Neill Gallery 

Recognizing the strong tie between Italian identity 
and art, British art dealer Lorcan O’Neill opened this 
gallery in 2003 with the hope of drawing much-
deserved attention to the country’s contemporary 
art scene. The space is one of Rome’s most eclectic 
high-end art galleries, and exhibits work ranging 
from paintings and photography to sculptures 
and installations. O’Neill has successfully used 
his connections in the UK to feature some of his 
homeland’s most celebrated contemporary artists, 
such as Sam Taylor-Johnson, Tracey Emin, and Rachel 
Whiteread. The gallery also showcases native talent 
in the work of Luigi Ontani, Francesco Clemente, and 
Pietro Ruffo. Closed Mondays and Sundays. Vicolo dei 
Catinari, 3. Tel 0668892980. Map D3 lorcanoneill.com

Magazzino d’Arte Moderna 

One of the essential modern and contemporary 
galleries on the Roman art scene, Magazzino d’Arte 
Moderna is located in the center of the city, just a 
few steps from Palazzo Montecitorio. It boasts a 
collection of top-level Italian and international artists, 

including Massimo Bartolini, Francesca Leone, Jan 
Fabre, Jonas Dahlberg, Yan Xing, and Outtara Watts. 
Closed Mondays and Sundays. Via dei Prefetti, 17. Tel 
066875951. Map D2 magazzinoartemoderna.com 

Monitor 

This gallery, located inside the magnificent Palazzo 
Sforza Cesarini, first found success by displaying 
the works of young artists who express themselves 
through video language. Subsequently, Monitor 
has also expanded its proposals to sculpture and 
site-specific installations. The gallery is also present 
in Lisbon and Pereto, near the city of L’Aquila. Open 
Tuesdays-Fridays. Piazza Sforza Cesarini, 43a. Tel 
0639378024. Map C3 monitoronline.org

Mucciaccia Contemporary 

To inaugurate Mucciaccia Contemporary’s newly 
refurbished premises, the gallery presents the 
perspective Now You See You, featuring the 
work of four American artists: Nick Atkins, Sydney 
Chastain-Chapman, Keegan McHargue, and Andy 
Rementer, and selected by Giulia Abate, artistic 
director of the gallery. The four artists’ research is 
united by the practice of a realistic or semi-realistic 
approach to painting. Their art recovers and reworks 
the contemporary visual culture, either redefining 
traditional artistic genres, such as portraits, 
landscapes, and still life, or borrows from and 
appropriates themes and categories of other linguistic 
fields, from Pop Surrealism to Street Art, from digital 
animation and Science Fiction, to dreams and the 
subconscious. Open Mon, 2–7pm, Tue–Sat, 10:30am–
7pm. Via di Monte Brianzo, 86. Tel 0668309404.   
Map D2 mucciacciacontemporary.com

6° Senso Art Gallery 

This gallery opened in 2008 with the objective 
of promoting the new works of young, emerging 
artists as well as those already established in the 
contemporary art scene, primarily using painting as 
an expressive and communicative means, together 
with sculpture, photography, and design. 6° Senso 
Art Gallery works with international artists such as 
Antonio Tamburro, Marco Tamburro, Mario Sughi, 
Paul Beel, and Friedrich Eigner, giving them visibility 
of their work through personal, collective exhibitions, 
institutional events, international fairs, and editorial 
publications. Closed Sundays. Via Margutta, 43. Tel 
3497075469. Map D1 sestosensoartgallery.net

RvB Arts Gallery 

Founded and owned by Michele Von Buren, 
this gallery specializes in affordable sculpture, 
photography, and contemporary painting. While 
there’s an emphasis on Italian artists, RvB does feature 
international names as well, and strives to include both 
emerging and established talents. Closed Sundays. 
Via Giulia, 13. Tel 3351633518. Map C3 rvbarts.com

T293 

The dedication to always finding what is new on the 
complex panorama of contemporary art has allowed 
this Neapolitan gallery to host the debut exhibitions 
of some of the figures recognized today as the most 
interesting internationally of past years. The artists 
represented by T293 continue to obtain important 
awards, as demonstrated by their exhibitions at 
renowned institutions. Examples include James 
Beckett, Patrizio Di Massimo, David Maljkovic, Norma 
Jeane, Lorenzo Vitturi, and many others. Closed 
Mondays and Sundays. Via Ripense, 6. Tel 0689825614. 
Map D5 t293.it 
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An exhibition of the works of multimedia artist Quayola (b. 1982) 
goes up this month at Palazzo Cipolla. The Roman-born and 
London-based artist is considered one of the leading exponents of 
media-art on the international stage, and Re-Coding marks his first-
ever monographic exhibition in his hometown.
     The elegant historic palazzo is the ideal framework in 
which to exhibit Quayola’s work, pieces that are  animated by 
a permanent confrontation and between classical education 
combined with a more futuristic and visual expression. The 
exhibition encompasses almost the entirety of Quayola’s 
artistic production, works created between 2007 and 2021 
that constitute an immersive journey into the true 
essence of his computational art. The project 
develops across three thematic areas: classical 
iconography, unfinished sculptures, and 
the tradition of landscape painting. 
Making use of robotic systems of artificial 
intelligence and strings of generative 
code, Quayola recodes the history of 
art through a new perspective, using an 
innovative language capable of reflecting 
his poetic vision of the digital world. 
     Quayola also explores the infinite 
possibilities of the formalization of creative ideas 

through the multitude of opportunities that technology offers. 
This research process thus becomes the basis of the work of art 
itself. Quayola doesn’t simply use algorithms to create works of 
art, but rather provides indispensable tools of discovering and 
observing our contemporary world. Renaissance and Baroque 
paintings are transformed into complex digital compositions 
through computational methods, and sculptures—
inspired by Michelangelo’s technique of leaving his marble 
works unfinished—are sculpted by robotic means. Lastly, 
representations of nature are produced by a generative art that 

highlights the fascinating—though  paradoxical—similarities 
between the natural and digital worlds. 

      Quayola’s works have been exhibited in 
highly important collections around the 

world, such as the V&A Museum (London), 
Park Avenue Armory (New York), and 
the Palais de Tokyo (Paris), to name a 
few, and the award-winning artist has 
participated in biennials like that of 
San Paolo, as well as numerous festivals 

including the Sundance Film Festival in 
Park City, Utah.

> On all month at Palazzo Cipolla. 
Via del Corso, 320.
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TOP SIGHTS
Castel Sant’Angelo 

Emperor Hadrian’s mausoleum, transformed 
into a fortress centuries later, now a museum. 
For the kids, there’s also an ancient weapon 
section. Open daily, 9am–7:30pm. Lungotevere 
Castello, 50. Tel 0632810. €4, €7 reduced.   
Map C2/3 castelsantangelo.com 

Colosseum  
Begun in 70 AD, the Colosseum had seating for 50k 
and a sail-like roof covering. Open daily, 8:30am–
7:15pm. Piazza del Colosseo. €12, €2 reduced, 
includes admission to Palatine Hill/Roman Forum. 
Map F4 Advance reservations at coopculture.it.

Pantheon 

The best preserved Roman monument, constructed 
by Agrippa in 27 BC and rebuilt by Hadrian in 
117–125 AD. In 608 AD, it was transformed into a 
Christian church. It contains the tombs of Vittorio 
Emanuele and Raphael. Open daily, 9am–7:30pm, 
Sun until 6pm. Piazza della Rotonda. Free. Map D3 

Piazza Navona 

One of the most beautiful squares in Rome, it 
boasts Bernini’s Fountain of the Four Rivers, which 
encompasses an Egyptian obelisk and a sculpture 
of four river gods. Free. Map D3

Quirinal Palace 

The center of Italian government is open to 
visitors by appointment. See Cappella Paolina, 
Sala dei Corazzieri, and works by Borromini, 
Reni, da Cortona, da Forlì, and more. Open 
Tue, Wed, Fri–Sun, 9:30am–4pm. Piazza del 
Quirinale. Tel 0639967557. Free. Guided tour: 
€10 (€5 reduced).Map E3 palazzo.quirinale.it

Roman Forum/Palatine Hill 

The heart of Ancient Rome: Arch of Titus, Temple of 
Saturn, House of the Vestal Virgins, and more. Climb 
the Palatine Hill to the Domus Flavia and Museo 
Palatino. Via dei Fori Imperiali. Tel 066990110. Open 
daily, 8:30am–7:15pm. €12, €2 reduced, includes 
admission to the Colosseum. (House of Augustus: 
Tue–Sun, 9am –1:30pm, site included in €16 
superticket.) Map E/F4/5

Saint Peter’s Basilica 

The longest church in the world with art including 
Michelangelo’s Pietà and Bernini’s Baldacchino. No 
shorts, short skirts, or bare shoulders. Open daily, 
7am–7pm. Tel 0669883229. Free. Map B3 

Sistine Chapel/Vatican Museums 

Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, Renaissance, and 
baroque art; works by Michelangelo, Raphael, 
Caravaggio, Canova, and many more. Open 
Mon–Sat, 9am–6pm, last entrance 4pm. Viale 
del Vaticano. Tel 0669883332. €17, €8 reduced. 
(Free last Sun of each month, 9am–2pm.) Map B2 
Advanced reservations at vatican.va.

Spanish Steps 

Climb the most famous staircase in the world for a 
fantastic view of the city and visit the stunning Trinità 
dei Monti church at the top. Piazza di Spagna. Free. 
Map E2

Trevi Fountain 

Nicola Salvi’s iconic fountain is newly restored 

and finally reopened to the public. Make sure to 
toss a coin or two into its famous waters. Piazza di 
Trevi. Free. Map E3

ARCHAEOLOGY   
Ara Pacis 

The imposing altar is housed in Richard Meier’s 
museum, the first work of contemporary architecture 
in the historic center since the Fascist Era. Open 
daily, 9:30am–7:30pm. Lungotevere in Augusta. Tel 
0682059127. €10.50, €8.50 reduced. Map D2

Baths of Caracalla 

Monumental 3rd-century bath complex, once the 
center of Roman civic, social, and political life, built 
by Emperor Caracalla. Learn the ancient techniques 
for heating water and imagine how it looked before 
it was stripped of its marble and mosaics. Via delle 
Terme di Caracalla, 52. Open Tue–Sat, 9am–7:15pm; 
Mon 9am–2pm. €8, €4 reduced. Map F6

Catacombs 

Miles of underground tunnels contain the remains 
and the graves of martyrs, saints, and ordinary 
people, buried in the early Christian era. Via Appia 
Antica. Prices vary. Off Map 

Domus Aurea 

A few restored sections of Nero’s legedary “Golden 
House” are open for visitors on weekends only. Open 
Sat, Sun: 9:15am–4:15pm. Via della Domus Aurea, 1. 
Map F4 Tickets via coopculture.it.

Trajan’s Markets 

The semicircular market was ancient Rome’s mall 
and an office building. The site also houses an 
archaeology museum, and occasional contemporary 
installations. Via IV Novembre, 94. Tel 066790048. 
Open daily, 9:30am–7:30pm. €16, €14 reduced.  
Map E4

ART GALLERIES & 
EXHIBITION SPACES
Chiostro del Bramante 

Exhibition space housed in Bramante’s cloister 
of Santa Maria della Pace’s church. It hosts 
temporary exhibits by important international 
artists. Open Mon–Fri, 10am–8pm; Sat, 
Sun until 9pm. Via della Pace. Tel 
0668809098. €14, €12 reduced.  
 Map C/D3

Galleria Borghese 

Arguably the most beautiful museum 
in the city, it includes works by 
Bernini, Correggio, Titian, Canova, 
Raphael, and Caravaggio, as well marble 
sculptural works from antiquity. Piazzale 
Scipione Borghese, 5. Tel 0632810. Open Tue–Sun, 
8:30am–7:30pm. €13, €6.50 reduced. Map F1 
galleriaborghese.it

Galleria Doria Pamphilj 

A rich collection of works by major Italian artists 
including Titian, Raphael, Correggio, Caravaggio, 
Guercino, Reni, and Bernini, all located in a 
glorious masion. The audio guide was recorded 
by living members of the Pamphilj family who 
grew up in the palace. Open daily, 9am–7pm. Via 

del Corso, 305. Tel 066797323. €12, €8 reduced. 
Map E3 doriapamphilj.it

MACRO 

Contemporary art museum located in former Peroni 
beer factory. Open Tue–Sun, 10am–8pm. Via Nizza, 
138. Tel 0667107900. Free. Map G1 museomacro.org

Mattatoio di Roma 

Once the seOnce the seat of MACRO’s Future branch, this 
contemporary art museum located in a former 
slaughterhouse highlights cutting-edge art. Open 
Tue–Sun, 4pm–10pm. Piazza O. Giustiniani, 4. €6, €5 
reduced. Map D6 mattatoioroma.it

MAXXI 

Museum of 21st-century art showcasing latest 
trends in art and architecture. Open Tue–Sun, 
11am–7pm (Sat until 10pm). Via Guido Reni, 4a. 
Tel 064824184. €12, €9 reduced, kids under 14 
free. Off Map maxxi.art

National Gallery of Ancient Art at Palazzo 
Barberini 

This baroque palace is home to the larger portion 
of the country’s national art collection, including 
Raphael’s Fornarina and works by Holbein, Bronzino, 
Caravaggio, and more. Open Tue–Sun, 8:30am–
7pm. Via delle Quattro Fontane, 13. Tel 064824184. 
€12, €2 reduced, kids under 18 free. Map F3 
barberinicorsini.org

National Gallery of Ancient Art at 
Palazzo Corsini  

This lovely noble palace houses part of 
the country’s national art collection, and is 
decorated with frescoes and trompe l’oeils. 
The collection includes works by Guercino, 
Carraci, Rubens, Fra Angelico, and Caravaggio. 
TEMPORARILY CLOSED FOR RENOVATIONS. 
Tel 066874845. €12, €2 reduced, kids under 18 
free. Map C4 barberinicorsini.org

National Gallery of Modern Art  
(GNAM) 

Largest collection of Italian art from the 19th 
and 20th centuries. Viale delle Belle Arti, 
131. Tel 06322981. €10, €5 reduced. Map E1 
lagallerianazionale.com

Palazzo Bonaparte 

Exhibit space in what was once the 
residence of Napoleon’s mother, 
filled with glorious wall and ceiling 
frescoes and mosaic floors. 
Open Mon–Fri, 9am–7pm; Sat, 
Sun, 9am–9pm. Piazza Venezia, 

5. Tel 068715111. Map E3/4 
mostrepalazzobonaparte.it

Palazzo Cipolla 

Former exhibition space for the Rome 
Museum Foundation is recently reopened and is 
now organizing its own exhibits. Open Tue–Sun, 
10am–8pm; Mon, 2:30–8pm. Via del Corso, 320. Tel 
066786209. €13, €11 reduced. Map D/E3

Palazzo delle Esposizioni (PalaExpo) 

Imposing 19th-century building by Pio Piacentini 
hosting contemporary art and photography exhibits.  
Open Tue–Sun, 10am–8pm; Fri, Sat until 10:30pm. 
Via Nazionale, 194. Tel 0639967500. €10, €8 
reduced. Map F3 palazzoesposizioni.it

The editorial staff of WHERE Rome is not responsible for any modifications to museum/monument opening days/hours, 
or any modifications or cancellations of exhibits, concerts, or any other events announced after the time of publishing.
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Visit 
the word’s oldest 
public museum, 
The Capitoline 

Museums, established                   
in 1471.

The Technology of Art
A new cutting-edge exhibition explores how technology can be utilized to create art, 

through the works of one of the world’s leading multimedia artists. Tiffany Parks shares her review.
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Ancient Rome was founded on seven hills—the Capitoline, 
Palatine, Celium, Aventine, Quirinal, Viminal, and Esquiline—which 
engendered various neighborhoods with their own distinctive 
characteristics and identity.

>The Vatican – Ratified in 1929 as an in-

dependent state, the Vatican City houses 

St. Peter’s Basilica, the largest church in the 

world and an architectural achievement 

of the Renaissance, the Vatican Museums,

with magnificent works of art, Michelan-

gelo’s famous Sistine Chapel, and lush, 

immaculately-cured gardens.

>Ancient Rome – This area goes from the 

Via dei Fori Imperiali, where the impressive 

Forum stands, to the Colosseum, the Cir-

cus Maximus, and the Baths of Caracalla.

>Historic Center (Centro Storico) – The 

area within the Aurelian walls is referred to 

as the historic center. Masterpieces of the 

16th and 17th century by Bernini, Borro-

mini, Michelangelo, and Caravaggio can 

be found here. Main areas of interest are 

Piazza Navona, Piazza Barberini, Piazza di

Spagna, and Piazza Farnese. 

>The Aventine and Testaccio – The 

Aventine is one of the most elegant areas 

in Rome with the Basilica of Santa Sabina 

and the Church of Sant’ Alessio next to 

the orange gardens. The keyhole of the

Maltese Embassy offers a wonderful view 

of St. Peter’s dome. Testaccio, between 

the Tiber and the Aventine, is where 

Caius Cestius’ Pyramid and the Protestant 

Cemetery (tombs of Keats and Shelley) 

are found. Mt. Testaccio is a hill made of 

broken amphorae deposited between

140 and 255 A.D. 

>Trastevere and the Jewish Ghetto – 

Trastevere is a very Roman neighborhood 

and its residents call themselves the “real 

Romans.”  This characteristic part of the 

city has many pizzerias and restaurants.

Across the Tiber, the Jewish Ghetto hous-

es one of Europe’s oldest surviving

Jewish communities. The Via del Portico 

d’Ottavia with Renaissance and Medieval 

architecture is the center of Jewish life. 

>Monti, Via Veneto, and the Esquiline 

Hill – Monti hosts various landmarks like 

the Basilica of St. Mary Major, the Trevi 

Fountain, and Trajan’s Market as well as 

numerous ministries and the Quirinal Pal-

ace. The elegant Via Veneto, made famous 

in Fellini’s “La Dolce Vita,” is one of the most 

photographed streets in the world. 

>Prati, Flaminio, and Parioli – Prati, 

behind Castel Sant’Angelo and next to 

the Vatican, is a great place for shopping. 

Crossing the river at Ponte Milvio leads 

to the soccer stadium and Via Flaminia, 

which passes through affluent residential 

areas. Parioli, north of Villa Borghese,

is one of the most elegant and expensive 

residential areas in Rome. 

>San Lorenzo – Just outside the city walls 

near Via Tiburtina is San Lorenzo. In the 

1880s it was a working class neighbor-

hood. Now it is popular with students due 

to its proximity to La Sapienza University.

The area boasts numerous restaurants, 

clubs, and bars. 

>San Giovanni, Nomentana and  

Monteverde – The 19th-century San

Giovanni area is built around the Basilica 

of St. John in Lateran. Outside the walls 

are the residential areas of Nomentana, 

and the charming Monteverde, where the 

wonderful Villa Doria Pamphili park is. 

>EUR and Ostia – EUR was designed for 

the 1942 World’s Fair which never took 

place. Fascist-inspired buildings include 

the Palazzo della Civiltà del Lavoro and the 

Palazzo dei Congressi. Continuing down 

Via Cristoforo Colombo is the coastal 

town of Ostia and the excavations of

Ostia Antica, Ancient Rome’s port.  

A Glimpse of Roman Neighborhoods

ESSENTIALS
TRANSPORTATION
Bici & Baci
Explore the Eternal City on two wheels by renting a 
bicycle or motor scooter. Fully appreciate the beauty 
of Rome, visit the archaeological sites and hotspots, 
and discover unknown gems that are off the usual 
tourist trails with complete autonomy and freedom of 
movement. Bicycle and Vespa tours are also offered. 
Info: 064828443. Via Cavour, 302. Map E4. Via del 
Viminale, 5. Map G3. Vicolo del Bottino, 8. Map E2. 
bicibaci.com

My Vespa
See Rome like the Romans do, from perched atop your 
very own Vespa. This company offers both short- and 
long-term Vespa rentals, so you can have your own set 
of wheels no matter how long you intend to stay. They 
also offer a range of tours, so you can visit the city’s 
sites by Vespa (you can choose to drive your own or be 
a passenger), Segway, bicycle, and more. Open daily, 
9am–7pm. Via Cavour, 80. Tel 064815669. All credit 
cards accepted. myvespa.it

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
Principal bus terminals: Termini Station, Pza Venezia, 
Largo Argentina. Metro lines A and B operate daily, 
5:30am–11:30pm, Sat until 1:30am. Single ticket: €1.50; 
valid 100 minutes on one or more buses and/or one 
metro ride. Validate ticket on bus or upon entering 
metro. 1-day pass: €7; 3-day pass: €18; 7-day pass: €24. 
Tickets available at ticket machines, bars, tobacconists, 
and newsstands. Tel 800431784.

TAXIS
Can be picked up at taxi stands or hailed. Don’t trust 
people who approach you at stations, airports, or 
tourist sites offering taxis. Authorized taxis can be 
called at: 064994, 063570, 066645, 065551, 0688177. 
€48 flat fare between Fiumicino and center; €30 
between Ciampino and center.

AIRPORT TRANSFERS

To Fiumicino and Ciampino Airport   
(by train and coach)
Non-stop Leonardo Express departs Termini Station 
and arrives inside Fiumicino Airport. 31 mins. €14 
one-way. Trains also run to and from Trastevere, 
Ostiense, Tuscolana, and Tiburtina stations, €8 one-
way. trenitalia.it

CAR RENTALS

Avis (Fiumicino)—Tel 0665011531/06419941

Europcar—Tel 800014410/064882854

Hertz—Tel 199112211/064740389

Maggiore (Fiumicino)—0665010678/064880049

CHAUFFEUR SERVICES

Limu Event
Hire an all-white 8.6 meter limousine and enjoy Happy 
Hour on board your private eight-person vehicle, with 
music under your control when you bring an iPod.  
Daily Ferrari and Lamborghini rental also available. Tel 
3668079203. limuevent.it

YOUR OFFICE ABROAD 
Currency Exchange
Take a passport or other ID. Commission rates vary from 
zero to €5 per transaction. Banks and post offices also 
have exchange bureaux.
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Rome’s Gallery of Modern Art 

Italian and international works by 20th-century 
artists. Sculptures, paintings, and applied 
art by Manzù, Donghi, Tato, Capogrossi, De 
Chirico, Guttuso, and Scipione. Open Tue–
Sun, 10am–6:30pm. Via Francesco Crispi, 24. 
Tel 060608. €7.50, €6.50, reduced. Map E2 
galleriaartemodernaroma.it

Scuderie del Quirinale 

Former stables of the Quirinale Palace, now a space 
for art and history exhibits. Open daily, 10am–8pm; 
Fri, Sat, 10am–10:30pm. Via XXIV Maggio, 16. 
Tel 0634467500. €12, €9.50 reduced. Map E3 
scuderiequirinale.it 

Vittoriano Complex – Altare della Patria 

Exhibition site located inside the vast white 
monument to King Victor Emmanuel II hosts 
exhibits and a permanent collection on the Italian 
Risorgimento. Elevator to rooftop terrace provides 
one of the best views in the city. Open daily, 
9:30am–5:30pm. Piazza Venezia. €7, €3.50. Map E4

MUSEUMS
Capitoline Museums 

Oldest museum in the world houses Roman 
antiquities and works by Bernini, Cavalier d’Arpino, 
Guercino, Caravaggio, and more.   
Piazza del Campidoglio, 1. Tel 0639967800. €15, €13 
reduced. Map E4 museicapitolini.org

Centrale Montemartini 

Over 400 ancient sculptures, sarcophagi, mosaics, 
and other artifacts are displayed in one of Rome’s first 
power plants, along side industrial-era turbines and 
machinery making a vibrant and fascinating dicotomy. 
Dozens of previously archived works are now part of the 
permanent collection. Open Tue–Sun, 9am–7pm. Viale 
Ostiense, 106. Tel 065748030. €9, €8 reduced.   
Off Map (see E6) centralemontemartini.org

Leonardo da Vinci Museum 

This museum brings to life the genius of 
Leonardo da Vinci as an inventor, artist, scientist, 
anatomist, engineer, architect, and much more. 
The interactive museum is a fascinating and 
inspirational experience, perfect for visitors of all 
ages and suitable for the whole family to enjoy. 
Open daily from 10am–7pm. Piazza del Popolo, 12. 
Map D1 museodavinci.it 

Goethe Museum 

The house where German poet Goethe lived 
with painter Hans Tischbein, filled with diaries, 
letters, and art. Hosts concerts and events. 
Open Tue–Sun, 10am–6pm. Via del Corso, 18. Tel 
0632650412. €5, €3 reduced. Map D1

Museum of Rome at Palazzo Braschi 

Paintings, drawings, and photographs in a historic 
palace tell the evolution of Rome from the Middle 
Ages to today, with particular focus on 18th and 
19th centuries. Open Tue–Sun, 10am–7pm. Piazza 
San Pantaleo, 10. Tel 0667108346. €13, €9 reduced.  
Map D3 museodiroma.it

Museum of Rome in Trastevere 

Former convent accommodates Rome’s folklore 
museum, with permanent collections on the 
history of Trastevere and photography exhibits. 
Open Tue–Sun, 10am–8pm. Piazza Sant’Egidio 
1b. €6, €5 reduced. Tel 065816563. Map C4 
museodiromaintrastevere.it

Museums of Villa Torlonia 

Set in a lush park, three museums, the Casino 
Nobile, the Casino dei Principi, and the Casina 
delle Civette, showcase a variety of works from 
ancient sculptures to art glass. Open Tue–Sun, 
9am–7pm. Via Nomentana, 70. Tel 060608. €9.50, 
€7.50 reduced. Map H1 museivillatorlonia.it

Napoleonic Museum 

Occupying the ground floor of a 17th-century 
palace, this museum displays paintings, mementos, 
and other curios pertaining to Emperor Napoleon. 
Open Tue–Sun, 10am–6pm. Piazza di Ponte 
Umberto I, 1. Tel 066876331. Map D3

National Etruscan Museum at Villa Giulia 

Explore Etruscan art at this spectacular Renaissance 
villa near Villa Borghese. Open Tue–Sun, 9am–8pm. 
Piazzale di Villa Giulia, 9. Tel 063226571. €8, €4 
reduced. Off Map villagiulia.beniculturali.it

National Roman Museum at the Baths of 
Diocletian 

Rome’s largest baths complex hosts a vast 
number of ancient works including sarcophagi, 
statues, and bas-reliefs. Open Tue–Sun, 9am–
7:30pm. Via Enrico da Nicola, 79. Tel 06684851. 
€10, €2 reduced. Off Map

National Roman Museum at Palazzo 
Altemps 

Renaissance palace housing ancient art that once 
belonged to great Roman families. Open Tue–Sun, 
9am–7:45pm. Piazza Sant’Apollinare, 46. Tel 06684851. 
€10, €2 reduced. Map D3

National Roman Museum at Palazzo 
Massimo 

One of the most important ancient art collections in 
the city, consisting of Imperial busts, bronze Roman 
statues, mosaics, sarcophagi, and breathtaking 
frescoes. Open Tue–Sun, 9am–7:45pm. Largo di Villa 
Peretti, 1. Tel 06684851. €10, €2 reduced. Map G3 
museonazionaleromano.beniculturali.it

Palazzo Merulana
Private museum displaying Cerasi Foundation 
collection, 90 works of modern art, predominantly 
paintings by 20th-century Italian artists, from the Scuola 
Romana to the 1960s. Open Mon, Wed–Fri, 2–8pm; 
Sat, Sun, 10am–8pm. Via Merulana, 121. €5, €4 reduced. 
Map G4/5 palazzomerulana.it

Palazzo Venezia National Museum 

Fascinating museum with an impressive art collection 
containing pieces from all eras, from terracotta models 
by Bernini to Venetian glass to medieval decorative art. 
Open Tue–Sun, 8:30am–7:30pm. Piazza di San Marco, 
49. Tel 0669994284. €10, €2 reduced. Map E3/4 

The Mosaic Museum 

The Savelli mosaic laboratory has been collecting 
rare works of micromosaic for decades. The private 
collection is now a museum showcasing more than 
200 pieces. Open daily, 10:30am–4pm. Largo degli 
Alicorni, 27. Free. Map B3

Villa Farnesina 

Renaissance villa designed by Baldassare Peruzzi 
and Giulio Sangallo with frescoes by Raphael and 
his atelier. Open Mon–Sat, 9am–2pm; 2nd Sunday, 
9am–5pm. Via della Lungara, 230. Tel 0668027268. 
€9, €7 reduced. Map C4 villafarnesina.it

The First of Her Kind
The Museum of Rome in Traste-

vere is hosting a new exhibition 

dedicated to Margaret Bourke-

White, the first known female 

war photographer. One of the 

most representative and em-

blematic figures of photojournal-

ism, Bourke-White has explored 

every aspect of photography, 

from her early images dedicated to the world of industry, to the great reportage for im-

portant publications like Fortune and Life. The exhibit, titled Prima. Donna presents over 

one hundred images from the archives of Life magazine in New York, including visual 

chronicles of the Second World War, famous portraits of leaders like Stalin and Gandhi, 

and vivid glimpses of apartheid in South Africa and racial conflicts in the United States. 

The exhibition traces the thread of Margaret Bourke-White’s entire career, showcasing 

her visionary and narrative ability as an artist capable of composing dense and dazzling 

photographic stories. On all month. museodiromaintrastevere.it
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Artistic maps of all Italian cities, paintings, 
graphic novels, digital prints, high quality art pieces.

mariocamerini.it

>American Express
Piazza di Spagna, 38. Tel 0667642413. Map E2

>Bettini
Via Veneto, 4a. Tel 064871458. Map E/F2

Banks
Most banks have 24-hour ATM (Bancomat) 
machines. Opening hours vary, but most operate 
Mon–Fri, 8:30am–1:30 pm and 2:45–4:30pm. Closed 
on public holidays. Map E5

MAILING SERVICES

Postal System

Stamps (francobolli) can be bought at any post office. 
Red mailboxes can be found on the walls of buildings. 
Central post office in Piazza San Silvestro. Map E3 

Mail Boxes, Etc.
Postal, business, and communications company 
offering 24-hour access mailbox service, fax service, 
overnight packages, professional packing, money 
transfer, binding, laminating, printing, office supplies, 
Internet access, and more. Open Mon–Fri, 9:30am–
7pm, Sat until 1pm. Via E. Q. Visconti, 12/14. Tel 
063612849. Fax 063226712. mbe075@mbe.it Map C/
D2 Via Lazio, 10. Tel 0642014774. Fax 0642014217. Most 
credit cards accepted. Map E/F2 mbe328@tin.it

MSB Shipping Broker
Offers fax service, digital printing, graphic design, 
binding, laminating, photocopying, plotter 
printing, adhesive labelling, worldwide shipping 
with tracking number, and more. Via dei Salentini, 
17. Tel 0698185496. Map H3 shippingbroker.it

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIRECTORIES

Mobile phone operators 
US—US cell phoned must be tri- or quad-band to 
be used in Italy. Some US service providers offer 
international roaming. Contact your provider for 
details.

UK—Cell phones are compatible within the Italian 
network. Most UK service providers offer international 
roaming. Contact your provider for details.

Pre-paid SIM cards can be used with unlocked, 
compatible phones. Networks: TIM, Vodafone, 3, 
and Wind.

INTERNET

Mail Boxes, Etc.
Open Mon–Fri, 9:30am–7pm; Sat, 9:30am–1pm.  Via 
Ennio Q. Visconti, 12/14. €4/hr. Map C/D2

Exto Cafe
Open Mon–Fri, 8:30am–8:30pm; Sat, 8:30am–6pm. 
Piazza Firenze, 255. €3/hr. Map D3

SERVICES
Disabled Travelers
The main information centers for disabled travelers are 
C.O.I.N. (Tel 0657177001; coinsociale.it), and Roma Per 
Tutti (Tel 0657177094; romapertutti.it).

Rental in Rome
Instead of being cooped up in a hotel room, why not 
opt for a spacious apartment all to yourself? Rental 
in Rome features apartments, villas, and castles 
for rent in the heart of Rome so you can experience 
the city like a local. Via Marianna Dionigi, 57. Tel 
063220068 Map D2 rentalinrome.com

Tax-Free Shopping
Non-EU residents are entitled to a VAT tax refund with 
min. purchase of €155. Ask for an invoice (fattura) or 
a Tax-free Cheque when shopping. Goods must be 
stamped by customs agent upon departure no more 
than three months after date of purchase. Stamped 
invoice must be mailed to place of purchase within four 
months of purchase.

TOURS & COURSES
InRome Cooking
This cooking school near Piazza Navona offers hands-
on cooking classes and culinary walking tours. Learn 
how to make fresh pasta, pizza, gelato, and tiramisù 
from professional chefs or wander the streets of 
Rome with gastronomic guides to discover historic 
food shops and sample the best of Roman food and 
wine. Private and group tours available. Corso del 
Rinascimento, 65. Tel 0668805375. Cel 3883646013. 
inromecooking.com

Jewish Roma
For a fascinating walking tour through the beautiful 
and history-rich streets of the Jewish Ghetto, book a 
tour with Micaela Pavoncello, a dynamic, fast-paced 
guide, fluent in multiple languages, who will enrich your 
Roman experience with knowledge, anecdotes, legends, 
and humor. Tel 3932175898. jewishroma@gmail.com 
jewishroma.com 

RomebySegway
Visit Rome on a Segway: it’s less tiring and eco-
friendly. Visit ancient wonders, marvelous churches, 
and Baroque palaces with audio/video guides. Bike 
tours also available, with guide or self-guided with 
map, programmed SatNav, audio-guide, and helmet-
mounted camera. Tel 0677591822. romebysegway.
com; info@romebysegway.com

Rome with Aly
If you’ve ever wished you could have a local tell you all 
the best places to go, things to see, and food to try 
(and even take you there), you’re in luck. Aly has lived 
in Rome for many years, and her experience in the 
gastronomic sector has made her distinctly qualified to 
offer food-based tours all around the city. Choose from 
a wide range of walking tours exploring local markets, 
authentic eateries, wine bars only the locals know, and 
much more. All tours customizable. Tel 3385289958. 
romewithaly.com; info@romewithaly.com

MEDICAL SERVICES
*Emergency health care is available free in 
all hospital emergency rooms. 

PRIVATE HOSPITALS/ENGLISH-SPEAKING 
DOCTORS

Dr. Roberto Coronelli (Dentist)
Dental surgeon and implantologist Roberto Coronelli 
will see to all your dental needs during your stay in Rome, 
from cavity fillings to prosthetics to oral surgery. The 
studio in the Termini area utilizes all the latest dental 
technologies and equipment. Open 9:30am–1:30pm and 
2:30pm–7pm. Via Castelfidardo, 8. Tel 0642013296.  
Map G2 studiodentisticorobertocoronelli.it 

Rome American Hospital
Via E. Longoni, 69. Tel 0622551. Off Map   
rah.it/english/index.htm

24-Hour Pharmacies
>Piazza Barberini, 49. Tel 064825456.
>Piazza Risorgimento, 44. Tel 063722157.
>Via Arenula, 73. Tel 0668803278.
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Via dei Bastioni, 1 (corner Via G. Vitelleschi)
Tel. +39 06 686386  
www.atlantehotels.com

ROOF TOP EXPERIENCE
“Les Etoiles” Ristorante & Terrazza

In the heart of historical Rome,
two blocks from Vatican City,
come and experience 
Roof Garden Restaurant “Les Etoiles”
and a huge panoramic Terrace Bar. 
Open every day 
from 10:00am till midnight.

Lunch and Dinner
Italian Aperitivo
Cocktails
Wines and spirits
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